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Abstract
RFID is a technology that allows identification and authentication of objects or
persons through the use of wireless communication between tags and readers.
RFID Tags are small devices that are comprised of an antenna (for receiving/
transmitting data) and a chip. Although exceptions exist (e.g. passports, etc.),
tags are generally inexpensive and moderately powerful in terms of computation.
Due to the high requirements (secure authentication, respect of privacy, speed
of authentication, etc.) and specific constraints (asymetric system, inexpensive
tags, wireless communication, etc.), there are many challenges in RFID security.
Mostly two have been studied in this thesis: ultralightweight authentication
(authentication protocols dedicated to extremely low-end tags where classical
crypto is deemed too expensive) and the complexity/privacy tradeoff (protecting
privacy makes the task of readers very time-consuming). In the former, our results
are mostly cryptanalytic (almost all ultralig...
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Abstract
Two areas have been explored during this thesis: RFID authentication, and cryptanalytic time-
memory tradeoffs.
Radio Frequency IDentification (or RFID) is a technology that allows identification and authen-
tication of objects or persons through the use of wireless communication between tags and readers.
RFID Tags are small devices that are comprised of an antenna (for receiving/transmitting data)
and a chip. Although exceptions exist (e.g. passports, etc.), tags are generally inexpensive and
moderately powerful in terms of computation, and most of the time rely on the electro-magnetic
field provided by the reader for energy supply. Readers on the other hand are more expensive
devices that have a computational power comparable to a PC. The RFID technology is very
widespread nowadays, and it continues to grow rapidly. However, due to the high requirements
(secure authentication, respect of privacy, speed of authentication, etc.) and specific constraints
(asymmetric system, inexpensive tags, wireless communication, etc.), there are many challenges
regarding its security. Mostly two have been studied in this thesis: ultralightweight authentication
(authentication protocols dedicated to extremely low-end tags where classical crypto is deemed
too expensive) and the complexity/privacy tradeoff (protecting privacy makes the task of read-
ers very time-consuming). In the former, our results are mostly cryptanalytic, and in the latter
where, it seems, no perfect solution exists, our results are mainly analytical and comparative (the
OSK/AO protocol in particular achieves good privacy protection with reasonable complexity, and
uses cryptanalytic time-memory tradeoffs that is the focus of the second part of the thesis).
A cryptanalytic time-memory tradeoff is a generic tool to carry out brute force search for the
pre-image of a one-way function efficiently. It forms a compromise between the online exhaustive
search (no precomputation, searching through all the possibilities) and the lookup table (all pos-
sibilities precomputed and stored, and then looking up when needed) approaches. In the former,
no precomputation or memory is required, but the search is expensive, and in the latter, precom-
putation and storage are expensive, but the search is nearly instant. In time-memory tradeoffs,
precomputation is expensive, but both storage and online search time are reasonable. In this thesis,
ways to improve the performance of existing techniques have been explored, among which finger-
prints (in which stored information is slightly different than in classical time-memory tradeoffs,
which results in a speedup in the online phase), storage optimization (which reduce the storage
of time-memory tradeoffs), and interleaving (which is a way to accommodate the technique to
non-uniformly distributed input).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This first chapter is an introduction to the two topics addressed in this thesis: RFID authenti-
cation and cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs. Section 1.1 presents an introduction to Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID), its characteristics, and its challenges. Section 1.3 presents a short
introduction on Time-Memory Trade-offs (TMTO). Sections 1.2 and 1.4 present what was inves-
tigated and what was achieved in this thesis in the two subjects. Finally, Section 1.5 presents the
plan of the rest of this thesis.
1.1 RFID in a Nutshell
RFID is a technology that allows small inexpensive devices, the RFID tags, to communicate wire-
lessly using radio waves with RFID readers, for the purpose of identification of persons and objects
carrying them. The RFID tag consists of a chip for computation and storage of information, and
an antenna used for communicating with a reader. Some high-end RFID tags have a battery and
decent computational capabilities (active tags), but the vast majority of tags are very cheap and
limited, and rely on the electromagnetic field of the reader for power (passive tags). The field is
modulated by the tag’s chip and reflected to the reader for identification.
The RFID technology has been around since the 70’s [61], but has started to be truly ubiq-
uitous in the early 2000’s (with the creation of the Auto-ID center and the publication of the
EPCGlobal [77] standard). Nowadays, RFID is used in a variety of industrial and every-day appli-
cations (See Figure 1.1): goods tracking, animal identification, access control, public transporta-
tion, wireless payment, passports, etc. All things considered and despite its numerous benefits,
the deployment of RFID has been relatively slow. Some issues include practicability (although
not impossible, it is hard for RFID to work with water and metal), cost (to put it bluntly, it is
impractical to rely on tags that cost as much or nearly as much as the items they are attached to),
and security. This last point in particular, along with other considerations, is the focus of the first
part of this thesis (Chapters 2 and 3).
1.1.1 System Model
In the rest of this manuscript, the following model is used for describing identification and authen-
tication protocols. An RFID system consists of three main entities [187]: a tag, a reader, and a
back-end system.
The tag (or transponder) is attached to an object or person, and is uniquely identifiable in the
RFID system. Characteristics such as computational power, storage capabilities, or communication
distance, strongly vary with price and usage, but are usually very limited.
A reader (or transceiver) communicates with RFID tags in order to perform identification and
authentication. As stated earlier, they provide most of the power used by a tag, and usually have
much larger computational capabilities. Depending on the protocol used, they may perform heavy
computation, such as cryptographic calculation, on behalf of the tag.
The back-end system (or database) stores records associated with the content of the tags. In
the physical world, it is usually connected to many readers in an RFID system. However most
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(a) RFID tag used for animal identi-
fication [credits: Sandstein/Creative
Commons].
(b) RFID tag used for product track-
ing [public domain].
(c) A very small RFID tag [public
domain].
(d) RFID tag inside an ID-1 card for
access control at the UCL [credits:
http://www.uclouvain.be/].
(e) An RFID reader for Oyster cards,
used in public transportation in Lon-
don [credits: Tom Page/Creative
Commons].
(f) A Belgian biometric passport
with an RFID tag inside [public do-
main].
Figure 1.1: Pictures of RFID tags and readers in different settings.
DB Reader
"Reader"
Tags
Figure 1.2: Architecture of an RFID system, as modeled in this thesis.
analyses assume that the communication channel between a reader and the back-end system is
secure, to the point that the reader and the database are considered only one entity.
Figure 1.2 is a schematized depiction of an RFID system, as modeled in this thesis.
In the following, a protocol is defined as being a set of rules to exchange data between a reader
and a tag. In identification protocols, a reader merely determines the identity of a tag (and its
carrier), whereas in authentication protocols, a tag proves its identity to a reader (and vice-versa in
mutual authentication protocols) using cryptographic tools. The former are used in applications
where identity theft is irrelevant such as supply-chain tracking and animal identification. The
latter (which usually require more potent tags) are used in applications requiring security such as
passports, public transportation, wireless payments or access control.
1.1.2 Threats in RFID
In the context of the analysis of authentication protocols, the attacker may be of two different
types: an active or a passive attacker. A passive attacker, or eavesdropper, may only witness the
data transmitted between a tag and a reader. An active one may, in addition, tamper with the
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data, or interrupt its transmission. In some situations, it is also relevant to consider adversaries
able to “compromise” a tag in order to reveal its secrets. This is however considered relatively
difficult to achieve, and only applicable when the benefit is worth the effort (see Chapter 3).
Attacks against RFID systems can be divided roughly into four categories: denial of service,
impersonation, information leakage, and malicious traceability. Other threat classifications ex-
ist [62, 175, 139], but these attack types constitute a solid summary of the capabilities and goals
of an attacker.
Denial of Service (DoS) is an attack that occurs when an adversary attempts to prevent the
application to function properly. In the framework of RFID, besides obvious physical harm to
readers, tags, cables and other assets, this may be achieved using various techniques such as using
blocker tags [111], using RFID jammers and zappers, introducing electromagnetic noise on the
channel, etc. Electronic DoS attacks are extremely difficult to avoid, but are usually not taken into
account in the security analysis of authentication protocols. This is due to the fact that they are
often applicable regardless of protocol details. Some types of DoS attacks are due to weaknesses
in the protocol design, though. For instance, desynchronization attacks in stateful protocols make
further authentication of a tag-reader pair impossible (see Section 2.3.6). In this specific case,
other attacks are sometimes possible after a tag-reader pair has been desynchronized. This kind
of DoS attacks must be taken into account in the analysis of authentication protocols.
Impersonation consists in being authenticated as someone else without being authorized to do
so. This can be achieved by replay attacks, for instance, or any other weakness in the protocol,
including those that allow an attacker to acquire knowledge of the secret of a tag (also known as
key recovery). The attacker can then disguise an expensive product into a cheap one, or gain access
to restricted areas for instance. Relay attacks may also make an attacker impersonate a tag, but in
security analyses done in this thesis, we are not concerned with such attacks. These require very
specific protocols named distance bounding protocols and are the focus of other works (Hancke and
Kuhn’s solution [94] is an early and famous example).
Information leakage is a scenario in which an attacker gains information deemed private on the
product or the tag holder. For instance, an attacker could get sensitive data of a user, such as his
social security number, his address, etc. The attacker could for instance acquire the identity of
a user’s personal belongings, in order to spot a potential robbery victim. Other possible reasons
are political, industrial, or personal espionage, blackmailing, etc. Information leakage is usually
prevented by mapping a real product or person ID in the database to an anonymous ID in the tag,
which only the database can pair.
Malicious traceability has somewhat less dangerous consequences, but it is also the hardest
problem to deal with. It consists in tracing a tag (and its holder) and therefore violating the
user’s location privacy (in space and time). This can be performed if the attacker is able to find
a correlation between authentication sessions of a tag. This is especially hard to prevent, because
the response of the tag must change with each session and have negligible correlation with previous
(and future) responses. Many privacy models have been proposed [113, 184, 181, 99, 24], but two
characteristics are usually required: indistinguishability [149] (or untraceability [9]), and forward
security [149] (or forward untraceability [9]). Untraceability is the fact that an adversary is not able
to tell two tags apart, given a set of authentication sessions of these tags. Forward untraceability
is the fact that an adversary acquiring the secret of a tag is not able to trace past authentication
sessions of that tag.
1.1.3 Challenges in RFID Authentication
Tag Cost
As mentioned earlier, tag cost plays a critical role in the massive deployment of RFID. Although
some sensitive applications use relatively expensive tags (e.g. passports), some others require tags
to be extremely cheap (e.g. tracking of relatively cheap products, disposable tags, etc.) but still
provide some acceptable level of security. The main drivers of cost in tags is the presence of a
battery, power requirements, and the size of a chip (measured in gate equivalents). Providing
security and ensuring privacy for such constrained devices is a real challenge, and is the focus of a
significant part of the research community.
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Privacy
The recent advent of ubiquitous technologies has raised an important concern for citizens: the
need to protect their privacy. So far, this wish was mostly ignored by industry, but national
and international regulation authorities, as the European Commission recently published some
guidelines to enforce customers’ privacy in RFID systems: “Privacy by design” is the way to be
followed as stated in EC Recommendation of 12.5.2009. Research on privacy is an active domain
but there is still a wide gap between theory and everyday life’s applications. Filling this gap
requires academia to design protocols and algorithms that fit the real life constraints.
In order to analyze the privacy of authentication protocols, many models are available in the
literature [113, 184, 181, 99, 24]. In this thesis, most of the discussions regarding malicious trace-
ability attacks fit in the model of Juels and Weis [113], which is based on Avoine’s seminal work [9].
This model is relatively simple and intuitive, and although it lacks the power of expressivity of
more evolved ones (such as Vaudenay’s [184] or Avoine, Coisel and Martin’s [24]), it is sufficient
to understand the attacks and protocol characteristics discussed in this manuscript1.
The model of Juels and Weis defines privacy with the following game. First, an adversary
interacts with the system (querying tags, readers, eavesdropping communications, etc.). She then
chooses two tags T0 and T1. A bit b ∈ {0, 1} is chosen randomly and unknowingly to her, and
she interacts with the system again except Tb. After a while, she must guess whether b = 0 or 1.
The system is deemed private if there exists no adversary capable of winning with a probability
non-negligibly higher than 1/2. The more powerful property of forward privacy (defined in [113]
as well, and intuitively introduced in [149]) is ensured if an adversary, having acquired the secret
of a tag, is not able to trace past authentication sessions of that tag.
Speed of Authentication
Most RFID applications require the authentication of a tag to be done relatively quickly. A fluid
and seamless flow of customers in mass public transportation is a typical example of this necessity.
This requires the computation on both sides to be relatively quick, and the communication in
both directions to be relatively short. Although the readers are much more powerful than tags,
depending on the specific protocol readers may need to perform much more computation. Such
applications also require authentication protocols that scale well when there is a large number of
tags registered in the system.
RFID Authentication protocols usually start with an identification phase, where the reader
acquires the identity of a tag. It then looks up secret data linked with it, and uses that data
to verify the claim of the prover2, or use the data provided by the prover to both identify and
authenticate it at the same time. If privacy is a requirement, and if only symmetric-key encryption
is used, the identification phase may be very time-consuming, especially in large systems.
1.2 Results on RFID Authentication
Work on RFID authentication described in this thesis essentially focused on two problematics.
The first is the analysis of so-called “ultralightweight protocols.” As mentioned in Section 1.1.3,
there is a need for protocols that provide secure and privacy-friendly authentication in systems
where tags have extremely little computational power. While symmetric-key cryptography is usu-
ally considered acceptable for tags in the intermediate price range, and the more expensive public-
key cryptography is only usable on high-end tags such as passports, the lower tier of tags have
to rely on something simpler. In response to that, many protocols have been proposed to provide
authentication using only a handful of very basic operations (such as XORs, modular additions,
rotations, etc.). These protocols, dubbed “ultralightweight,” are however relatively weak, and none
of them today can be regarded as sufficiently secure to be used in practice.
1In particular, the model of Juels and Weis is not capable of pinpointing precise levels of privacy. However, no
formal proof of privacy is done in this thesis.
2In the context of RFID, the terminology used is “tags” and “readers”, but authentication protocols are not
specific to the technology, and the terminology “prover” (the one that provides proof, the tag) and “verifier’ (the
one that verifies and authenticates, the reader) is used in broader contexts. In this thesis, the two terminologies are
used interchangeably.
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Many of these protocols have been analyzed in this thesis, and some of them broken. The
article [20] contains the cryptanalysis of SASI, an early ultralightweight protocol notable for be-
ing the first of its kind to use rotations. A survey [21] has then been done on ultralightweight
authentication protocols of the time as well as attacks on them, and an application of the attack
in [20] to the Yeh-Lo-Winata protocol. [16] presents the cryptanalysis of several ultralightweight
authentication protocols. Finally, [19] is a discussion on the situation in the field and typical design
weaknesses of ultralightweight protocols, and it advocates a change in the way these protocols are
designed. The important results are presented in Chapter 2.
Many of these protocols have been analyzed in this thesis, and some of them broken. A
first article [20] contains the cryptanalysis of SASI, an early ultralightweight protocol notable for
being the first of its kind to use rotations. A survey [21] has then been done on ultralightweight
authentication protocols of the time as well as attacks on them, and it presents an application of
the attack in [20] to the Yeh-Lo-Winata protocol. Several ultralightweight authentication protocols
were then cryptanalyzed in [16]. Finally, a discussion on the situation in the field and typical design
weaknesses of ultralightweight protocols was done in [19], advocating a change in the way these
protocols are designed. The important results are presented in Chapter 2.
The second problematic is the scalability of privacy-friendly authentication protocols in systems
with many tags. As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, respecting privacy and ensuring a quick identifi-
cation of tags in the reader are two somewhat contradictory goals. Indeed, if privacy is a concern,
no information sent by the tag should be correlated with its identity from an attacker’s point of
view. On the other hand, such a restriction hinders the identification of the tag on the reader side.
Designing a protocol that supports both aspects is quite challenging and many interesting partial
solutions have been proposed.
Some of these solutions are analyzed in this work. A survey and comparison of existing solutions
was first done in [13], along with attacks on some of them. The best solution according to this
study, OSK/AO, has then been further analyzed and implemented in practice in [12]. This protocol
uses cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs to accelerate the authentication, a topic that is the focus
of the second part of this thesis. The problematic of the complexity of the identification phase of
private authentication protocols is studied in Chapter 3, and the OSK/AO protocol in Chapter 4
1.3 Introduction to Cryptanalytic Time-Memory Trade-offs
Cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs are a tool to make brute-force attacks on hash functions or
ciphers more practical. As their name suggest, they consist in a trade-off between online time and
required memory to invert a one-way function. They were first introduced by Hellman in 1980 [97],
and were later refined and improved. Time-memory trade-offs have been used in many practical
attacks such as against A5/1 (used for GSM communications) in 2000 [48], or other stream ciphers
like LILI-128 in 2002 [169].
1.3.1 Motivation
A fundamental problem in cryptanalysis is finding the preimage of a given output of a one-way
function. A simple method is applying the function to all possible inputs until finding the expected
value. Such an exhaustive search requires N operations in the worst case to find a preimage, where
N is the size of the input space. This becomes impractical when N is large.
The other extreme is to first construct a look-up table including all the preimage values. After-
wards, finding a preimage is done via a table look-up operation which requires a negligible amount
of time. The precomputation process however requires an effort equal to an exhaustive search,
but is to be performed only once. Although this method is quite fast during the online search
phase, it may require prohibitively large amounts of memory for large problems. The comparison
of exhaustive search and exhaustive storage methods is depicted in Table 1.1.
Time-memory trade-offs are an intermediate solution to this problem. They consist in an oﬄine
precomputation phase, and an online search phase, and require some memory. The more memory
is dedicated to the trade-off, the faster the search phase. The memory required is typically much
smaller than for exhaustive storage, and the online phase is on average typically much faster than
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Table 1.1: Comparison of exhaustive search and table look-up methods (average case, cryptographic
operations only).
Exhaustive search Exhaustive storage
Precomputation 0 N
Average Online computation N/2 0
Memory (storage) 0 N
for exhaustive search. The precomputation phase however is more expensive than for the exhaustive
storage solution. A TMTO is relevant when the online phase is performed many times, when the
precomputation phase is carried out by a more powerful entity than the online phase, or when the
window of opportunity for the attack is short, but there is a sizeable preparation time (“Lunchtime
attack”).
1.3.2 Variants and Adaptations
Arguably, the most important of the algorithmic improvements to the Hellman method [97] is the
rainbow tables, introduced by Oechslin in [147]. Rainbow tables have been illustrated by the very
efficient cracking of Windows LM Hash passwords in 2003 [147] or Unix passwords (using FPGA)
in 2005 [138]. Although comparing different trade-off algorithms is not trivial, and the results
strongly depend on the parameters, rainbow tables have been shown to be superior to other trade-
off algorithms in most situations [121]. Distinguished points (attributed to Rivest in 1982 [70]) is
another improvement over the Hellman method, but evidence shows they are slower in practice
than rainbow tables [147, 121].
Although they were not investigated in this thesis, these variations are also relevant to the
study of time-memory trade-offs.
Hellman’s technique is designed to invert random functions. Fiat and Naor provide in [82] a
construction for inverting any function, at the price of a less efficient trade-off. De, Trevisan and
Tulsiani propose in [68] a similar construction for inverting any function on a fraction of their input.
They also suggest using time-memory trade-offs for distinguishing the output of pseudorandom
generators from random.
Time-memory trade-offs have also been applied to stream cipher independently by Babbage
in [31] and Golic´ in [86]. These trade-offs are call time-memory-data trade-offs, because the number
of bits of data (the keystream) is another parameter. Biryukov and Shamir improve in [47] the
efficiency of this attack on stream ciphers by combining the Babbage/Golic´ and the Hellman
techniques. Finally, Biryukov, Mukhopadhyay and Sarkar generalize these different approaches
in [46], and propose a way to use Hellman’s technique on block ciphers with multiple data.
In [38], Barkan, Biham, and Shamir showed that the performance of existing time-memory
trade-offs can not be improved by more than a logarithmic factor.
1.4 Results on Time-Memory Trade-offs
Cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs (TMTO) can be improved in many ways. Improving rainbow
tables specifically was the focus of this thesis.
The first improvement is the use of fingerprints. It is a generalization of two former improve-
ments on rainbow tables, the checkpoints, and the truncated endpoints. This generalization allows
to analyze these two improvements jointly, which makes it possible to find optimal configurations
in a systematic way. Rainbow tables with fingerprint in optimal configuration are about twice as
fast (in the online phase) as classical rainbow tables on typical problem sizes. This technique is
described and analyzed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The second improvement regards storage. Storage is extremely important in time-memory
trade-offs, as more efficient storage translates directly into a faster search. This aspect was
studied [17] by providing a lower bound on rainbow tables storage, and a new technique called
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compressed delta encoding was introduced to reach this bound. These results are presented in
Chapter 6.
Finally, the third improvement is called interleaving, and aims at providing a solution when
deadling with non-uniformly distributed input. Passwords (which are a typical target of TMTO)
are for instance not chosen randomly by users. Interleaving is described and analyzed in Chapter 7.
1.5 Plan of the Manuscript
Chapter 2 presents the discussion on the ultralightweight protocols, the situation in the field, their
weaknesses, and attacks on some of them. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the problematic of
scalability for privacy-friendly authentication protocols. Chapter 4 studies one of them, OSK/AO in
detail, and its implementation in practice. Chapter 5 is a description and analysis of the fingerprints
for the rainbow table method. Chapter 6 presents the discussion on storage in rainbow tables, and
introduces and analyses compressed delta encoding. Chapter 7 discusses the interleaving technique.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this manuscript by summarizing the work considered in this thesis,
along with perspectives of future works in the areas that were investigated.
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Chapter 2
Ultralightweight Authentication
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RFID authentication is a very active and challenging research topic. It has strong requirements
such as security of course, but also privacy, and yet very strong constraints such as powerful
adversaries and very constrained devices. This last point in particular is the focus of a significant
part of the research community, and has spawned hundreds of papers [11]. Indeed, there is a strong
incentive to build very cheap RFID tags that still provide some level of security. Such tags can
not contain a battery, must make do with very few logic gates, and must be able to complete an
authentication in very little time. In response to that, a number of protocols that rely on extremely
simple operations have been created. Such protocols have been named “ultralightweight,” a term
coined by Chien in [64]. They can be broadly defined as protocols that are aimed at requiring
about 1.5K GE (gate equivalents) or less, relying on only very simple operations on the tag’s side,
and willing to accept compromises to offer some security level. This includes, in particular, most
of the authentication protocols aimed at passive and inexpensive RFID tags. As one might expect,
most of the ultralightweight protocols are usually very weak, and are typically broken very quickly.
In this thesis, work done on ultralightweight protocols was mostly cryptanalytical. This chapter
presents a few attacks on these protocols1, and an analysis of their general weaknesses. Its structure
is the following. In Section 2.1, a general description of ultralightweight protocols is given, and a
typical protocol, SASI, is presented (along with an attack on it). In Section 2.2, a brief state of
the art is presented in the form of statistics. The most typical mistakes found in ultralightweight
1Not all the attacks that were found as part of this thesis are presented in this chapter for the sake of brevity.
However, the general weaknesses exploited by these attacks are part of the discussions in Sections 2.3 and 2.4
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protocols are presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the problematic of dubious security proofs is
mentioned along with reasons why they are usually flawed. In Section 2.5, some recent proposals
are discussed, with attacks and comments on them based on the discussions from Sections 2.3
and 2.4. Section 2.6 presents a few facts on general-purpose lightweight building blocks. The
chapter is concluded in Section 2.7.
2.1 Ultralightweight Protocols
2.1.1 Tag Capabilities
The cost of tags plays a critical role in the ubiquitous deployment of RFID systems. In order to
keep their price low, tags must be very simple and use very little energy. Typical figures are a price
of 5 to 10 cents, and about 5–10 K logical gate equivalents (GE’s) per tag, among which only 250–
3000 are devoted to security [64]. By comparison, best implementations of AES require roughly
3400 gate equivalents [79], and hash functions MD5 and SHA-256 respectively require roughly 8K
and 11K logical gate equivalents [52]. It is possible to use classical cryptographic primitives such
as block ciphers and hash functions on higher-end tags, but the ultra low-cost class is the focus of
this chapter.
These constraints have prompted the community to create authentication protocols that require
very little computation on the tag side, often relying on extremely lightweight primitives such as
logical AND/OR/XOR, modular addition, rotations, etc.
A typical counter-argument for the need of such protocols is that, with the improvement of
technology and the large-scale deployment of RFID, the price of tags (even those capable of solid
cryptography) will be driven down. However, the problematic remains whole because there is
always going to be a market for cheaper devices.
2.1.2 Attack Model
Ultralightweight authentication protocols must primarily ensure that neither an impersonation
attack, nor a key-recovery attack (even partial-recovery) is feasible. Protocol analyses usually
consider the Dolev-Yao model [73], namely a model where the adversary is powerful but not
almighty: the adversary cannot guess random numbers chosen in a sufficiently large space, she
cannot decrypt or create valid ciphertexts without the correct secret, and she cannot retrieve
private keys from public information. However, she can easily communicate with both a tag or a
reader, eavesdrop communications in both directions, or perform relay attacks (possibly modifying
the messages). This last point is often a source of confusion in ultralightweight proposals, which
treat active attackers as being more powerful than eavesdroppers, despite some active attacks being
in fact not harder than eavesdropping. Skimming (communicating directly with a tag or a reader)
and relay attacks are examples of active attacks that are relatively easy to do, possibly more so
than eavesdropping (see for instance the libnfc library [130]).
Ultralightweight authentication protocols usually also attempt to ensure privacy. The privacy
property is commonly defined in authentication protocols as the inability for an adversary to track a
prover. Privacy is consequently also called untraceability and is represented by an experiment where
two interactions prover–verifier are provided to the adversary, and the latter must recognize which
one was produced by his target (previously queried – possibly with restrictions – during a learning
phase). Several untraceability models exist, with different experiments. The most widely used
models are due to Juels and Weis [113], Vaudenay [184], Deursen, Mauw, and Radomirovic [181],
Hermans, Pashalidis, Vercauteren, and Preneel [99], and Avoine, Coisel, and Martin [24]. It is
today strongly advised to use such a well-established model instead of ad hoc ones. A comparison
of existing models was done by Coisel and Martin [65].
Designing a privacy-friendly authentication protocol is a difficult question. While a classi-
cal challenge-response protocol (where the identity of the prover is not sent in the clear on the
channel) seems to be privacy-friendly at first sight, it suffers from a linear complexity search (see
Chapter 3) and does not ensure forward-privacy: if the prover is compromised, the privacy of the
past interactions is no longer ensured. The latter issue can be mitigated by updating the key, but
desynchronization attacks must be prevented in such a case. Vaudenay actually demonstrated that
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only public-key cryptography can ensure the highest attainable privacy level [183]. Ultralightweight
authentication protocols do not necessarily target the highest privacy level, though.
2.1.3 SASI, a Typical Ultralightweight Protocol
The SASI (Strong Authentication and Strong Integrity) protocol was introduced by Chien in [64].
It is one of the early proposals in the field, and arguably one of the most famous ones2. It is also
quite representative of the general pattern followed by most other ultralightweight protocols. This
section presents a description of the SASI protocol along with the details of an attack on it.
Description and Attacks
SASI, like many in the ultralightweight family, is a stateful mutual authentication protocol. Each
tag keeps a state that changes whenever it is successfully authenticated. Reader authentication is
therefore necessary for the tag to know when to update its state.
Each tag has a secret static identifier ID, two secret keys K1 and K2, and a pseudonym IDS
3.
The pseudonym is used to identify tags efficiently while keeping a certain degree of privacy (see
Section 3.2 for a discussion on the subject). The keys K1 and K2 as well as the pseudonym IDS
are all updated when the tag is authenticated.
The SASI protocol relies on logical OR (∨), logical XOR (⊕), modular addition (+), and the
rotation Rot(x, y). The latter operation is defined as a circular left-shift of x of r(y) bits, where:
r : [0, 2L − 1]→ [0, L− 1].
Several types of rotations can be used with SASI, especially the modular rotation, that is
r(y) = y mod L, and Hamming weight rotation, with r(y) = H(y) mod L, whereH is the Hamming
weight function. In the latter, the modulus is there to fold the case where H(y) = L back to a
number in [0, L− 1] (a rotation of L bits is the same as a rotation of 0 bits). Note that r was not
precisely defined in [64], and it was pointed out in [173] that the rotation intended to be used in
the original version of the protocol is the Hamming-weight one. The modular version was analyzed
and attacked in [100].
The protocol definition is as follows. The reader initiates the authentication by sending a hello
message to the tag, which answers its current index-pseudonym IDS. At that point, the reader
uses the index-pseudonym to find an entry in its internal database with ID, K1 and K2. It then
produces two nonces n1 and n2, and computes A, B, and C, and sends these three values to the
tag. The values A, B and C are defined as:
A = IDS ⊕K1 ⊕ n1 (S-A)
B = (IDS ∨K2) + n2 (S-B)
C = (K1 ⊕ K¯2) + (K¯1 ⊕K2) (S-C)
where K¯1 and K¯2 are intermediate secret values defined as:
K¯1 = Rot(K1 ⊕ n2,K1)
K¯2 = Rot(K2 ⊕ n1,K2)
When the tag receives the message A||B||C, it extracts the nonces n1 and n2 using:
n1 = A⊕ IDS ⊕K1
n2 = B − (IDS ∨K2)
It then computes K¯1, K¯2, and C˜ = (K1 ⊕ K¯2) + (K¯1 ⊕ K2). If C and C˜ are equal, the tag
authenticates the reader, and computes the message D to send it to the reader:
D = (K¯2 + ID)⊕ ((K1 ⊕K2) ∨ K¯1). (S-D)
2As of August 2014, Chien’s paper [64] is the most cited one among the list given in Table 2.3
3In fact, it also stores backup versions of these values as a defense mechanism against desynchronization attack.
The protocol is simplified in that regard in this section for clarity reasons. See 2.3.6 for a discussion on the subject.
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Upon reception of D, the reader computes its local version D˜, compares it with D, and if they
match, it authenticates the tag.
In the updating stage, the tag updates its key and its index-pseudonym using:
IDS = (IDS + ID)⊕ n2 ⊕ K¯1 (S-IDS)
K1 = K¯1
K2 = K¯2
The update process of the reader is the same.
The protocol is depicted in Figure 2.1.
R T
hello−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDS←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Identify T
Pick n1, n2
Compute A,B,C
A||B||C−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Retrieve n1, n2
Authenticate R
Compute D
Update IDS,K
D←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Authenticate T
Update IDS,K
A = IDS ⊕K1 ⊕ n1
B = (IDS ∨K2) + n2
K¯1 = Rot(K1 ⊕ n2,K1)
K¯2 = Rot(K2 ⊕ n1,K2)
C = (K1 ⊕ K¯2) + (K¯1 ⊕K2)
D = (K¯2 + ID)⊕ ((K1 ⊕K2) ∨ K¯1)
IDSnext = (IDS + ID)⊕ n2 ⊕ K¯1
Knext1 = K¯1
Knext2 = K¯2
Figure 2.1: The SASI protocol
SASI has been the subject of several attacks. The first to be published was a traceability
attack by Phan [161]. An elaborate key-recovery attack has also been conceived as part of this
thesis (see [20]). The latter is described below.
Preliminary Tools
This section analyzes in detail the mechanics of the addition, in order to have a framework for
equations mixing additions and bitwise operations like logical OR and XOR. Two subproblems are
then presented that are useful in the attack of SASI, but that might be used for other purposes as
well.
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Notations and Definitions
In the following, [x]i denotes the bit at position i in x. In particular, [x]0 is the least significant bit
(LSB) of x, and [x]L−1 its most significant bit (MSB). By convention, [x]i = 0 when i > dlog2(x)e.
The “i-th bit of x,” refers to [x]i. The following notation is used for the carry of the addition, and
the borrow of the subtraction, respectively:
C(a, b, i) denotes the carry at bit i of the sum of a and b, and
B(a, b, i) denotes the borrow at bit i of the difference of a and b.
Using this notation, the result of the addition of numbers a and b at bit i is written as:
[a+ b]i = [a]i ⊕ [b]i ⊕ C(a, b, i− 1). (2.1)
Likewise, the difference of two numbers a and b at bit i is written as:
[a− b]i = [a]i ⊕ [b]i ⊕ B(a, b, i− 1). (2.2)
The carry of two numbers a and b at bit index i is computed as:
C(a, b, i) = ([a]i ∧ [b]i) ∨
[
([a]i ∨ [b]i) ∧ C(a, b, i− 1)
]
, (2.3)
with the convention that C(x, y, i) = 0 if i < 0, for any x and y. Indeed, there is a carry at bit i
either if the bits i of both operands are 1, or if at least one of them is 1 while there is a carry at
bit i− 1. This is no different of the way a computer performs addition.
Similarly, B(a, b, i) is the borrow of the subtraction of b to a at bit i, and is computed as:
B(a, b, i) = ([a]i ∧ [b]i) ∨
[
([a]i ⊕ [b]i) ∧ B(a, b, i− 1)
]
, (2.4)
with the same convention, that is, B(x, y, i) = 0 if i < 0, for any x and y. Again, there is a borrow
at bit i if either a is 0 and b is 1, or if they are equal but there is a borrow at bit i− 1.
Modular Addition
If the + operator is defined as modular addition, as often in cryptography, extra care is needed.
Namely, when a ≡ b (mod N), that does not necessarily mean that [a]i = [b]i. Indeed, even
though 4 ≡ 1 (mod 3), [4]0 = 0 6= [1]0 = 1. Recall that [4]0 denotes the bit at index 0 in
its base two representation (its LSB). What is true, however, is that if a ≡ b (mod N), then
a mod N = b mod N , hence [a mod N ]i = [b mod N ]i ∀ i ≥ 0.
In the particular case of N = 2L, if a ≡ b (mod N), then [a]i = [b]i if i < L. Indeed, when N
is a power of two, computing the remainder is similar to dropping all the bits above L.
In the practical subproblems discussed below, addition modulo 2L is used, and bit indices are
smaller than L, so we do not refer to this issue later on.
First Subproblem
This first subproblem is stated as follows.
Problem 1. Given a and [a+ x]i, guess [x]i.
Equation (2.1), which yields:
[x]i = [a]i ⊕ [a+ x]i ⊕ C(a, x, i− 1).
Both [a]i and [a + x]i are known, but the carry is unknown. Using Equation (2.3) yields the two
following cases. When [a]k = 1:
C(a, x, k) = ([a]k ∧ [x]k) ∨
[
([a]k ⊕ [x]k) ∧ C(a, x, k − 1)
]
= [x]k ∨
(
[x]k ∧ C(a, x, k − 1)
)
= [x]k ∨ C(a, x, k − 1)
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Table 2.1: Possible outputs of C(a, x, k) and their probability, given a.
[a]k C(a, x, k) Pr(C(a, x, k) = 1)
0 [x]k ∧ C(a, x, k − 1) 12 · Pr(C(a, x, k − 1) = 1)
1 [x]k ∨ C(a, x, k − 1) 1− 12 · Pr(C(a, x, k − 1) = 0)
Table 2.2: Possible outputs of B(a, b ∨ u, k) and their probability, given a, b.
[a]k [b]k B(a, b ∨ u, k) Pr(B(a, b ∨ u, k) = 1)
0 0 [u]k ∨ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1) 1− 12 · Pr(B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1) = 0)
0 1 1 1
1 0 [u]k ∧ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1) 12 · Pr(B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1) = 1)
1 1 B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1) Pr(B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1) = 1)
Likewise, when [a]k = 0:
C(a, x, k) = ([a]k ∧ [x]k) ∨
[
([a]k ⊕ [x]k) ∧ C(a, x, k − 1)
]
= [x]k ∧ C(a, x, k − 1)
If the distribution of x is known (in the case of nonces it is uniform), the probability of [x]k being
0 or 1 is computable, and thus the probability of C(a, x, i− 1) being 0 or 1 as well.
In the general case, the actual values taken by [x]i are unknown, although some information
may be gained. That information can be used to guess a possible value for it, which will be correct
with a given computable probability. Assuming uniform distribution for x, the possible outputs
and their probability of occurring are depicted in Table 2.1.
The output is [x]i = [a]i ⊕ [a + x]i if Pr(C(a, x, i − 1) = 1) < 12 , and [x]i = [a]i ⊕ [a + x]i ⊕ 1
otherwise. The probability of guessing right is computable given the distribution of x.
Second Subproblem
This second subproblem is stated as follows.
Problem 2. Given a, b, and the relation a = (b ∨ u) + x, find [x]i for a given i (u is unknown).
From Equation (2.2) yields:
[x]i = [a− (b ∨ u)]i = [a]i ⊕ [b ∨ u]i ⊕ B(a, b ∨ u, i− 1),
with [a]i known. Furthermore, if [b]i = 1, then [b ∨ u]i = 1, and if not, there is a 50% chance of
guessing the right bit (assuming uniform distribution for u). As for the borrow B(a, b ∨ u, i − 1),
Equation (2.4) may be used in the same fashion as in the previous subproblem. If [b]k = 1,
B(a, b ∨ u, k) = ([a]k ∧ ([b]k ∨ [u]k)) ∨
[
([a]k ⊕ ([b]k ∨ [u]k)) ∧ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1)
]
= [a]k ∨
(
[a]k ∧ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1)
)
= [a]k ∨ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1)
Otherwise, if [b]k = 0:
B(a, b ∨ u, k) = ([a]k ∧ ([b]k ∨ [u]k)) ∨
[
([a]k ⊕ ([b]k ∨ [u]k)) ∧ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1)
]
= ([a]k ∧ [u]k) ∨
[
([a]k ⊕ [u]k) ∧ B(a, b ∨ u, k − 1)
]
Again, the actual values taken by [x]i are unknown, but it is possible to make a good guess
with computable probability. Assuming uniform distribution for u, the possible outputs and their
probability of occurring are depicted in Table 2.2.
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Full-disclosure Attack
Attack Outline In this attack scenario, the adversary considered is passive and can therefore
only eavesdrop the communications between a reader and a tag, i.e. the messages A, B, C and D,
and IDS. It is also assumed that the channel between the reader and its database is secure.
The attack is a full-disclosure of the tag’s secret ID. It is probabilistic in the sense that the
adversary is never 100% sure of the ID recovered. However she can be as close as she wants to this
certainty, as long as she has more protocol runs to listen to. It is not dependent of the definition
of the rotation, though its efficiency is.
The idea is to build a progressive knowledge on ID with the information computed from public
quantities. Each information gain requires three consecutive successful authentications, but other
successful authentications can exist between each information gain.
In order to carry out the attack, it is first needed to compute the least significant bit (LSB)
of ID, as described in the “Attack Initialization” section. Once the LSB is retrieved, the attack
described in the “Attack Details” section reveals the remaining bits of ID.
Attack Initialization The aim here is to recover the LSB of ID. Therefore, only the case i = 0
matters, where the modular addition (+) and bitwise XOR (⊕) are the same LSB-wise. Recall
that [x]i denotes the i-th bit of x.
Lemma 1. If [IDS]0 = 1 and [B]0 ⊕ [C]0 ⊕ [D]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0 = 1, then
[ID]0 = [B]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0 ⊕ 1.
Proof. The message (S-B) at the LSB is:
[B]0 = ([IDS]0 ∨ [K2]0)⊕ [n2]0.
Since [IDS]0 = 1, we have that [n2]0 = [B]0 ⊕ 1, no matter [K2]0. Moreover, from message
definitions (S-B), (S-C), (S-D), and (S-IDS), the following relations are true at the LSB:
[B]0 = 1⊕ [n2]0
[C]0 = [K1]0 ⊕ [K2]0 ⊕ [K¯1]0 ⊕ [K¯2]0 (2.5)
[D]0 = [K¯2]0 ⊕ [ID]0 ⊕ (([K1]0 ⊕ [K2]0) ∨ [K¯1]0) (2.6)
[IDSnext]0 = [IDS]0 ⊕ [ID]0 ⊕ [n2]0 ⊕ [K¯1]0
Hence,
[B]0 ⊕ [C]0 ⊕ [D]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0 = [K1]0 ⊕ [K2]0 ⊕ (([K1]0 ⊕ [K2]0) ∨ [K¯1]0).
Since [B]0 ⊕ [C]0 ⊕ [D]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0 = 1, it is impossible that [K¯1]0 = 0. Therefore, [K¯1]0 = 1
and:
[B]0 ⊕ [C]0 ⊕ [D]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0 = [K1]0 ⊕ [K2]0 ⊕ 1.
Now that those two quantities are known, [K¯2]0 may be computed using (2.5):
[K¯2]0 = [B]0 ⊕ [D]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0.
The latter equation is then used in (2.6):
[D]0 = [K¯2]0 ⊕ [ID]0 ⊕ (([K1]0 ⊕ [K2]0) ∨ [K¯1]0)
= [B]0 ⊕ [D]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0 ⊕ [ID]0 ⊕ 1.
A quantity is said to have a uniform distribution if every element of its domain is equally likely
to be instantiated. It is quite easy to see that public quantities IDS, A, B, C, and D have uniform
distribution, since their computation involves either a bitwise XOR, or a modular addition with a
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nonce or with a key (keys also have uniform distributions because they are also updated using a
bitwise XOR with a nonce). The domain of these quantities is [0, 2L−1], and hence they also have
“bitwise” uniform distribution in the sense that every bit has an equal probability to be a zero or
a one.
Getting the LSB of ID requires two bits to be equal to 1. Since quantities taken into account
for this observation have bitwise uniform distribution, the probability of occurrence is 14 . The
number of runs needed for this observation has a geometric distribution of average four. The result
is quite similar to the one in [161], except that here the adversary knows for sure when conditions
are met, because they only involve public quantities.
In fact, the attack could be generalized to an arbitrary bit index, but this would need conditions
of which probabilities of occurrence decrease exponentially with the position of that bit index.
Instead, a much more efficient attack to retrieve [ID]i when i > 0 is described in the next section.
Attack Details It is assumed in the following that the adversary has executed the initial part
of the attack, and that she knows [ID]0.
At the LSB, (S-IDS) becomes:
[IDS(n+1)]0 = [IDS
(n)]0 ⊕ [ID]0 ⊕ [n(n)2 ]0 ⊕ [K¯1(n)]0. (2.7)
When [IDS(n)]0 = 1, [n
(n)
2 ]0 is known by computing [B
(n)]0 ⊕ [IDS(n)]0. Thus, Equation (2.7)
yields:
[K¯1
(n)
]0 = [ID]0 ⊕ [B(n)]0 ⊕ [IDS(n+1)]0.
The next round, according to the key updating process K
(n+1)
1 = K¯1
(n)
, [K
(n+1)
1 ]0 is known.
Furthermore, if again [IDS(n+1)]0 = 1, then [n
(n+1)
2 ]0 = [B
(n+1)]0 ⊕ [IDS(n+1)]0. Therefore,
[K
(n+1)
1 ⊕ n(n+1)2 ]0 is known. So, since K¯1(n+1) = Rot(K(n+1)1 ⊕ n(n+1)2 ,K(n+1)1 ),
[K
(n+1)
1 ⊕ n(n+1)2 ]0 = [K¯1(n+1)]r(K(n+1)1 ).
Recall from the protocol description that r denotes the function used in the rotation operation. In
most cases, r(K
(n+1)
1 ) is not known (only its LSB is). We can write, assuming K1 has a uniform
statistical distribution,
Pr(r(K
(n+1)
1 ) = i) = pr(i) ∀ i ∈ [0, L− 1],
where pr is the probability distribution function of r. For instance, in the case of modular rotation,
r(x) = x mod L, and pr(x) =
1
L , and in the case of Hamming weight rotation, r(x) = H(x), and
pr(x) =
(Lx)
2L
. So, with probability pr(i), [K¯1
(n+1)
]i is known. This result is used in (S-IDS):
[ID + IDS(n+1)]i = [IDS
(n+2)]i ⊕ [n(n+1)2 ]i ⊕ [K¯1(n+1)]i︸ ︷︷ ︸
[K
(n+1)
1 ⊕n(n+1)2 ]0
.
The computation of [n
(n+1)
2 ]i has already been discussed in the “Second Subproblem” section.
Finally, [ID + IDS(n+1)]i and IDS
(n+1) are known (with a certain probability), but this does
not necessarily mean that [ID]i is. However, some information on [ID]i can be recovered using
results from the “First Subproblem” Section. Finally, a value for [ID]i is obtained with a given
probability, which is quantified in the next section.
An outline of the attack can be seen in Algorithm 1.
In order to provide a more intuitive description of the attack, consider the following game.
Having a slightly biased coin, the goal is to know what side of this coin has the highest probability
of appearing. It may be tossed as many times as wanted, but the idea is to have a good probability
of guessing the right side, while minimizing the number of tosses. The smaller the bias is, the
harder it is to tell whether it is heads or tails that is the most favorable side. Indeed if the bias is,
for instance, 75% for heads and 25% for tails, as little as 20 tosses are sufficient to win the game
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Algorithm 1 Outline of the attack. (1) refers to the “First Subproblem” section, and (2) to the
“Second Subproblem” section. Note that the “computed” [Knext1 ]0 is on the attacker side, and
that the actual [Knext1 ]0 is unknown. For clarity reasons, there is no difference of notation between
computed (or guessed) values and real ones.
Execute the traceability attack to get [ID]0
repeat
if [IDS]0 = 1 then
if the previous [K1]0 was known (i.e. previous [IDS]0 was 1) then
Compute n2 probabilistically (2)
Compute ID probabilistically given IDS and IDS + ID (1)
for all i ∈ [1, L− 1] do
Update the knowledge of [ID]i with the advantages of (1) and (2) and pr(i)
end for
end if
Compute [Knext1 ]0 = [ID]0 ⊕ [B]0 ⊕ [IDSnext]0
end if
until all the bits of ID are found with satisfactory probability
with overwhelming probability. However, if the bias turns out to be 50.01% for heads, and 49.99%
for tails, a lot more of them are needed.
This is exactly the idea of convergence of the attack, except that the biased side of L − 1
independent coins are the objective, and that each toss has a different “weight”. Indeed only a
little bit of information is gained, and only when [IDS]0 = 1 for two consecutive runs. Moreover,
each information gain has to be weighted with pr(i), the information on n2, and the information
on ID given ID + IDS.
Theoretical Analysis of the Attack
The optimal strategy for the “update of knowledge” in the attack is analyzed hereafter. It cor-
responds to giving what conclusion may be drawn given the set of observations and by linking
these observations with the probability of guessing the right ID. It is an application of Bayesian
inference.
Suppose that an oracle is available, which has a secret bit b and a set of 0 ≤ qk ≤ 1 that,
upon query, outputs a bit bk and a value qk such that Pr(bk = b) = qk. It is assumed that
Pr(b = 0) = Pr(b = 1) = 12 , that all the outputs are independent, and that qk ≥ 12 , without loss
of generality. Indeed, if one guess is such that qk <
1
2 , then it would be equivalent to output the
opposite bit with complementary probability 1− qk > 12 .
For convenience, O denotes the observations, that is the event corresponding to observing the
set of bits bk. the following sets are also defined:
S0 = {k ∈ [1, N ] | bk = 0}, and
S1 = {k ∈ [1, N ] | bk = 1}.
If N = |S0|+ |S1| outputs of the oracle are observed, then:
Pr(O|b = 0) =
∏
k∈S0
qk
∏
k∈S1
(1− qk) (2.8)
Pr(O|b = 1) =
∏
k∈S0
(1− qk)
∏
k∈S1
qk (2.9)
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Using Bayes’ rule :
Pr(b = 0|O) = Pr(b = 0 ∩O)
Pr(O)
=
Pr(O|b = 0) · Pr(b = 0)
Pr(O|b = 0) · Pr(b = 0) + Pr(O|b = 1) · Pr(b = 1)
=
Pr(O|b = 0)
Pr(O|b = 0) + Pr(O|b = 1)
since events b = 0 and b = 1 are equiprobable. Equations (2.8) and (2.9) yield:
Pr(b = 0|O) =
∏
k∈S0 qk
∏
k∈S1(1− qk)∏
k∈S0 qk
∏
k∈S1(1− qk) +
∏
k∈S0(1− qk)
∏
k∈S1 qk
=
1
1 +
∏
k∈S0
1−qk
qk
∏
k∈S1
qk
1−qk
(2.10)
An equivalent but more convenient way of seeing this is the following. Instead of outputting
probabilities qk, the oracle can output advantages ak such that |Pr(bk = b)− Pr(bk 6= b)| = ak.
Put differently,ak = |2qk − 1|. In this scenario, Equation (2.10) becomes:
Pr(b = 0|O) = 1
1 +
∏
k∈S0
1−ak
1+ak
∏
k∈S1
1+ak
1−ak
(2.11)
Recall from Algorithm 1 that the information on each bit of ID is weighted using:
• pr(i),
• the trust level on [ID]i given [ID + IDS]i (subproblem 1),
• the trust level on [n2]i (subproblem 2).
Indeed, each guess on the i-th bit of ID is correct if:
• the guessed rotation is the correct one,
• the guess of [ID]i given [ID + IDS]i is correct,
• the guess at [n2]i is correct.
The probability of correctness for the rotation is simply pr(i), and the probability of correctness for
the two subproblems (the level of trust or advantage on the quantities n2 and ID) is computable,
given public messages, as seen in Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.3. If independence between these advantages
is assumed, then one just has to multiply them to obtain an advantage ak related to the i-th bit
on the k-th run. Using Equation (2.11), a total probability on the value of a bit of ID can be
computed, given a certain amount of information materialized by the guesses and advantages on
these guesses on that bit. Hence, for every iteration of the attack, a little bit of information is
gained, that is quantified by one term of one of the products in Equation 2.11. Once satisfactory,
the success probability for each individual bit can be computed using Equation 2.11.
Both theoretically and experimentally (see original paper [20]) that the average advantages for
the first and second subproblems are respectively roughly 12 and
1
3 . This is particularly important
for the second subproblem, where simply knowing IDS and B yields roughly one third of n2.
Recall from Section 2.1.3 that to execute the inner part of the attack and thus bring information,
it is required that [IDS]0 = 1 for two consecutive runs. Since IDS has a uniform distribution, this
will occurs with probability 14 . The average number of runs needed is thus multiplied by four.
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Optimizations and Experimentations
Some optimizations that improve in practice the efficiency of the attack presented in Section 2.1.3
are presented in this section.
The idea is that it is somewhat wasteful to only use [ID]0 while more and more knowledge on
ID is revealed along the attack. Progressive knowledge on ID can not only help solving the first
subproblem ([ID]i from IDS and [ID+ IDS]i), but it can also be used as a base, instead of [ID]0
only.
This especially helps with the Hamming-weight rotations where the most and least significant
bits are hard to guess using [ID]0 only (because pr(i) is very small for small or big i).
Experiments have been carried out with the two definitions of the rotation and the number of
bits correctly guessed on average have been observed. When this number is close to L, it means
that the whole ID can be recovered with good probability, and when it is close to L2 = 48, it
means that the outputted guessed ID is not better than if guessed at random. Figure 2.2 shows
the evolution of the quality of the ID recovered (when applying the optimization) with respect to
N , the number of observed runs4.
214 215 216 217 218 219
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Figure 2.2: Average number of bits correctly guessed in ID when the adversary observes N runs,
for the two usual rotations (optimization applied).
Other optimizations may also be applied, such as the following. The adversary does not know
K1 in whole, but she does know [K1]0, and for instance in the case of modular rotation, she knows
the parity of it, and thus she can reduce the possibilities from L down to L2 , which improves
the advantage per sample quite a bit. She could also reuse old authentication sessions when she
has better knowledge of ID. These methods were not taken into account in the experiments for
Figure 2.2. The point is that the number of runs needed to achieve overwhelming probability could
be further reduced, but the first optimization alone is enough to make the attack practical.
2.2 Statistics on the State of the Art
This section presents a few facts on the state of the art of ultralightweight protocols.
Table 2.3 presents a list of most prominent ultralightweight authentication protocols, and the
first attack on each of them, when applicable. It also shows the date of publication of each article
and highlights the time in months elapsed between the publication of a protocol and the publication
of an attack on it. What is considered to be a “first attack” is the chronologically first traceability
or disclosure attack that targets the specific construction of a protocol (desynchronization attacks
were discarded because, although important, they do not target specific protocol weaknesses but
4These results were obtained on an average of roughly 500 experiments conducted with a simulated SASI initiated
with random secrets.
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rather general issues in their structure). The dates, both for protocols and attacks, are taken to
be the earliest after becoming public (e.g., eprint or date of conference over proceedings).
Table 2.3: List of ultralightweight protocols, the first attack on them, and the relevant dates.
Protocol Paper Pub. Date First Attack First Attack Date Months
LMAP [155] 07-2006 [129] 05-2007 10
M2AP [156] 09-2006 [129] 05-2007 8
EMAP [154] 11-2006 [127] 04-2007 5
SLMAP [128] 10-2007 [103] 05-2009 19
SASI [64] 12-2007 [161] 06-2008 6
Qingling-Yiju-Yonghua [163] 8-2008 [153] 7-2009 11
Gossamer [157] 09-2008 N/A N/A N/A
LMAP++ [126] 09-2008 [33] 04-2011 31
David-Prasad [67] 06-2009 [101] 06-2010 12
Lee-Hsieh-You-Chen [122] 08-2009 [158] 02-2010 6
Yeh-Lo-Winata [191] 02-2010 [159] 10-2010 8
Eghdamian-Samsudin [76] 11-2011 [16] 06-2012 7
RPAP [143] 10-2011 [16] 06-2012 8
NRS [81] 11-2011 [3] 12-2013 25
LPP [78] 12-2011 [3] 12-2013 24
PUMAP [40] 3-2012 [16] 06-2012 3
DIDRFID/SIDRFID [124] 5-2012 [16] 06-2012 1
RAPP [176] 5-2012 [16] 06-2012 1
Improved LMAP+ [92] 5-2012 [16] 06-2012 1
RIPTA-DA [84] 7-2012 [32] 7-2013 12
Pang-Li-He-Alramadhan-Wang [152] 3-2013 [2] 12-2013 9
DT [75] 5-2013 [34] 06-2013 1
RAPLT [109] 10-2013 [19] 11-2013∗ 1∗
UMAP [43] 9-2013 [19] 11-2013∗ 2∗
Ling-Shen [133] 11-2013 [19] 02-2014∗ 3∗
LPCP [85] 11-2013 [2] 12-2013 1
∗ Date when the attack was found, not published. Numbers omitted in the discussions below for fairness.
Figure 2.3 shows the distribution of the time required for the publication of an attack, based
on data from Table 2.3. Although there are many factors influencing the data, it is clear that the
time for publication of a serious attack is extremely short. The average number of months required
is about 9.55. Half of the protocols are broken within 8 months, and most of them within a year.
Note that depending on the journal or conference, it takes significant time to publish an attack
on a protocol. A minimal estimation is that at least three to four months are required from finished
research to publication. Generally, it might also take time for the proceedings to become available.
Note finally that some of these protocols have been published in relatively low-visibility venues,
which has definitely helped increase their life expectancy. It is probably safe to assume that on
average, a typical ultralightweight protocol is broken in under four months following its publication.
In most cases, these protocols repeat time and again the same typical mistakes, and no progress
is achieved. Many proposals present striking similarities with existing protocols, and often have
the exact same flaws, or even worse ones. Sometimes, hash functions or ciphers are used alongside
usual ultralightweight operations such as XOR, additions, rotations, etc. (an example is presented
in Section 2.5). This makes the protocol basically not less expensive than a classical challenge-
response, which is no longer ultralightweight, and sometimes weaker. Moreover, there are typically
one to three papers presenting attacks on each protocol, and again they often exploit the same
5Gossamer was discarded in these calculations since no attack has been published on it yet to the best of our
knowledge. There is, however, an existing desynchronization attack (see [174] and [192]), but it is related to the
structure of Gossamer, not its operations, and the two papers propose different fixes to the problem.
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Figure 2.3: Histogram of the time for ultralightweight protocols to be broken.
typical weaknesses.
2.3 Common Flaws
2.3.1 Linearity and T-functions
The same definition of T -functions as proposed by Klimov and Shamir in [118] are used here: A
T -function is a mapping from n-bit words to n-bit words in which for each 0 ≤ i < n, the bit i
in any output word depends only on bits 0, 1, ..., i of any input word. This concept is very useful
because all the boolean operations and most of the numeric operations in modern processors are
T-functions. Additionally, the composition of T -functions results also in a T -function.
These have many nice properties, but almost by definition also a quite undesirable one: they
achieve very poor levels of diffusion. By definition, in a T -function it is not possible that all output
bits depend on all input bits, which is the ideal scenario for security purposes. This is particularly
dangerous in cryptographic applications, lightweight or otherwise. The only reasonable way to
address this shortcoming is by combining these operations with other which do not exhibit this
characteristic. But unfortunately many designers do not follow this simple combination rule, and
have proposed schemes entirely based on T -functions which are doomed to fail.
Some common mistakes found in the UMAP family of protocols are discussed hereafter. These
were pioneer proposals in many ways but they incurred in what, with the hindsight gained after
more than 8 years of research in the area, now looks like quite elementary mistakes. As an example,
the LMAP protocol (presented in [155]) is pictured in Figure 2.4 and discussed below.
As can be seen in Figure 2.4, this early protocol is composed exclusively of T -functions (modular
addition, ⊕, ∨). This seriously limits its security due to their poor diffusion characteristics. Not
only the message generation is marred by this, but it also affects the key update phase. This same
pitfall is present in all members of the UMAP protocol family. The quick appearance of multiple
attacks like those of [36, 35, 129] is, in retrospect, harldy surprising. Despite this, recent proposals
continue to rely heavily and carelessly on T -functions.
Not only T -functions but also linearity6 should be avoided, or at least dealt with carefully in
cryptographic protocols. If a protocol or primitive is linear, it always accepts a better (and in most
cases much better) attack than exhaustive key search. Not to mention linear cryptanalysis attacks.
This, of course, flagrantly violates one of the basic design principles of every cryptographic design,
hence the reasoning behind avoiding linearity at any price, as it constitutes a vulnerability in itself.
This may be clear to most members of the cryptography community, but seems less obvious
for some of the designers of lightweight protocols. Most people know that some of the common
bitwise operations are linear, but many seem to forget that permutations in general and rotations
(for more security implications of the rotation operation, please see Section 2.3.3) in particular are
6Here the term linearity is used to abstract the characteristic that small input changes produce small, bounded
output changes, and should be seen as opposite to non-linearity or to the avalanche effect property, where minimal
input changes produce an avalanche of changes in the output. In that sense, a hash function is highly non-linear
and ⊕ is linear. Modular addition, on the other hand, is not considered linear in Z2 because of the carry bit, though
it admits good linear approximations.
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R T
hello−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDS←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Identify T
Pick n1, n2
Compute A,B,C
A||B||C−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Retrieve n1, n2
Authenticate R
Compute D
Update IDS,K
D←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Authenticate T
Update IDS,K
A = IDS ⊕K1 ⊕ n1
B = (IDS ∨K2) + n1
C = IDS +K3 + n2
D = (IDS + ID)⊕ n1 ⊕ n2
IDS(n+1) = (IDS(n) + (n
(n)
2 ⊕K(n)4 ))⊕ ID
K
(n+1)
1 = K
(n)
1 ⊕ n(n)2 ⊕ (K(n)3 + ID)
K
(n+1)
2 = K
(n)
2 ⊕ n(n)2 ⊕ (K(n)4 + ID)
K
(n+1)
3 = (K
(n)
3 ⊕ n(n)1 ) + (K(n)1 ⊕ ID)
K
(n+1)
4 = (K
(n)
4 ⊕ n(n)1 ) + (K(n)2 ⊕ ID)
Figure 2.4: The LMAP protocol.
also linear operations, so one should not base the security of a protocol on those operations alone,
because the composition of linear operations is also linear.
Nonlinearity needs to be injected at some stage of the design, or otherwise the protocol remains
linear overall and, consequently, very insecure. Despite this, many examples of designers disregard-
ing this basic policy may be found in the literature. Particularly notable and common examples
are the many proposals whose security seems to be based almost exclusively in the use of Cyclic
Redundancy Codes (CRCs) that many authors seem to forget are also linear and, as such, offer
very little security if at all.
This is excusable to a certain extend in proposals that want to be compliant with the EPC-C1-
G2 standard recommendations, but then the security claims of the proposed protocols should be
adjusted down accordingly. CRCs are linear and they should under no circumstances be employed
in cryptography. For a further example of this, see Section 2.4.2.
As an additional example of how pervasive this mistake is, the papers [85] and [152] are good
very recent illustrations of this common failure. Not surprisingly they were both quickly dismantled
in [2].
2.3.2 Biased Output
Another important weakness of many lightweight schemes proposed in the last years is that some of
the operations used have a biased output, a feature that in many cases lead to additional security
vulnerabilities. This is typical of boolean functions such as OR (∨) and AND (∧), where x ∨ y
and x∧ y have, for unbiased random values of x and y, heavily (75%) biased outputs, respectively,
towards 1 and 0. This can constitute a security weaknesses because these two boolean functions
leak information for both of their arguments. For example, if xi ∨ yi = 0, then xi = yi = 0, which
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of probability of r(y) for the modular and Hamming weight rotations,
with y a uniform random variable and L = 96.
discloses both the inputs. This happens roughly 25% of the times (similarly with AND, of course).
This could be more than enough to, after seeing some exchanges, be able to completely recover
all the inputs. An additional undesirable property derived from these highly biased outputs is the
possibility of message insertion. For instance, imagine that one of the exchanged messages, used
for synchronization or authentication purposes, is the result of one of this biased operators. Then,
an attacker can easily impersonate it with a high probability, so it is a very bad idea to use it
for authentication purposes, as proposed in many protocols. LMAP, for instance, has the message
B = (IDS∨K2)+n1, a typical construction that has been seen in this or similar forms many times
later. The issue here is that B is very biased and thus can be impersonated with high probability
even for an attacker who does not know any of the secrets K2 or n1. Even more worryingly, as
the value of B is public (it is exchanged in the open), the attacker can use B − 1 as a very good
approximation to the secret n1 (on average, 75% of the bits are correct), and this approximation
can be used later in other parts of the protocol to approximate the secret.
2.3.3 Rotations
Rotations have been used for a long time in cryptography. Modern block ciphers and hash functions
still mostly rely on ARX (addition, rotation, XOR) designs. Rotations are extremely cheap to
implement, and they bring diffusion, which complements nicely the addition and the XOR (which
exhibit poor diffusion properties, as shown in Section 2.3.1). Fixed-amount rotations are typically
used in ARX designs, but data-dependent rotations, as first featured in the RC5 block cipher [165],
also exist.
The SASI [64] protocol was the first ultralightweight authentication protocol to feature data-
dependent rotations as far as we know. Since then, most ultralightweight protocols have used them,
and in many cases they are the weak spot for ad-hoc attacks. Two types of rotations are typically
used in these protocols: modular rotations (as used in RC5) and Hamming weight rotations. In the
following, Rot(x, y) denotes the rotation operation, in accordance with the literature. The rotation
consists in a circular left shift of x by r(y) positions, where r(y) = y mod L for modular rotations,
and r(y) = H(y) for Hamming weight rotations.
One thing to bear in mind is that a rotation is a permutation and is therefore linear, inheriting
all the pitfalls commented in Section 2.3.1.
The most important shortcoming with data-dependent rotations is that there are only L possible
outputs (where L is the size in bits of the input). Moreover, the distribution of these outputs is
known a priori. The modulo operation has a uniform distribution over uniform input, and the
Hamming weight has binomial distribution B(L, 1/2) over uniform input. Figure 2.5 shows the
distribution of probability of r(y) for the two rotations, with y a uniform random variable and with
L = 967.
Modular rotations have a maximal entropy (log2 L = 6.58 bits), since each shift is equiprobable.
This minimizes the advantage of the adversary for guessing the output. Nevertheless, they are quite
probable to behave like the identity operation (probability of 1/L). This has led to many attacks,
7This is the value that is typically used in the literature for key lengths.
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whether when the attacker assumes this blindly (as the desynchronization attack on PUMAP
in [16]) or when she is able to verify it (as the traceability attack on modular SASI in [100]).
Hamming weight rotations have worse entropy (e.g. 4.34 bits in the case of L = 96) than
modular rotations. In particular, the three-sigma rule implies that, for instance in the case of
L = 96, the number of bits rotated is between 33 and 63 in 99.7% of cases. It is therefore even
easier for an attacker to guess the output of a rotation. However, Hamming weight rotations
virtually never behave like the identity.
Another promising tool to attack schemes using rotations and additions is “Mod n cryptanaly-
sis” [116]. Although it has never been applied in the cryptanalysis of an ultralightweight protocol,
it has, on the other hand, been used to successfully attack block ciphers such as RC5P [114] (a
variant of RC5 where xors are replaced with modular additions) and M6 [104] (a family of ciphers
proposed for use with the he IEEE1394 FireWire stand), which use the same kind of operations as
ultralightweight protocols.
2.3.4 Message Composition
Securely designing the messages exchanged over an ultralightweight protocol is a difficult open
problem. Keeping the secrets exchanged as secure as possible against any leakage is indeed a big
challenge, particularly in such constrained environments. As a general rule of thumb, it seems that
the deeper these secrets are into the message, the better.
There is a light parallelism here between being deep inside the message expression and the
operation of repeated rounds in a block cipher.
In general, it seems that the outer the secret you want to protect, the easier it is for the attacker
to recover it. For instance, in LMAP, the key update phase is defined by
IDS(n+1) = (IDS(n) + (n
(n)
2 ⊕K(n)4 ))⊕ ID. (2.12)
The ID, the secret that the whole protocol is designed to protect, is in the outermost part of the
message or, alternatively at the root of the operations tree. This quite frequent feature heuristically
leads to major leakage of secret bits, as the rest of the message the ID is combined with is far from
being perfectly random, particularly with the usual constraints in GE, time and power consumption
imposed unto these ultralightweight protocols.
There are many more examples that exhibit transgressions to this rule of thumb for minimizing
secret leakage, even within the most recent proposals. Consider for instance this message of the
RAPP protocol [176]:
C = Per(n1 ⊕K1, n1 ⊕K3)⊕ ID. (2.13)
The ID is again at the out most position of the message construction. This would have no serious
consequences if the rest of the message was perfectly random (as in a One Time Pad), but this
is not the case here. Any reasonable alternative, like putting the secret ID in an inner position,
would be at least slightly better, as for example in C = Per(n1 ⊕K1, ID ⊕ n1 ⊕K3).
2.3.5 Knowledge Accumulation
Knowledge Accumulation of a Static Secret
If partial leakage of a static secret occurs in a round of a protocol, there is an obvious traceability
issue. Indeed, it becomes possible for an attacker to correlate two leaked traces of an eavesdropped
exchange. A typical example is recovering the least significant bit of the static identifier (see for
instance [161], the first traceability attack on SASI).
More importantly, an attacker is sometimes able to recover the full static secret after a few
rounds. Indeed, she can combine the different observations using Bayesian inference. An example
of such an attack was the full cryptanalysis of SASI [20].
Key Updating
One of the initial goals of synchronized protocols is to provide forward privacy. Forward privacy is
a stronger notion than privacy. Simply put, a protocol is said to be forward private if an attacker,
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having recovered the internal state of a tag, is not able to recognize the tag in past interaction
traces. For a more formal definition, see [149]. Forward privacy cannot be achieved in a protocol if
the secrets used in the exchange are all static. Indeed, if the attacker knows the secrets of a tag at
some point, it also knows them in the past, since the secret does not change in the tag’s lifetime.
Therefore, she can recompute the messages sent by a tag in previous interactions, and recognize
it easily. Note that a changing secret is required for forward privacy, but it does not guarantee
it (indeed, there are many synchronized protocols that are not private, and therefore not forward
private).
A positive side effect, and possibly the main advantage of changing the secrets is that it is
conceivably harder to obtain the full secret at any given time, if only a partial leakage is obtained
at every authentication round. It seems to be a good feature as it is intuitively harder to hit a
“moving target” that a static one, akin to the internal state of a stream cipher.
Synchronized protocols however have the issue of being susceptible to desynchronization attacks.
2.3.6 Desynchronization
Desynchronization attacks are active attacks. They are studied here despite some ultralightweight
protocols not claiming resistance against active attackers, only against passive ones. Nevertheless,
as pointed out in Section 2.1.2, active attacks are particularly relevant in the considered context.
In any case, most authors aim to achieve resilience against active attacks, including some defense
against desynchronization.
Desynchronization generally occurs when an active attacker is able to stop the prover and/or
the verifier to engage in further successful executions of the protocol. It is generally achieved by
tricking the prover, the verifier, or both, into believing that a successful authentication session
has taken place, thus updating internal counters and variables in an asynchronous way. Common
implementations of this attack involve sending specially crafted messages to make only one of the
involved parties reach an irreversible state from which it will not be capable of communicating in
the future with other parties.
Many ultralightweight authentication protocols have been shown to be vulnerable to attacks of
this kind. A widespread defense mechanism consists in storing the last pseudonym used, together
with the current one, and use the former if the latter fails (as first suggested in LMAP [155],
by using a flag that is activated when an authentication session terminates abnormally). This
approach however modifies the behavior of the protocol, which opens the door to other attacks
such as timing attacks [22]. Moreover, it comes with the cost of storing an extra copy of the state,
which is relatively expensive in terms of area. Although not exactly flawed, this solution is not
perfect.
Desynchronization protection in ultralightweight authentication protocols is relatively poorly
studied on its own, and in any case caution is recommended when analyzing the security against
such attacks.
An example of two classical desynchronization attacks can be found in [172]. Desynchronization
can be considered as a type of Denial of Service attack, and as most DoS attacks, it does not admit
an easy, ideal solution.
2.3.7 Vulnerability to Systematic Black-box Attacks
Tango Attack
The Tango Attack was first introduced in [101] and [159], and later employed in [39]. Its concept
is extremely simple, but it is notable for being one of the very few systematic black-box attacks
that can be applied to many different ultralightweight authentication protocols.
It could also be seen as a new tool to analyze lightweight protocols, and thus helpful in the
design of more secure future proposals. The Tango attack is successful against other lightweight
protocols, apart from those it was shown to break in the literature. This is a direct consequence
of designers not having strict constraints on the resources needed for an adequate (i.e. highly
nonlinear) mixture of the internal secret values in the message composition. This makes it hard
to avoid leaking some secret bits in every session. The Tango is an attack that aims to obtain a
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Figure 2.6: A genetic tango attack against the DavidPrasad RFID ultralightweight authentication
protocol, from [39]. Plots represent the number of bits recovered with respect to the number of
eavesdropped sessions.
full disclosure of all secrets that the protocol is designed to conceal. It is a passive attack that
generally only needs to eavesdrop a small number of (possibly consecutive) authentication sessions,
as shown in Figure 2.6. This is a very realistic attack scenario. The Tango attack is a simple,
yet powerful technique of cryptanalysis which is based on the computation and full exploitation of
multiple approximations to said secret values, using Hamming distances and the representation of
variables in an n-dimensional space.
Its first use was against the David and Prasad protocol [67], and it emerged as a passive (i.e.
completely realistic in the underlying security model) and extremely efficient attack to fully recover
the secret key values K1 and K2 and the static identifier of the tag ID.
The attack is divided into two main phases: 1) Selection of good approximations; and 2)
Combination of these good approximations for disclosing Ki or ID. The two phases are briefly
described hereafter.
Phase 1: The attack exploits the leakage of secret information over the insecure radio channel
due to fact that exchanged messages are derived from secret values by using relatively simple
(i.e. not highly nonlinear) operations only. This is why the attacker can find and succeed in
using multiple simple combinations of the exchanged public messages f(A,B,D,E, F ) as good
approximations for the secrets Ki or ID. In weak protocols, public exchanged messages do not
hide these secret values well enough. From all the set of approximations, the adversary is interested
on those that are systematically closer (on average) to the target secret value. That is, those for
which the Hamming distance between an approximation Z and the value X deviates from the
expected value 48, so either H(Z,X) < 48 or H(Z,X) > 48 significantly.
Phase 2: The basic idea at this stage of the attack is to combine multiple approximations
obtained in different sessions, to construct a global one which is highly correlated with the secret
values (i.e. keys Ki and static identifier ID). This can be done in a number of different ways and
forms, but for instance in the case of the David-Prasad protocol, even a simplistic approach works
quite nicely.
The procedure is the following: for each authentication session eavesdropped, a number of
good approximations to the secret values is computed, and then stored as rows of three different
matrices. After eavesdropping a given number of sessions, the global values are computed simply
by repeatedly adding each of the columns of the matrices, and returning a 0 if the total number of
ones in the said column is below a given threshold, or a 1 otherwise. The simplest way to obtain a
final value is to select the majority value in each column of this matrix. One can quickly sum all
the rows to obtain a final vector. Then, if the value in a column of this vector is greater than half
of the number of approximations times the number of eavesdropped sessions, a 1 is conjectured in
that column, or a 0 otherwise.
In the case of the David-Prasad protocol, this easy and efficient way of combining approxi-
mations works surprisingly well for producing accurate global approximations to all three secret
values after eavesdropping a relatively small number of authentication sessions. Results are power-
ful enough to consider the protocol completely broken, as after observing only 5 or 10 sessions, an
attacker can guess about 80 out of 96 bits of the keys and static identifier, as shown in Figure 2.6.
The remaining ones can be easily identified by an oﬄine brute force search, or by eavesdropping
more sessions. These results contradict the security properties claimed in [67].
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After conducting the attack, the adversary is able to retrieve all the secret information shared
between the tag and the server, so she can trivially bypass any authentication mechanisms (i.e.
tag and reader authentication) and impersonate the tag in the future, or just clone it. Confidential
information is put at risk and tag’s answers can be tracked even though two random numbers
are used in each session. A desynchronization attack against the tag (or the sever) is also quite
straightforward, since the adversary can generate any desired valid synchronization messages.
In [39], a technique to automatically find new good approximations based on the use of genetic
programming is described. This further automates the whole Tango attacks, and makes it suitable
for testing new proposals in a black-box manner.
Heuristic Simulation Attacks
The concept behind heuristic simulation attacks, again one of the few general-purpose published
attacks against ultralightweight protocols, is very simple: To infer all or part of the secrets used
in a protocol by extracting information from the proximity between the exchanged messages in a
real protocol run and those generated by an approximation to the secrets.
These attacks generally start from a randomly generated set of secret values. Then, by applying
some heuristic techniques (like simulated annealing) it tries to approximate the true value of the
secrets. For that it employs a fitness function that is generally a function of the distance between
generated messages and the eavesdropped ones.
Different degrees of success in this approximation could lead to a key recovery attack (when
this works well and recovers multiple secret bits) or to a traceability attack (when only some parts
of the secrets can be recovered). Of course, a number of different heuristic techniques can be used
ranging from hill climbing or simulated annealing to genetic algorithms. The fitness function is
generally a measure of the distance between two sets of messages, but can be quite more complex,
like weighing some messages more than others, etc.
The first application of this approach was in [102, 103], which presented a traceability attack
against SLMAP [128]. Authors showed a new metaheuristic-based traceability attack on SLMAP
and analyzed its implications. The main interest of their approach is that it is a complete black-box
technique that does not make any assumptions on the components of the underlying protocol and
can thus be easily generalized to analyze many other proposals.
The main idea behind this approach is to transform the cryptanalysis of a security protocol
into a search problem, where a large number of different search metaheuristics can be applied. In
general, during this search one tries to find which are the secret state values (keys, nonces, etc.)
of some subset of the parties involved in the protocol.
This could be done in various ways, but the most natural approach is to measure the cost of the
tentative set of secret values by the proximity of the messages produced by these tentative solutions
to the real public messages generated and exchanged during the actual protocol execution.
Most cryptographic protocols should exchange one or more messages to accomplish their in-
tended objective(s) (authentication, key exchange, key agreement, etc.), and in the vast majority
of cases these messages are sent via an insecure or public channel that can be easily snooped.
In this attack model, the cryptanalyst generally tries to infer the secret values that the two
parties intend to hide by exploiting the knowledge of the exchanged messages. In a robust, secure,
well-designed cryptographic protocol, even states that are very close to the real state should not
produce messages that are very close (for any useful distance definition) of the real public messages.
This should be done, typically, by means of a careful design and message construction based on
the use of some highly-nonlinear cryptographic primitives such as block ciphers or hash functions.
Unfortunately, new proposals in the field of lightweight cryptography, which are intended to-
wards very computationally constrained environments (such as low-cost RFID systems) cannot use
classical cryptographic primitives.
Then, for this search problem, a number of metaheuristic techniques can be used to minimize
the distance between the candidate and the real exchanged messages. In [103], the authors used a
Simulated Annealing technique, which is a metaheuristic technique that is extremely efficient and
has some ability to avoid becoming quickly trapped in local minima.
With this, the next IDS can be predicted with sufficient accuracy despite not knowing the
protocol secrets, and hence to mount a successful traceability attack. One important characteristic
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of their attack is that it was successful after eavesdropping only one authentication session, which
is a very economic requirement compared with those of other passive attacks.
The general traceability attack algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Metaheuristic traceability attack against SLMAP.
Snoop an SLMAP run
Known← IDSn, A,B,C,D
repeat k times
Start a Simulated Annealing to minimize fS
Run SLMAP over the Known values
Compute approximation for IDSn+1 and store in ListIDS
end
MajIDS ← majority vector of ListIDS
Get IDS0 and IDS1, candidate values for IDSn+1
ρ0 ← correlation between MajIDS and IDS0
ρ1 ← correlation between MajIDS and IDS1
if ρ0 > ρ1 then
output 0
else
output 1
end if
This attack is efficient and effective, with a quite high success probability (around 95%) for a
number of trials k = 50 as shown in Table 2.4.
Both attacks are quite simple, powerful, and attractive due to their generality and black-box
potential.
New ultralightweight protocol proposals could benefit strongly to be tested against both attacks
before publication, in order to avoid major pitfalls.
Resilience against both attacks does of course not prove that the security of the new protocol is
foolproof, but at least will offer guarantees that the scheme has avoided some of the trivial security
weaknesses that plague most of current proposals.
2.4 Dubious Proofs of Security
This section discusses some of the many dubious security proofs that different authors have used
over the years in an attempt to prove the security of their proposals.
2.4.1 Randomness Tests
As shown in Figure 2.5, one of the first proposals in this area, LMAP, tried to prove some degree
of security by verifying that the exchanged messages looked random enough. For that, multiple
sessions of the protocol were run and the exchanged messages recorded and later analyzed with
different randomness test batteries such as the well-known ENT [185], Diehard [135] and NIST [167].
The results were indeed impressive, with the messages used for running the protocol passing
all tests with flying colors. However, this does not prove any security level, as LMAP (depicted
in Figure 2.4) was broken shortly afterwards. This simple methodological approach presents a
number of limitations. First, the most obvious one is that two fresh random numbers generated
by the reader, n1 and n2, are injected into the messages, and this makes it hardly surprising that
some of the exchanged messages, that are combined with these two random messages, look random.
Randomness might appear, then, not as a consequence of a well designed protocol but just as a
result of employing these sources of randomness repeatedly during message composition. Consider
this artificial, very simple, and Trivially Weak authentication protocol, depicted in Figure 2.7.
It is clear that, in this case, an attacker can trivially recover the values of all secrets involved
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Table 2.4: Attacks results for 20 runs, after observing 1 auth. session, from [103].
Exp. Good Approx. Bad Approx. Correct bits Corr. Rand. Corr. Exp. Result
1 46 4 60 0.23591 -0.00532 Success
2 37 13 60 0.24760 -0.08020 Success
3 36 14 53 0.10418 0.02094 Success
4 39 11 56 0.13681 -0.01610 Success
5 44 6 59 0.22518 -0.03496 Success
6 34 16 53 0.10919 -0.12903 Success
7 41 9 56 0.17157 0.12330 Success
8 43 7 62 0.29247 0.08456 Success
9 45 5 60 0.24967 -0.06447 Success
10 42 8 58 0.19593 0.19375 Success
11 44 6 58 0.21009 0.09940 Success
12 35 15 53 0.10707 -0.11736 Success
13 38 12 53 0.09923 -0.02172 Success
14 47 3 61 0.026238 -0.04895 Success
15 35 15 53 0.10629 0.14811 Fail
16 47 3 66 0.36751 -0.16724 Success
17 44 6 59 0.21093 0.03115 Success
18 39 11 55 0.14885 0.08340 Success
19 31 19 52 0.10013 -0.01543 Success
20 39 11 58 0.20798 0.03845 Success
Mean 40.3 9.7 57.25 0.19 0.01 95% Success
Table 2.5: Randomness tests over the set of LMAP exchanged messages.
A B C D
Entropy (bits/byte) 7.999999 7.999999 7.999999 7.999999
Compression Rate 0% 0% 0% 0%
χ2 Statistic 250.98 (50%) 255.71 (50%) 244.46 (50%) 255.18 (50%)
Arithmetic Mean 127.5062 127.4977 127.4946 127.5030
Monte Carlo pi Estimation 3.1413 (0.01%) 3.1417 (0.0%) 3.1417 (0.0%) 3.1413 (0.01%)
Serial Correlation Coeff. -0.000040 0.000010 -0.000077 -0.000036
Diehard Battery (p-value) 0.227765 0.775516 0.641906 0.410066
Nist Battery X X X X
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R T
hello−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDS←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Identify T
Pick n1, n2
Compute A,B,C,D,E
A||B||C||D||E−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Retrieve n1, n2
Authenticate R
Compute F
F←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Authenticate T
A = K1 ⊕ n1
B = K2 ⊕ n2
C = K3 ⊕ n1 ⊕ n2
D = K1 ⊕ n1 ⊕ n2
E = K2 ⊕ n1 ⊕ n2
F = IDtag ⊕ n1 ⊕ n2 ⊕K3
Figure 2.7: The Trivially Weak protocol, for demonstration purposes.
simply by solving the trivial equations involved. Indeed,
n2 = A⊕D
n1 = B ⊕ E
K1 = A⊕B ⊕ E
K2 = B ⊕A⊕D
K3 = A⊕B ⊕ C ⊕D ⊕ E
IDtag = F ⊕ C
Nevertheless, even in this very simple and weak protocol, exchanged messages pass all randomness
statistical tests8. At the very least, to prevent the indirect measure of the randomness of the
source of n1 and n2 one has also to examine in detail all the correlations between these exchanged
messages.
So if by now it seems clear that randomness of the exchanged messages is not a sufficient
condition, it should also be clear that it is neither a necessary one. Another trivial way of showing
this is by thinking about highly formatted messages and how, even if a protocol is secure, due to
formatting and padding of some or all of its messages these may not pass some randomness test.
Intuitively, this shows that randomness of the exchanged messages is neither a sufficient nor a
necessary condition for protocol robustness, and as such it should no longer be used to prove any
kind of security level in future proposals.
2.4.2 BAN and GNY Logic
Some authors have tried to use BAN logic to prove the security of their proposals. A notable
example is [163]. Needless to say, this approach did not work out as intended and, despite being
accompanied by a formal security proof in BAN logic the proposal was broken shortly afterwards
in [153]. In the particular case of [163], the authors mistakenly employed CRC (Cyclic Redundancy
Codes) as recommended by the EPC-C1-G2 standard, but instead of using them as simple error
detection tool, they employed them for encryption. In their idealized model, they identified their
8Provided, of course, that the (P)RNG used for creating n1 and n2 is good enough.
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CRC usage as equivalent to encryption, so some of the BAN logic rules (for example R1: Message-
meaning rule) do not hold any more. This is a particularly flagrant mistake because CRCs are
linear and should never be used for encryption, hashing or any other cryptographic purposes. But it
is also a very common error, as never an idealized scenario like the one modelled by BAN logic (with
perfect, unbreakable and zero-leaking ciphers) accurately models reality. The level of abstraction
needed in the modelling phase basically makes it impractical for most realistic situations. This is,
unfortunately, not only a limitation of BAN logic but, to different extents, is also in most formal
models (GNY, etc.) which makes them not very relevant for our purposes.
A recent example of the current and continuous use of these quite limited approaches is [166],
where again BAN logic was used again to proof the security of the proposal, despite its severe
limitations and unrealistic assumptions. Another recent case can be found in Section 2.5.3, where
a protocol published in Nov. 2013 uses GNY logic to prove its security. Needless to say, this
proposal can be attacked quite straightforwardly as mentioned in 2.5.3.
2.4.3 Other Approaches
Recently, some authors are taking a different approach to this problem, by using automatic analysis
tools previously employed on the formal analysis of classical protocols. Two interesting examples
are [108], and [177].
In the first, the author uses the AVISPA [5] tool to analyze the security of the LMAP protocol.
This protocol, being the first of its kind has many vulnerabilities (some of them having been
discussed in Section 2.3), so the conclusion of this work are to be taken lightly, as apparently only
two attacks have been discovered by AVISPA and the author proposed an easy patch.
Although these results have to be examined with more caution, it seems that the general
approach is promising and that better proposals will appear if using the AVISPA and similar tools
becomes commonplace in the area.
In [177], the authors propose a key establishment and derivation protocol for EPC Gen2 tags,
and employ model checking techniques to verify whether the security properties needed hold in
a finite state machine. For that, they use automated reasoning, specifically the Constraint-Logic
based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe), and the HLPSL input language.
This should be an approach to encourage in the future, with any new proposal having been
tested by automated tools prior to acceptance. Of course attacks could still exist after this check,
but this check prevents falling flat on well-known mistakes.
2.5 Weaknesses in Recent Protocols
In this section, recently published protocols are presented along with weaknesses in their design,
illustrating the discussions of Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.5.1 Bilal and Martin
Bilal and Martin proposed in 2013 a protocol called UMAP [43]. The protocol definition is depicted
in Figure 2.8. It uses modular rotations, so a natural first attempt at analyzing its security is to
look at what happens when they behave like the identity. This happens with a non-negligible
probability of L−2. The relevant equations of the protocol become:
A = n2 + IDS +K + ID + n1
B = n1 + IDS +K + ID + n2
IDSnext = n1 + IDS + n2
Knext = n2 +K + n1
Note that in particular, we have that A = B. Therefore, with probability L−2, an attacker can
authenticate in place of a tag, just by knowing the IDS of some target tag (this may be obtained
beforehand simply by sending hello to the tag), and by replicating A as sent by the reader. This
attack vector is addressed in Section 2.3.3.
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R T
hello−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDS←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Identify T
Pick r
Compute A
A||r−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Authenticate R
Compute B
Update IDS,K
B←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Authenticate T
Update IDS,K
n1 = f(K, r)
n2 = f(r,K)
A = rot(rot(n2 + IDS +K + ID, n1) + n1, n2)
B = rot(rot(n1 + IDS +K + ID, n2) + n2, n1)
IDSnext = rot(rot(n1 + IDS, n1) + n2, n2)
Knext = rot(rot(n2 +K,n1) + n1, n2)
Figure 2.8: Bilal and Martin’s protocol.
Another point regards the function f . It is described in [43] as a “lightweight pseudo random
function.” If such a function is readily available on the tag, and if it has good security properties,
then why bother with the other constructions ? As mentioned in Section 2.2, a very basic challenge-
response protocol, such as the following, works just as well:
R→ T : hello
T → R : IDS
R→ T : r, fK(r)
T → R : f ′K(r)
2.5.2 Jeon and Yoon
Jeon and Yoon presented in 2013 their protocol RAPLT [109]. This protocol (shown in Figure 2.9)
introduces two new lightweight operations: Mer(A,B,K,C) and Sep(C,K,A,B). Their definition
is the following. Mer(A,B,K,C) merges the values A ∈ {0, 1}L and B ∈ {0, 1}L into C ∈ {0, 1}2L
using the bits of K ∈ {0, 1}2L: if a bit in K is 0, then a bit of A is moved to C, else a bit of B is
used. Sep(C,K,A,B) does the opposite: if a bit in K is 0, the next bit in C is moved to A, else
it is moved to B.
The first thing to note is that these operations are ill-defined as they both require that H(K) =
L. The authors make no mention of any way to guarantee that, and it would anyway result in a
smaller entropy. Regardless, it is assumed that this property is satisfied in what follows.
The usage of Sep in the protocol does not follow the definition. In the protocol, it is spec-
ified that Sep(M1,M2,K2||K1, B1||B2) is used. Instead, the authors presumably rather meant
Sep(M1||M2,K2||K1, B1, B2), since otherwise the variables would not have the right sizes.
Another point is that these operations, that consist in rearrangements of bits of some of their
inputs, have linear properties. The only other operation used is the XOR, which makes the protocol
entirely linear. This problem is addressed in Section 2.3.1.
Finally, a traceability attack may easily be mounted against the protocol by using the fact that
the two new operations are Hamming-weight invariant. A very similar attack was previously done
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R T
hello−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDS←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Identify T
Pick n1
Compute A1, A2, B2
A1||A2||B2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Extract n1, n2
Authenticate R
Compute C3
Update IDS
C3←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Authenticate T
Update IDS
N1 = n1 ⊕ ID
N2 = n2 ⊕ IDS
A : Mer(N1, N2,K1||K2, A1||A2)
M1 = N1 ⊕K2
M2 = N2 ⊕K1
B : Sep(M1||M2,K2||K1, B1, B2)
B3 = B1 ⊕B2
K′ : Mer(K1,K2,K2||K1,K′1||K′2)
C : Mer(n2, N1,K
′
1||K′2, C1||C2)
C3 = C1 ⊕ C2
Figure 2.9: Jeon and Yoon’s protocol.
on RAPP [176] in [16]. We have that, after Mer(A,B,K,C), or after Sep(C,K,A,B),
H(A) +H(B) = H(C) = H(C1) +H(C2).
A property of the Hamming weight is that
H(A⊕B) ≡ H(A) +H(B) (mod 2),
for any A, B. Therefore,
H(B3) ≡ H(B1) +H(B2)
≡ H(M1) +H(M2)
≡ H(N1) +H(N2) +H(K2) +H(K1) (mod 2).
Moreover,
H(A1) +H(A2) ≡ H(N1) +H(N2) (mod 2).
Therefore,
H(K) mod 2 = (H(B3) +H(A1) +H(A2)) mod 2
Since A1, A2 and B3 are public, and since K is static, it is easy for an attacker to trace a tag by
observing its communications with a genuine reader.
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2.5.3 Ling and Shen
Ling and Shen present in [133] a protocol that is strongly inspired by the SASI protocol [64]. A
formal proof using GNY logic is made, which should indicate that the protocol is secure.
However, since messages C and D are exactly the same ones as in SASI, Phan’s simple trace-
ability attack [161], which allows a passive attacker to recover one bit of the secret, works here
too. Without going into the details, it essentially relies on the fact that the OR (∨) operation has
biased output, an issue that has been covered in Section 2.3.2.
This attack proves that the formal security proof made in [133] is not valid, a point that was
already raised in Section 2.4.2.
2.6 Ultralightweight Building Blocks
Rather than designing an authentication protocol from scratch using ultralightweight operations,
another approach to designing an ultralightweight authentication protocol is to use a classical
challenge-response authentication protocol, and using ultralightweight constructions as crypto-
graphic primitives.
In the category of ultralightweight primitives, that goes up to around 1.5K GE, there is gen-
erally no place for highly optimized versions of standard ciphers like AES and IDEA, or slight
modifications of classical block ciphers like DES (DESL, DESXL) [120].
Only newly and purposefully designed low-cost primitives can be ascribed to it. Fortunately
for the area, more and more of the new proposals fall easily within this limit, as there seems to be
growing consensus this is about the maximum GE that many devices would be able to afford to
devote to security.
Within this limit, there was hardly any valid proposal before the publication of PRESENT [51]
in 2007, as both DES (2300-3000 GE) or even DESXL (2168 GE) are too large. AES needs even
more gates with around 3400 GE (recent results [79] put this at 2400GE, still well above the 1.5K
limit). Not even well-known extremely efficient and easy to memorize proposals such as TEA [188]
(2100) and XTEA (2000) were light enough.
Other more recent proposals like MCRYPTON [131] (2949 GE), HIGHT [105] (3000) and
SEA [171] (2280) were also not adequate for our purposes. After 2007, on the other hand, there
has been a blossoming of new primitives, including most notably PRESENT (1570 GE), based on
the AES finalist Serpent, which can fairly be considered a pioneer in this area.
The European eSTREAM project was also relevant, as it looked for stream ciphers with efficient
hardware implementation, and it contributed to the development of Trivium (2599 GE) and Grain
(1294 GE).
Other ultralightweight block cipher are LBlock (1320 GE), TWINE (1116 GE), MIBS (1400
GE), KLEIN [87] (1478 GE), KATAN/KTANTAN [69] (from 688 GE), Piccolo (683 to 1043 GE),
LED [91] (1040 GE) and the PRINTcipher (503 GE) or PRINCE.
From this long list, specially notable are the KATAN, LED and KLEIN proposals which have
gained respect and popularity after resisting attacks for a time. Although all have received some
minor attacks, these look at the moment like a particularly good trade-off between security and
efficiency.
It is important to note that the gate count needs to be taken carefully into consideration, as not
all of these algorithms operate over the same key size, block size or produce the same throughput.
Lastly, even the NSA came with two proposals in this area, called SIMON (763 GE) and SPECK
(884 GE), meant to provide high performance across a range of devices. In the light of recent NSA
scandals these two proposals, independently of their respective merits, will probably never prove
very popular within the cryptography community. On top of that, there are some attacks [180]
that present a not particularly rosy view on them.
Not only block and stream ciphers designers have been attracted to the challenge of devising
ultralightweight primitives, as some interesting though less numerous construction in other areas of
cryptography have been proposed. Particularly interesting are the SPONGENT [50] (from 738 GE
to 1950) and QUARK [8] (from 1379 to 4460 GE) families of lightweight hash functions. Despite
being by far more popular, they are complemented by the PHOTON [90] family (1122 to 2768
GE).
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Note that all these proposals, despite being analyzed much more deeply than protocols discussed
in this chapter, are still under scrutiny and are continuously improved. In particular, they are not
considered safe under fault attacks or side-channel analysis [37, 189].
2.7 Conclusion
The need for inexpensive tags capable of secure, efficient, and privacy-friendly authentication has
prompted a significant part of the community to develop lightweight protocols. This endeavor has
been the focus of many researchers since the early days of RFID security in 2005, and is still a
recurring topic. The data provided in Section 2.2 speaks for itself regarding the existing proposals
(virtually all of them are broken, with half of the protocols being broken within 8 months of their
publication, and most of them within a year), and it was shown in Section 2.5 that little effort is
often sufficient to break new schemes as well.
The problems discussed in this chapter indicate clearly that the current approach for designing
these protocols is wrong.
One possible alternative approach is using block ciphers or hash functions issued from the
lightweight cryptography community, such as PRESENT, on top of a classical challenge-response
authentication protocol. This approach is arguably more reliable, and is probably the best com-
promise today. There are a few security issues with existing lightweight building blocks, but it
is an active area of research, and it is scrutinized by experienced cryptographers. There are also
privacy and efficiency considerations regarding classical challenge-response protocols (as discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4). One may finally argue that, although it is of course possible to achieve
authentication using general-purpose block ciphers or hash functions, they may be excessive and
in particular simply too expensive.
There has been other attempts to design an ad-hoc authentication protocol for RFID, such as the
notorious HB+ (introduced in 2005 by Juels and Weis [112] and based on HB, a secure identification
scheme for Human Beings designed by Hopper and Blum in 2001 [106]). HB+ requires only
lightweight calculations from the prover and the protocol benefits from a security proof based on a
reduction to the Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) problem. In spite of attractive properties, HB+
and its family (the protocol spawned numerous fixes and variants) are not secure, and moreover
considered not so lightweight by some experts, in particular not fitting within the 1500 GE margin
(see [6] for a thorough discussion on the subject).
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Chapter 3
Complexity and Privacy
Articles related to this chapter
[13] Gildas Avoine, Muhammed Ali Bingol, Xavier Carpent, and Siddika Berna Ors Yal-
cin. Privacy-friendly authentication in RFID systems: On sub-linear protocols based on
symmetric-key cryptography. IEEE Transactions on Mobile Computing, 12(10):2037–
2049, October 2013.
Privacy is a major concern for RFID protocols, as was highlighted in Chapter 1. The speed
of authentication is also very important for RFID applications. The example that embodies this
problematic is public transportation. Authentication needs to be fast, with a simple swipe of a
tag being sufficient to identify and authenticate a user. It is generally agreed upon that about 200
milliseconds can be devoted to grant or deny access to a customer [66].
Combining privacy protection with an efficient identification procedure is a challenging task,
and is the subject of a significant part of the literature in RFID authentication.
This chapter reviews the associated literature, categorizes protocols according to common fea-
tures, analyzes them, compares their properties and discusses about which can be considered as
the best ones to date. Many new attacks on several of these protocols are provided, as well as
some patches. Note that low-level criteria such as gate count or power consumption of tags are not
considered in this chapter, as the cost of building blocks was the focus of Chapter 2.
Section 3.1 presents some preliminary solutions that contextualize the problematic. Section 3.2
presents some protocols trading away privacy in order to achieve faster authentication. Sec-
tions 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 present three families of protocols (respectively with shared secrets, based on
hash-chains, and based on counters) dedicated to the scalability issue, along with discussions and
attacks on them. These protocols are then compared in Section 3.6, and the chapter is concluded
in Section 3.7.
3.1 Preliminaries
This Section looks at the naive solutions for the scalability problematic. In what follows, the
variable N refers to the number of tags in a system.
Challenge-response Protocols
The ISO-9798 (Figure 3.1) defines challenge-response authentication protocols, which are commonly
used in RFID. These are used in the MIFARE Classic for instance1. Other standards are also in
1The authentication protocol of the MIFARE Classic is based on the ISO-9798-2.3, a mutual authentication
protocol using a stream cipher.
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R T
r−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ID, Ek(ID, r)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 3.1: The ISO 9798-2.2 challenge-response protocol.
R T
r−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Ek(ID, r)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 3.2: Variant to the ISO 9798-2.2 protocol that has good privacy but is inefficient.
application, such as the ISO-11770 (a protocol with key agreement), used for example in the Basic
Access Control of e-passports.
In the example of Figure 3.1, the ID of the tag is sent in the clear. This allows the reader
to identify the tag, find the corresponding key k and authenticate the tag. This solution is very
efficient and secure, but there is no privacy since the identifier is sent in the clear.
On the other hand, when the tag does not directly reveal its identifier (as depicted in Figure 3.2),
the reader has to try all the possible keys while decrypting the message, and check if it corresponds
to the nonce he sent to authenticate the tag (there is no identification prior to authentication).
This solution has good privacy and security, but takes O(N) cryptographic operations, which is
inefficient in large systems. In the following, this is referred to as a “linear protocol.”
Finally, if the identifier is not sent in the clear, but there is only one key in the system (common
to all tags), identification isO(1) and the privacy is respected. However, an adversary compromising
a single tag and retrieving its key breaks the whole system (she can mount not only traceability
attacks, but above all impersonation attacks, targeting any tag in the system). This approach,
dubbed the “master key” solution, is another extreme case of the privacy-security-efficiency trade-
off.
The rest of this chapter focuses on protocols designed to reduce the complexity of the identi-
fication, while trying to preserve privacy, and which are distinct from these three extreme cases.
Protocols such as the HB family ([54, 74, 93, 106, 112, 141]), or protocols such as [44, 60] are
therefore not considered below.
Public-key Cryptography for RFID
Public-key cryptography (PKC) seems to be a solution to the identification problem stated above.
The randomized Schnorr protocol [55], for instance, uses public-key encryption to provide both
strong privacy and constant-time identification.
However, PKC is expensive, being in terms of gates required on the tag, or of time and especially
energy necessary to perform the computations on a tag. Although some recent studies point
otherwise (see, e.g., [95, 107, 123]), it is generally acknowledged that PKC is not affordable on
low-cost tags, and most of the proposals for authentication in RFID use symmetric-key building
blocks. Hopefully, further research in that area will improve the feasibility of PKC for low-cost
RFID, but there will always be a market for symmetric-key solutions. For these reasons, only
symmetric-key schemes are considered in what follows.
Note on Protocol Names
Some of the protocols analyzed in this chapter were named differently by their authors in different
publications. To avoid confusion, Table 3.1 presents the matches between the protocols proposed
with different names. The papers and publication years are given in the first row. Each other row
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R T
hello−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDS←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
r, Ek(r)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Update IDS and k
r′, Ek(r,r′)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Update IDS and k
Figure 3.3: Hypothetical pseudonym-based challenge-response protocol.
represents one protocol, showing names given in each paper. In what follows the name used is the
one that appeared most recently (shown in bold in Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Matching of the names of some protocols
[178] [57] [179] [58]
2006 2006 2007 2009
YA-TRAP - YA-TRIP RIP
- - YA-TRAP RIP+
- YA-TRAP+ - RAP
- O-TRAP - O-RAP
- - - O-RAKE
- - YA-TRAP* -
- - YA-TRAP*& fwd -
3.2 Protocols with Limited Privacy
This section briefly discusses protocols trying to achieve some practical privacy, although not being
private in a strict sense.
By trying to lower the identification procedure complexity, some solutions also lower the privacy
or the security considerably. For instance, one could imagine a very simple scheme where each tag
has a limited amount of ephemeral pseudonyms (or “coupons”), using one each time a reader
wants to authenticate it. This solution is both private and efficient, but has a limited lifetime
and an adversary could perform denial-of-service attacks very easily. Juels proposes in [110] a
similar protocol in which each tag loops through a sequence of secrets to authenticate itself to a
reader, again providing efficiency, but limited privacy. Henrici and Mu¨ller proposes in [98] that tags
communicate to the reader the number of failed authentication attempts since the last legitimate
authentication. While this allows the reader to efficiently identify the tags, it also allows an
adversary to trace them, as pointed in [9].
Ultralightweight protocols, such as the ones discussed in Chapter 2, share a pattern on ex-
changed messages. As illustrated in Chapter 2, virtually all these protocols are broken due to
the nature of the building blocks used. One could however conceive a protocol following the same
structure, but using regular cryptographic building blocks, such as the one illustrated in Figure 3.3.
This protocol provides O(1) identification, security2, and some level of privacy. However, this pro-
tocol can not be completely private strictly speaking. Indeed, tag pseudonyms (IDS) change after
each successful authentication, but an adversary is able to trace a tag between two genuine authen-
tications by simply querying the tag and then terminating the authentication session. Since no
update is performed, the pseudonym remains the same and the tag can be traced. This is captured
by the notion of existential and universal untraceability in more detailed privacy models such as
Avoine, Coisel and Martin’s [23].
2It could be the target of desynchronization attacks such as described in Section 2.3.6, although countermeasures
would work here too.
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Note that despite the fact that these solutions are not private strictly speaking, there might be
scenarios where they can be applied, since some privacy is better than none at all. The rest of this
chapter however focuses on protocols aiming to achieve “perfect” privacy to some extent.
3.3 Protocols with Shared Secrets
Some recent protocols have the common feature that several tags in the system share their secrets
(at least partially). They manage to lower the online complexity of the reader by storing tag secrets
in a particular structure (a tree, a grid, etc.). While these protocols provide that very desirable
property, and also bring new and interesting ideas, they all have traceability issues.
This section introduces Molnar and Wagner’s tree-based protocol [140], Alomair, Clark, Cuellar,
and Poovendran’s protocol [4], Avoine, Buttya´n, Holczer, and Vajda’s group-based protocol [15],
and Cheon, Hong, and Tsudik’s meet-in-the-middle protocol [63]. Some attacks on these protocols
are also discussed, especially new attacks against [63] and [4].
3.3.1 Tree-based and Group-based Protocols
As stated previously, privacy-friendly challenge-response protocols do not scale well: the reader
must check O(N) keys to authenticate a tag, where N is the total number of tags in the system.
Molnar and Wagner propose in [140] an approach that reduces the complexity from O(N) to
O(logN). The fundamental idea is to manage the tags’ keys in a tree structure instead of using a
flat structure. More precisely, the tags are assigned to the leaves of a balanced tree with branching
factor b at each level of the tree. Each edge of the tree carries a random key. Each tag stores the
keys along the path from the root to the leaf corresponding to the given tag, while the reader stores
the whole tree. During the authentication process, the reader performs one challenge-response per
tree level in order to identify the sub-tree the tag belongs to. Each challenge-response requires from
the reader an exhaustive search in a set containing b keys only. The overall reader’s complexity of
the authentication is b logbN in the worst case.
The significant complexity improvement due to Molnar and Wagner’s technique (MW) has how-
ever an unacceptable drawback: the level of privacy provided by the scheme is quickly decreasing
when an adversary tampers with tags. Giving the adversary the ability to tamper with some tags
makes sense because MW is useless without this assumption: in such a case, the same key can be
stored in all the tags and the complexity problem no longer occurs. On the other side, giving to
the adversary the ability to tamper with tags significantly degrades the privacy in MW.
Avoine, Dysli, and Oechslin raise this attack in [25] and evaluate the trade-off between com-
plexity and privacy according to the branching factor. Buttya´n, Holczer, and Vajda in [59] also
identified weaknesses of MW and introduce an improvement with variable branching factors. Nohl
and Evans in [146] provided another approach to analyze MW. Later on, Halevi, Saxena, and
Halevi [93] present a lightweight privacy-friendly authentication protocol that combines Hopper
and Blum’s HB protocol [106] and the tree-based key infrastructure suggested by Molnar and
Wagner [140]. However, [106] inherits from the weaknesses of MW as demonstrated by Avoine,
Martin, and Martin in [29]. Finally, Beye and Veugen further analyze the improvement of Buttya´n
et al. in [42].
One may also cite some other attempts to design tree-based protocols, e.g., [190] or the saga [1,
72, 134, 186]. However, as said previously out, tree-based secret sharing is definitely not suited
when the adversary is capable of tampering with tags, and the tree structure is even not the best
solution in that case. Indeed, Avoine, Buttya´n, Holczer, and Vajda demonstrate in [15] that a
simpler structure than the tree, namely when tags are grouped and each group share a same key,
achieves a higher level of privacy and a better efficiency. Finding a better structure, that does not
avoid the traceability problem but that mitigates it is still an open problem.
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Figure 3.4: Tags’ secrets organized in a grid in CHT.
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Figure 3.5: Cheon-Hong-Tsudik plain protocol.
3.3.2 Cheon, Hong, and Tsudik’s Protocol
Description
The protocol proposed by Cheon, Hong, and Tsudik in [63] is an innovative proposal to reduce the
reader complexity. It uses a meet-in-the-middle strategy, similar to the one used in several famous
attacks on double-encryption schemes [71]. The idea is the following. During the initialization, the
system chooses two sets of keys K1 and K2 such that |K1| = |K2| = n, where N = n2 is the number
of tags in the system, and K1 ∩ K2 = ∅. It then initializes each tag Ti,j with a unique pair of keys
〈Ki1,Kj2〉, where Ki1 ∈ K1 and Kj2 ∈ K2, yielding an n× n grid in which each cell represents a tag,
as depicted in Figure 3.4.
The identification procedure, represented in Figure 3.5, is as follows. The reader R first picks
a nonce r and sends it to a tag Ti,j entering its field. The latter then picks another nonce r′,
and computes C = PRFKi1(r, r
′) ⊕ PRFKj2 (r, r
′), where PRF is a pseudo-random function. The
tag Ti,j then sends the pair 〈C, r′〉 to R. In order to identify the tag, R computes PRFKx1 (r, r′)
for x ∈ [1, n], and then computes C ⊕ PRFKy2 (r, r′) for y ∈ [1, n], and tries to find a match
between two values. This search requires 2n = 2
√
N PRF evaluations at worst, rather than N for
a standard linear search3. An adversary eavesdropping r, r′, and C however would have to search
the entire key space, since she does not know the key sets K1 and K2.
The protocol presents an efficient search procedure, but is not synchronized (i.e., the tag has no
state that changes over time). This implies that it does not provide any forward-privacy, because an
adversary having compromised a tag gets its two keys, and can thus recompute messages previously
produced by the tag, in this way “tracing” the tag in the past.
Moreover, the authors themselves identify an important issue. Indeed, when a tag is compro-
mised, its two sub-keys are disclosed, but this does not leak any information on other tags’ keys
as the combination of subkeys is unique. However, when the adversary compromises several tags,
she gains knowledge of key-pairs of legitimate tags. For instance, if the adversary compromises
the tags Ta,b and Tc,d, she also discovers the keys of the tags Ta,d and Tb,c. These will respectively
be referred as directly compromised tags and indirectly compromised tags hereafter (a compromised
tag refers to either situation). Additionally, partially compromised refers to the tags for which only
one key is known.
The authors describe an extension to mitigate this problem by introducing proper authentica-
tion in the protocol. In this extension, each tag has a third, unique subkey K3. The key sets K1
and K2 have a size of Nα, with 0 ≤ α ≤ 12 being a system parameter and K3 has a size of N , such
that N1−2α tags have the same 〈K1,K2〉 key-pair. The tag further computes C ′ = PRFK3(r, r′),
3Note that in [63], the authors state that the search isO(
√
N logN). Only cryptographic operations are considered
in the online time, so O(
√
N) is used instead.
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Figure 3.6: Average number of indirectly compromised tags in a system of N = 106 tags, with
respect to an increasing number of directly compromised tags.
and sends it to the reader. After the usual search procedure, R checks the value C ′ to authenticate
the tag. Since K3 is unique to each tag, the impersonation attack is prevented, but there is still a
traceability issue, as detailed in Section 3.3.2.
Impersonation Attack on the Plain Protocol
After having compromised some tags, an adversary can perform the following impersonation attack.
She listens to a legitimate authentication session between R and Ti,j . When Ti,j outputs (r′, C),
she blocks the message. She can now change C in order to authenticate another tag than Ti,j .
Because the protocol is stateless, C˜, the modified C, will be accepted (provided it is valid), and
the corresponding tag will be identified. Two situations may occur for an adversary:
1. She wants to let a tag that is compromised be authenticated instead of Ti,j .
2. She wants to let a tag that is partially compromised be authenticated.
In case 1, the adversary can replace the authenticating tag with another compromised tag, say, Ta,b,
by simply replacing C by C˜ = PRFKa1 (r, r
′)⊕PRFKb2 (r, r′). This problem was already highlighted
in [63].
In case 2, the adversary must at least know one of the keys of Ti,j to succeed (i.e. Ti,j must
be partially compromised). Suppose that the adversary knows Ki1 but not K
j
2 , and that she also
knows another key Kk1 . She can then replace C by C˜ = PRFKk1 (r, r
′)⊕PRFKj2 (r, r
′) by computing
C˜ = C ⊕ PRFKi1(r, r′)⊕ PRFKk1 (r, r′), and by doing so, authenticate Tk,j , which is only partially
compromised. Of course, she does not know the keys of the victim in advance, so the attack is
probabilistic. She can thus iterate on all the tags for which she knows the secrets partially. A
side-effect of this is that when R accepts the authentication, the adversary gets PRFKj2 (r, r
′),
which can lead to a traceability attack.
In [63], the authors state that, when compromising t tags, the number of indirectly compromised
tags is t2 − t. This is actually rather optimistic (from an attacker viewpoint) and only accurate
when t is small. A more precise result is provided in Lemma 2. An example is presented in
Figure 3.6.
Lemma 2. Let T denote the number of directly compromised tags and S the total number of
compromised tags (both directly and indirectly), that is the ones for which both keys are known.
Then, the expected number of compromised tags given that t tags were directly compromised is:
E [S|T = t] = N
[
1− 2
(
N−n
t
)− (N−2n+1t )(
N
t
) ] ,
where n =
√
N . A similar result applies for the authentication extension, and S here denotes the
number of compromised cells:
E [S|T = t] = n2
[
1− 2
(
N−N/n
t
)− (N−2N/n+N/n2t )(
N
t
) ] ,
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with n = Nα.
Proof. Consider the plain protocol first. We have E [# indirectly compr. tags] = E [# compr. tags]−
t, where a compromised tag refers to a tag that is either directly or indirectly compromised. Ri
denotes the following random variable:
Ri =
{
1 if at least one compromised tag has Ki1
0 otherwise.
Likewise,
Ci =
{
1 if at least one compromised tag has Ki2
0 otherwise.
Note that the total number of compromised tags can be expressed as:
S =
(
n∑
i=1
Ri
)(
n∑
i=1
Ci
)
.
Indeed, this number corresponds to the number of tags (“cells” in the grid) for which K1 and K2
are known. Therefore,
E [S] = E
 n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
RiCj
 = n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
E [RiCj ]
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
Pr(Ri = 1 ∧ Cj = 1). (3.1)
Note that Ri and Cj are not independent. However,
Pr(Ri = 1 ∧ Cj = 1) = 1− Pr(Ri = 0 ∨ Cj = 0)
= 1− [Pr(Ri = 0) + Pr(Cj = 0)− Pr(Ri = 0 ∧ Cj = 0)]. (3.2)
Pr(Ri = 0) is the probability that, after compromising t tags, none belong to the row i. That is,
Pr(Ri = 0) =
(
N−n
t
)
/
(
N
t
)
. Moreover, ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n we have Pr(Cj = 0) = Pr(Ri = 0) since the
grid is symmetric. Likewise, Pr(Ri = 0 ∧ Cj = 0) =
(
N−2n+1
t
)
/
(
N
t
)
. Using (3.2) and the above
in (3.1) gives:
E [S|T = t] =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
Pr(Ri = 1 ∧ Cj = 1|T = t)
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
[
1− 2
(
N−n
t
)(
N
t
) + (N−2n+1t )(
N
t
) ]
= N
[
1− 2
(
N−n
t
)− (N−2n+1t )(
N
t
) ] .
The demonstration for the authentication extension is very similar to the above, except that
cells contain N1−2α tags.
This result allows to quantify the probability of success of our attacks and confirms their
feasibility.
Traceability Attack on Authentication Extension
Recall that in the authentication extension, the grid can now be seen as Nα×Nα “cells” of N1−2α
tags secrets. No two tags share the K3 key, but each 〈K1,K2〉 is shared among N1−2α tags. As
the authors mentioned, this leads to a traceability issue because if an attacker knows a 〈Ki1,Kj2〉
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pair, she can track Ti,j with probability 1/N1−2α by using the fact that there are N1−2α tags with
the same pair.
In this section, a more dangerous issue is given. It is assumed that the adversary has obtained
the keys related to s cells. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the compromised tags are
put back into circulation. Since this number is supposedly small compared to N , the number of
tags in the system, this is a reasonable assumption.
Let X denote the set of tags which secrets belong to one of the s cells known by the adversary.
In a Juels and Weis game [113], when two tags T0 and T1 are presented to her, the adversary is
asked to answer which of these tags is her target. Several cases occur:
• E1 = T0 ∈ X ∧ T1 6∈ X
• E2 = T0 6∈ X ∧ T1 ∈ X
• E3 = T0 ∈ X ∧ T1 ∈ X ∧ 〈K1,K2〉T0 6= 〈K1,K2〉T1
• E4 = T0 ∈ X ∧ T1 ∈ X ∧ 〈K1,K2〉T0 = 〈K1,K2〉T1
• E5 = T0 6∈ X ∧ T1 6∈ X
The obvious strategy for an adversary is, after choosing r, to query T0 and T1, and compare their
answer with what would have answered the tags of which she knows the keys. If there is a match,
then she identifies the tag and deduces its keys. In E1 and E2, only either of T0 and T1 is identified,
and the adversary is able to determine correctly whether it is her target or not in all cases. If both
tags are identified, the adversary succeeds only when they have a different key-pair (E3, but not
E4). Finally, if neither is identified, the adversary is unable to tell her target apart in any better
way than at random. Therefore, in the first three events, the adversary succeeds in the attack, and
in the other two she fails. It is clear that the first two cases are symmetric:
Pr(E1) = Pr(E2) =
NM −M2
N2
, (3.3)
where M = sN1−2α, that is the number of tags for which the adversary knows the secrets. Likewise,
Pr(E3) =
M2
N2
(1− 1/s). (3.4)
The overall probability that the adversary succeeds after corrupting s cells is thus
Pr(E1 ∨ E2 ∨ E3) = Pr(E1) + Pr(E2) + Pr(E3)
= 2
M
N
− M
2
N2
(1 + 1/s),
because these events are mutually exclusive. This probability can become much higher than the
one presented in [63]. For instance, in a system with N = 106 tags, configured with α = 13 (as
suggested by the authors), an adversary having compromised t = 300 tags has roughly s = 8750
compromised cells (Lemma 2), and a probability of tracing a tag of roughly 0.984.
Discussion
Two important attacks on CHT were introduced. The first one regards the plain protocol and
allows an adversary to change the tag being authenticated. The targeted tag need not be completely
indirectly compromised, as a probabilistic approach can be carried out. The second attack regards
the authentication extension, and allows an adversary to trace a tag.
The second attack is similar to the one [25] against MW. Although quite different technically,
MW and CHT have in common the fact that tags share parts of their secrets. This property yields
efficient tag identification, but tag compromising is dangerous since it jeopardizes the privacy of the
whole system. Figure 3.7 is a comparison of the probability of tracing in CHT and MW protocols
(with different values for the branching factor), in a system with N = 106 tags. Figure 3.8 is a
comparison of their efficiency as a function of the number of tags in the system.
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Figure 3.7: Probability of tracing a tag in CHT and in MW with respect to the number of com-
promised tags.
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Figure 3.8: Average number of PRF execution on the reader side to authenticate a tag in CHT
and MW, as a function of the number of tags in the system.
3.3.3 Alomair, Clark, Cuellar, and Poovendran’s Protocol
Description
The protocol introduced by Alomair, Clark, Cuellar, and Poovendran in [4] provides Constant-
Time Identification (CTI). This protocol is classified here in the shared-secret family in the sense
that the system manages a pool of shared secret pseudonyms such that each tag is paired with
a pseudonym for a while, and is reassigned to another one each time it is legitimately authen-
ticated. Consequently, different tags may use the same pseudonym, at different times. Using
re-usable pseudonyms was first introduced by Juels in [110] where each tag manages its own pool
of pseudonyms and uses linear combination of them once all the pseudonyms have been used.
However, tags do not exchange their pseudonym in [110], contrarily to [4].
During the set up phase, each of the NT tags is assigned with a secret key k, a cycling counter
c that is incremented modulo C each time the tag is queried (initially c = 0), and an initial
pseudonym ψ drawn from a pool E of size N > NT . A sketch of CTI is depicted in Figure 3.9 and
we refer the reader to [4] for a detailed description.
The key-point of CTI is that each time a tag is legitimately authenticated, it releases its current
pseudonym in order to get a new one from the reader randomly drawn from E ; it also updates
its secret key k with the value h(k) where h is a hash function. CTI provides constant time
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identification but this property is obtained after pre-calculation of all the NC possible answers
from the tags. In that sense, CTI is not far from OSK [149], a protocol based on hash-chains that
is analyzed in Section 3.4.1. The table of pairs (pseudonym, counter) in [4] is in some way similar
to the table of pairs (identifier, counter) in [149]. A few differences can nevertheless be raised:
(1) a denial of Service (DoS) occurs with OSK after M illegitimate authentications, while CTI is
DoS-resistant; (2) OSK with authentication requires to compute between 3 (if there is no attack)
and 2m+ 1 hash calculations per identification, while CTI requires 4 hash calculations in any case;
(3) CTI needs a larger memory than OSK and provides a lower privacy-resistance, as explained
below. Note that both of them are resistant to timing attacks as stated in [22].
Intra-legitimate authentication Attack
The main drawback of CTI, already mentioned in [4] is the cycling counter because a tag can be
easily tracked between two legitimate authentications if an adversary is able to query it C times.
Indeed, recording each of the answers h(0, ψ, c, k, r) (0 ≤ c < C), the adversary can definitely
track the tag till the next legitimate authentication. This attack is especially meaningful when
considering tags that are not frequently used, e.g., passports or tickets used for ephemeral event
and kept by the customer as souvenir. . . Increasing C makes the attack harder, but this also
significantly increases the memory consumption (and the reader’s workload during the setup).
This attack makes CTI not traceability-resistant in the Juels and Weis model [113].
Inter-legitimate authentication Attack
The pseudonyms used in the system are originally secret and can only be revealed in case of tam-
pering attack. In such a case the current pseudonym of the compromised tag is revealed (and
the secret key as well) but the adversary can also obtain additional pseudonyms by impersonat-
ing the tag in the system. This attack is mentioned in [4] but its analysis is refined here. Its
impact should not be underestimated. First of all, the number of pseudonyms obtained by the
adversary after tampering with only one tag is [4] N (1− (1− 1/N)q), where q is the number of
protocol executions4. Let Eq ⊂ E the set of pseudonyms so revealed, the adversary can track a tag
(even after legitimate authentications) as follows: in the learning phase as defined in the model of
Juels and Weis [113], the adversary queries the targeted tag Ttarget once and so obtains a value
h(ψtarget, ctarget). Trying an exhaustive search on all values in Eq and all counter values, she obtains
ctarget if and only if ψtarget ∈ Eq, which occurs with probability |Eq|/N . In the challenge phase,
given T0 and T1, the adversary must decide which one is Ttarget. To do so, she applies the same
technique and so possibly obtains c0 and c1. From c0 and c1, she could be able to decide which
of T0 and T1 is Ttarget. For example, if the adversary knows that her target is rather new while
ci (i = 0 or 1) is large, it may be safe to conclude that Ttarget is T1−i. To illustrate this attack,
consider the following practical parameters: N = 2NT , NT = 10
6, C = 103, and q = 103. The
probability to track a given tag is therefore 0.1%, assuming that one of the two tags only is rather
new.
4Note that [4] suggests to limit the number of requests to a reader per tag, but bounding q to a value less than
1000 does not seem realistic in most applications as the adversary can avoid being detected, using a slow attack.
R Ti
r−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
h(ψ,c), r˜=h(0,ψ,c,k,r)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
h(1,ψ,k,r˜), h(2,ψ,k,r˜)⊕ψ′, h(3,ψ′,k,r˜)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Figure 3.9: The CTI Protocol.
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3.3.4 Discussion
While protocols using shared secrets all aim mainly to decrease the identification time on the reader,
they all have issues when facing adversaries capable of compromising tags. One could argue that
a protocol using only one “master key” is the extreme case in that direction: it has constant-time
identification, but no privacy/security as soon as one tag is compromised.
All of the proposals analyzed in this section have important problems, mostly due to the fact
that compromising one tag reveals information on other tags too. However, no element shows that
sharing secrets between tags is a definitely flawed way of reducing identification time. It remains
an open question whether it is possible to design such a protocol without any loss of security or
privacy.
3.4 Protocols Based on Hash-Chains
An early family of sub-linear protocols uses hash-chains to update the internal state of the tags.
In this section, the protocol of Ohkubo, Suzuki, and Kinoshita’s (OSK) [149] is described along
with two of its improvements, OSK/AO [25, 30] and OSK/BF [145]. Another protocol based on
hash-chains, O-RAP [58], is then discussed.
A traceability attack is pointed out on the mutual authentication extension of OSK/AO proto-
col, and a solution to overcome this problem is suggested. New weaknesses of O-RAP and OSK/BF
are also given.
3.4.1 OSK Protocol
OSK [149] is a well-known synchronized identification protocol5, and was one of the earliest of its
kind. However, beside its traceability issue, and although the protocol is very efficient when all
tags are synchronized, the worst-case complexity of the search makes the protocol unsuitable for
most practical systems.
OSK works as follows. Each tag Ti of the system is initialized with a randomly chosen secret s0i .
When queried by a reader, a tag answers with the hash of its current secret, that is σ = G(sji ), and
immediately updates it using another hash function: sj+1i = H(s
j
i ). When receiving an answer, the
reader looks in its database for an initial secret s0i that leads to σ, in other words, it checks whether
there exists i and j such that G(Hj(s0i )) = σ. To do that, from each of the N initial secrets s
0
i , the
reader computes the hash chains as shown in Figure 4.2 until it finds a value matching σ, or until
it reaches a given maximum limit L on the chain length. An overview of the protocol is shown in
Figure 3.11.
The value σ = G(sji ) does not allow an eavesdropper to learn the identity of Ti. However, since
a tag updates its secret regardless of the success of the identification, a rogue reader initiating
the protocol with Ti will make it update its secret. An adversary initiating lots of instances of
the protocol with Ti will perform a desynchronization denial-of-service attack. Indeed, the reader
would then need to compute a lot of hashes to identify Ti. To prevent this, the length of the hash
chains have to be bounded, i.e., the reader stops its search after L hashes per tag. This protection
has the following drawback: an adversary skimming a tag L times makes it unable to be identified
by the system, and therefore traceable (see the model of privacy of Juels and Weis [113] for details).
Another isue is the timing attacks [22]. Timing attacks are side-channel privacy attacks, and
their objective is to distinguish two tags based on the amount of time taken during authentication.
In the case of OSK, it is possible for an adversary to distinguish two tags if one takes significantly
longer to be authenticated than the other one (for instance if the former has previously been
skimmed many times by the adversary).
The authors later introduced in [150] some ideas to improve the efficiency of the search at the
cost of lowering privacy. They are not considered here since these modifications purposely reduce
the privacy of the protocol. Instead, variants that make the search more efficient without hurting
the privacy are presented thereafter.
5PFP, introduced by Berbain, Billet, Etrog, and Gilbert in [41] is strongly inspired by OSK. The building blocks
in PFP are different than the ones in OSK, and they are used in a different way, but the global scheme is the same,
and the security and privacy properties of the two protocols are equivalent. Hence, PFP is not detailed further.
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s01 −→ r01 r11 r21 . . . rL−11 rL1
. . . −→ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s0i −→ . . . . . . . . . rji = G(Hj(s0i )) . . . rLi
. . . −→ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s0N −→ r0N r1N r2N . . . rL−1N rLN
Figure 3.10: Chains of hashes in the OSK protocol.
R Ti
request−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
find i and j so that
σ=G(s
j
i )←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− sj+1i ← H(sji )
G(Hj(s0i )) = σ
Figure 3.11: The OSK protocol.
3.4.2 OSK/AO Protocol
Avoine and Oechslin propose in [30] to apply Hellman’s time-memory trade-offs [96] to the search
procedure of OSK, which has two main implications. First, the complexity of the search procedure
varies from O(1) to O(NL), depending on the amount of memory one is willing to devote to the
time-memory trade-off6. Moreover, the search is intrinsically randomized, which prevents timing
attacks [22].
Avoine, Dysli, and Oechslin also suggest in [25] a variant of OSK that ensures authentication
as OSK is originally designed to provide private identification only (i.e., it does not resist to replay
attacks). To do so, they suggest using nonces: instead of simply sending a request message, the
reader sends a nonce r, and the tag answers G(sji ⊕ r) along with G(sji ).
Finally, Avoine proposes in [10] an extended version of OSK that provides reader authentication
to the tag: the reader sends a last message G(sj+1i ⊕ w), where w is a public static value.
However, a traceability issue exists in this extension: an adversary can eavesdrop a legitimate
authentication between R and Ti, and record the last message (i.e. G(sj+1i ⊕ w)); after a while,
she sends w as a nonce to a tag, and if the tag answers with the previously recorded value, this
tag is almost certainly Ti, and it has not been queried since then.
Preventing this attack can be done easily using a third hash function for the last message. In
practice, a single hash function is implemented and an additional input enables to derive it into
several functions, for instance, by concatenating 0, 1, or 2 to the value to hash. Figure 3.12 shows
our modification to the mutual authentication extension of OSK/AO.
6The authors mention that, for instance, a complexity of O((NL)2/3) can be reached with a memory of size
O((NL)2/3).
R Ti
r−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
search for i
H1(s
j
i⊕r), H1(s
j
i )←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− sj+1i ← H0(sji )
sj+1i ← H0(sji )
H2(s
j+1
i )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Figure 3.12: Patched OSK with replay-attack protection and reader authentication.
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3.4.3 OSK/BF Protocol
Description
Nohara, Inoue and Yasuura propose in [145] another innovative time-memory trade-off for OSK,
which is labeled OSK/BF in the following. They use Bloom Filters [49], a space-efficient data
structure, to store all the hash-chains of each tag. When identifying a tag, the reader first queries
all the Bloom Filters for the received σ, and then computes the whole hash-chain of each candidate
to confirm the identity of the tag. Once identified, the corresponding Bloom Filter is re-computed
for the next hash-chain. On that point OSK/BF contrasts with OSK/AO, in which updates of the
database occur less frequently but are more costly.
As presented in [145], OSK/BF is an identification protocol and does not resist impersonation.
However, it could be easily adapted to an authentication scheme using the same construction as
the one in [25].
In [144], Nohara and Inoue present an analogous protocol using a similar architecture but a
different data structure, d-left Hash Tables [56], an extension of Bloom Filters. The resulting
protocol has, according to the authors, a better update efficiency than OSK/BF, but it turns out
to be the same. Furthermore, the identification time seems to be very comparable to that of [145],
and it has the further disadvantage of being less parameterizable.
Traceability Timing Attacks
Discussed below are two potential traceability weaknesses of OSK/BF due to timing analysis, not
mentioned in [145]. The first one uses the fact that the search is linear in [145], meaning that T1
will on average be authenticated much faster than TN , for instance. The reason is that when a
tag has a record (and a corresponding Bloom Filter) at the start of the table, the reader has to go
through few false positives invalidations before actually confirming the identity of the tag, whereas
when it has a record near the end of the table, it might go through several of them. The second
attack uses the fact that it is possible to trace a tag being desynchronized more than L times by
observing whether the identification time remains constant (it should be constant when the reader
refuses identification, but not when the Bloom Filters get updated). Countermeasures might exist
against these attacks (simply shuﬄing the search seems to be a solution to the first one), but in
any case, OSK/BF is more fragile regarding timing analysis than OSK/AO, and avoiding them
without artificially waiting for O(N) cryptographic operations does not seem to be trivial.
Comparison with OSK/AO
As in OSK/AO, the time of identification can be lowered by increasing the memory of the reader.
In OSK/BF, this is done by tuning the false positive rate of the Bloom Filters. Doing so results
in more time needed to compute the hash-chains in order to infirm false positives, increasing
identification time, but also in a decrease of the size of Bloom Filters and thus of memory. In
OSK/AO, this is done by tuning the size of the Rainbow table, and also determining the amount
of intermediate columns stored.
A slight advantage of OSK/BF over OSK/AO is that, despite it also has a probabilistic nature,
the successful identification rate is of 100% while being close to 100% (fixed by parameters) in
OSK/AO. However, the two protocols have the same disadvantage regarding desynchronization,
i.e., a tag desynchronized more than L times is lost.
Regarding the trade-off efficiency, OSK/AO seems slightly more efficient than OSK/BF, al-
though comparable. Numbers from [25] were used, i.e. a system of 220 tags and chains of 27
hashes, to provide a comparison between the two protocols, which is depicted in Figure 3.13. The
saturation in OSK/BF after some point comes from the fact that the update part takes 2L cryp-
tographic operations, no matter how much memory is dedicated to the trade-off. Note also that
the random hash calculations is not taken into account. This could, depending on the functions
used, increase the identification time significantly.
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Figure 3.13: Average number of cryptographic hashes during identification for variants of OSK.
3.4.4 O-RAP Protocol
Description
O-RAP, which stands for Optimistic RFID Authentication Protocol, has been originally introduced
in [57] by Burmester, van Le and de Medeiros. Its former name was O-TRAP (see Table 3.1) and a
slightly modified version is re-presented in [58]. The authors call the protocol “optimistic” for the
reason that the security overhead is minimal when the system is not under attack. The steps of
O-RAP are shown in Figure 3.14. The reader contains a hash table indexed by rtag with entries Ki
(the static keys of the tags). When starting an authentication, the reader sends a random number
rsys to the tag. The tag computes the hash of rsys and rtag with its key Ki and gets r and h
output values. Then the tag sends h and rtag values to the reader. The tag also updates rtag with
r value. The system searches rtag to find the corresponding Ki in the database, and if found, it
checks the correctness of the hash. If rtag is not found, then it exhaustively searches among all
the keys. If found, it validates the tag and updates rtag with r value. This allows the reader to
re-synchronize the tag automatically.
R Ti
rsys−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Lookup with rtag
rtag, h←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− r||h = HKi(rsys, rtag)
if not found, search Ki rtag ← r
s.t. r||h = HKi(rsys, rtag)
Figure 3.14: O-RAP Protocol.
Attack by Ouafi and Phan
In [151], Ouafi and Phan propose a traceability attack on O-RAP based on the desynchronization
of a tag. The idea is that an adversary can make enough queries to a tag in order to make it
update its secret rtag a lot of times to the point that a legitimate reader is unable to authenticate
it anymore.
However, this attack seems erroneous. Indeed, the tag always sends rtag in its answer so the
resynchronization is trivial, and because Ki does not change, the authentication is always correct,
regardless of how many queries the attacker has performed.
Forward-Privacy Issue and O-FRAP
Although the authors raise the problem in [57], no particular attention has been drawn on the
forward-privacy of O-RAP. An attacker compromising Ti at some point can recover rtag and Ki.
This allows him to trace Ti in the past, because rtag is sent in the clear and is updated by r. This
update can be computed by the adversary, since Ki does not change.
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The authors propose in [182] the O-FRAP protocol, adding the forward-privacy to O-RAP.
This comes at the cost of an extra pass in order to authenticate the reader to the tag, as well as a
memory overhead for storing previous keys. However, the protocol is not forward-private strictly
speaking. Indeed, suppose than an adversary queries the tag some times without answering to it.
Afterwards, she compromises the tag, and if the tag has not been authenticated since, she will be
able to trace it in the past. This is the same idea as protocols using pseudonyms for identification,
described in Section 3.2.
Also note that in [58] and [182], the authors propose key exchange extensions to O-RAP and
O-FRAP respectively, namely O-RAKE and O-FRAKE. Their goal is to provide features outside
of authentication, and are not analyzed further.
Traceability Timing Attack
The fact that O-RAP behaves differently according to synchronization makes it work very efficiently
in “normal” situations, but allows an adversary to carry out the following timing attack. The
adversary first sends a random number to a tag and ignores its answer. The tag will thus be
desynchronized with the system, and the next legitimate reader trying to authenticate it will take
much more time, because in that case, the search is linear. The adversary can easily notice that
by measuring time differences, and can thus trace the tag she desynchronized.
A possible countermeasure is to artificially add time for the search in a normal situation, but
this would be equivalent to a protocol with linear complexity.
3.4.5 Discussion
OSK and O-RAP are two convincing proposals with a simple design and interesting properties.
As pointed by Avoine and Oechslin in [30] and by Nohara et al. in [145], OSK can be easily
accommodated to using time-memory trade-offs, which make the identification procedure efficient.
It also provides forward-privacy to the tags. However, the synchronization issue present in OSK
and its variants, although mitigable, remains significant.
In that regard, the O-RAP protocol has no such synchronization issue because tags automati-
cally “re-synchronize” with each authentication attempt. It is also the reason why the identification
procedure is constant-time in normal situations. However, it is very easy to make the next search
linear by querying the tag once. This also leads to traceability issues using reader-side timing
analysis. Additionally, it provides no forward-privacy.
Despite their respective weaknesses, these protocols are nonetheless probably the most solid
solutions analyzed here that are applicable to RFID tags (with symmetric key capabilities).
3.5 Counter-Based Protocols
The counter-based protocols all share the same characteristics: they use a strictly increasing num-
ber7 and maintain a periodically updated hash table for each counter. The idea is to pre-compute
the table at each counter tick, in order to reduce the online search to a constant time on the
server-side.
This section examines a family of counter-based protocols, namely RIP, RIP+, RAP, and YA-
TRAP* (see Table 3.1 for the names given in different papers). A traceability attack is given on
the most advanced protocol proposed in [179], namely YA-TRAP*, based on timing analysis.
3.5.1 YA-TRAP Family
A family of tag identification and authentication protocols that use strictly increasing counters is
proposed in the papers [57, 58, 178, 179]. The first protocol, RIP, stands for RFID Identification
Protocol. It is followed by authentication protocols called RIP+, YA-TRAP*, and a variant of
YA-TRAP* with forward-privacy (called here YA-TRAP*&fwd).
7In some previous papers [57, 58, 178, 179] the name “timestamp” is used to denote a strictly increasing number.
Since the tags do not have any clock and this number is not a cryptographic timestamp, the more generic term
counter is preferred here.
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Description
The RIP [58] protocol, which is the simplest and earliest proposal in the family, is described below.
Each tag Ti is initialized with a starting counter T0 and a maximum counter value Tmax, as well
as with a unique secret key Ki. When initiating an authentication, the reader sends its current
counter Tr. The tag checks that Tr is less than Tmax and that the received counter is bigger than
the one it currently stores, Tt, which it received during the last successful identification. If these
conditions hold, it stores the new counter and computes and sends the hash of Tr with its key Ki.
Otherwise, the tag sends a random number to prevent an adversary from drawing any conclusion.
The authors added that to avoid timing attacks against a tag at this point, the nonce generation
must be designed to take approximately the same time as the hash computation.
As stated above, every now and then, the server increases the value of the counter, and re-
computes the table accordingly. This allows for a constant time identification online, but takes
time oﬄine.
The authors identified several drawbacks in this protocol. First, it is vulnerable to a trivial
DoS attack: the adversary can temporarily or permanently incapacitate a tag by sending a future
counter. Although the authors point out that DoS resistance is not the main goal of this protocol,
the attack is very easy to perform and very hard to recover from. Second, it is implicitly assumed
that a tag is never identified more than once between two consecutive counter ticks. A short time
interval (e.g., a second) between two counter updates makes this assumption realistic, but it causes
heavy computational burden for the server. RIP is also vulnerable to replay attacks: an adversary
can send a counter slightly ahead to a tag and wait until this counter is sent by the server. She can
repeat this attack and thus impersonate its victim for a long time without the original tag being
present. RIP is depicted in Figure 3.15.
R Ti
Tr−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ if (Tr ≤ Tt) or (Tr > Tmax),
then hid random
else hid = HKi(Tr) and Tt ← Tr
Lookup hid
hid←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 3.15: RIP protocol.
In RIP+, the protocol is modified in order to provide authentication. The reader sends a
random nonce Rr along with the counter. The tag chooses its random nonce Rt and computes a
hash for authentication hauth = HKi(Rt, Rr). The reader first identifies the tag, then checks the
correctness of the hash.
Note that although this prevents the replay attack, the two aforementioned issues are still
present.
R Ti
Tr, Rr, ETr−−−−−−−−−−→ ν = bTr/INT c − bTt/INT c
if (Tr ≤ Tt) or (Tr > Tmax)
or Hν(ETr) 6= ETt,
then hid random and hauth random
else Tt ← Tr, ETt ← ETr, hid = HKi(Tt),
hauth = HKi(Rt, Rr)
Lookup hid
hid, Rt, hauth←−−−−−−−−−−
check hauth
?
= HKi(Rt, Rr)
Figure 3.16: YA-TRAP* protocol.
In order to cope with DoS attacks, Tsudik proposed YA-TRAP*, which is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.16. DoS resistance is achieved by using a system-wide hash-chain. At setup, the system
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initializes a long Lamport-chain [119] of hashes, and sets the value ETt of all tags to the last hash
computed. Every INT counter ticks, a value of the hash-chain is popped, and the next one is used
as ETr. During an authentication session, a tag receiving Tr, Rr and ETr will compute the number
of intervals skipped since the last authentication (i.e. ν = bTr/INT c− bTt/INT c), and will verify
that the hash ETr is the corresponding predecessor of ETt by checking whether H
ν(ETr) = ETt
8.
Note that DoS resistance in YA-TRAP* is limited by the magnitude of INT value. When ETr
is sent by the system it is no longer secret. Therefore, the adversary can still incapacitate tags
up to the duration of INT by querying the tag with the maximum possible Tr value within the
current epoch.
All the aforementioned protocols do not provide forward-privacy because the long-term key of
the tags are static. Tsudik introduces an additional operation for updating the keys of the tags.
In this extension, which is called YA-TRAP*&fwd hereafter, a tag takes ν times hash of the key
for each authentication namely Kνi = H
ν(Ki). With this modification, the tag’s key is changed
once per INT interval, and this brings ν additional hash operations on the tag-side.
Attacks on YA-TRAP*
In YA-TRAP*, the tag computes ν times the hash function depending on the difference between
the Tt and Tr values. If the received Tr value is within the same interval as Tt, the tag computes
no hash function for the interval check. If the difference between these two counters is large, the
tag has to compute many hash functions. This leads to two potential attacks.
The first one is a traceability attack. It is simply that if a tag has not been authenticated in a
long time, it is traceable due to the amount of time it spends computing the hashes. Distinction
is thus possible between two tags in some situations.
The second one is a DoS. If an adversary sends a big Tr and a random ETr to a tag, the latter
needs to compute many hashes, even if it will eventually discard the request since the ETr is not
correct. Depending on INT , this can make the authentication impossible due to the amount of
time needed by the tag to complete its calculation.
The parameter INT must be carefully chosen: the bigger, the less it mitigates the DoS already
present in RIP+; and the smaller, the more computation on tags, leading to the two problems
described above.
Other Protocols
Another counter-based protocol called YA-TRAP+ is proposed by Burmester et al. in 2006 [57, 62].
A slightly modified version of it is presented in [58] with a new name “RAP.” This protocol is very
similar to O-RAP in terms of security properties. In [58] it is also stated that “O-RAP is simpler
than RAP, at the cost of not supporting kill-keys. The security for O-RAP is similar to that
of RAP.” In particular, the two issues mentioned in Section 3.4.4 are also applicable to RAP.
Additionally, in O-RAP a desynchronized tag is resynchronized automatically after each legitimate
authentication, however RAP does not support automatic resynchronization. For these reasons,
only O-RAP is analyzed among those two similar protocols.
3.5.2 Discussion
Counter-based protocols, embodied by the YA-TRAP family, provide an interesting approach to
constant-time identification. However, since the counter must be provided in the clear and, as
such, is not authenticated, DoS attacks are extremely easy to accomplish and hard to prevent.
YA-TRAP* attempts to alleviate this problem but at the same time introduces other weaknesses
as indicated in Section 3.5.1.
3.6 Comparison
In this section, the most of the protocols analyzed in this chapter are analyzed and compared on
several criteria, as shown in Table 3.2. Evaluated here are the schemes that provide sub-linear
8Note that in [179], the authors mistakenly stated this check was Hν(ETt) = ETr.
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complexity, at least during the normal case online interaction, and that intend to provide at least
user privacy (not necessarily forward-privacy). Those for which new weaknesses are highlighted in
this chapter are also included. For clarity reasons, additional remarks are provided (superscripted
capital letters in the table) below the table. It is difficult to compare these protocols objectively
because of the number of criteria available. Nonetheless, some hindsights are given below about
their comparison.
A major design goal for authentication protocols is the protection against impersonation attacks.
Cheon, Hong, and Tsudik’s plain protocol can therefore be discarded since it does not satisfy this
requirement. OSK and its variants do not satisfy it either, but they are identification protocols,
and it is possible to extend them to authentication protocols as explained in Section 3.4.2. For the
rest of the protocols, a trade-off between efficiency of the reader authentication complexity, and
privacy weaknesses and/or other issues is generally observed.
The protocols using shared secrets, although presenting alluring identification efficiency, have
important security and privacy problems, as stated earlier. They are particularly vulnerable in
scenarios where tag corruption is easy. Nonetheless, future ideas might lower the impact of tag
compromise, and this approach remains interesting.
The counter-based protocols, embodied by the YA-TRAP family, seem to be promising as
well, but are easily desynchronized, which decreases the privacy they provide. Their usability
(a maximum of one authentication per counter tick) might be a problem in some applications
too. If this is not a problem, YA-TRAP* provides a decent level of privacy and allows automatic
re-synchronization.
Finally, although not ideal, the protocols based on hash-chains seem to be the most solid
solutions to date among the protocols analyzed in this chapter. OSK/AO and OSK/BF provide
forward-privacy and a very good efficiency for the authentication on the reader side, but have
desynchronization issues due to the finite size of the chains. O-RAP is also quite good and does
not have desynchronization problems. However, if an adversary capable of performing timing
analysis is considered, it has a lower privacy. O-FRAP also brings some forward-privacy to O-RAP
(but not completely as pointed out in Section 3.4.4).
Some protocols require fewer assets on the tag. For instance, hash-chains protocols do not
require randomness to originate from tags and might therefore be more easily implemented on
low-cost tags.
In conclusion, the choice of the best protocol depends on the scenario, and on the privacy and
efficiency requirements. In any case, the protocols based on hash-chains clearly stand out.
3.7 Conclusion
This chapter studied the problematic of the scalability of private symmetric-key authentication
protocols in large systems. In order to ensure the privacy of a tag’s identity in such protocols
means that no information sent over the channel should help an attacker to identify a tag. A the
same time, the reader needs some information to identify the tag quickly. These two contradictory
requirements (along with other constraints) have been addressed by a number of proposals.
These protocols have been analysed in this chapter, and a number of attacks and weaknesses
have been identified. Two new attacks were described on the CHT protocol [63], a very efficient
protocol in terms of key search complexity (i.e., O(
√
N)). Two new traceability attacks were also
introduced on the CTI protocol [4]. Furthermore, a traceability weakness was found on the mutual
authentication version of OSK/AO [25] protocol, and a possible way to repair this problem was
proposed, with no additional cost. Finally, traceability attacks were introduced on OSK/BF [145],
O-RAP [62] and YA-TRAP* [179], emphasizing the importance of timing attacks [22] on the reader
side.
All candidates have been extensively evaluated and comapred according to their security and
performance. The conclusion is that in the current state of the art, protocols based on hash-chains,
such as OSK/AO and O-RAP are those that have the best characteristics overall. The next chapter
takes a closer look at OSK/AO in practical settings.
Chapter 4
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Articles related to this chapter
[12] Gildas Avoine, Muhammed Ali Bingol, Xavier Carpent, and Suleyman Kardas. Deploy-
ing OSK on low-resource mobile devices. In Workshop on RFID Security – RFIDSec’13,
Graz, Austria, July 2013.
This chapter takes a closer look at OSK/AO, an extension to the OSK protocol that improves
significantly its efficiency without lowering its security. It is one of the most promising solutions to
the scalability of privacy-friendly symmetric-key authentication protocols discussed in Chapter 3.
This protocols makes use of time-memory trade-offs, a technique to carry out efficient brute-
force search. Time-memory trade-offs are typically used to perform cryptanalysis such as password
cracking, but they are used in a constructive way in OSK/AO. An important leverage of time-
memory trade-offs is the “lunchtime attack” scenario (see Chapter 1), where the user may benefit
from a long preparation time but has a limited window of opportunity and limited resources to
perform the actual search. This aspect of time-memory trade-offs is used in OSK/AO to provide
efficient identification. Reader unfamiliar with time-memory trade-offs are referred to Section 5.1
for a detailed description.
As part of the work on OSK/AO, the protocol was also implemented on an NFC-compliant1
cellphone and a ZC7.5 contactless tag. This is, as far as we know, the first implementation of a
protocol of this type. This implementation demonstrates the practicability and efficiency of the
OSK protocol and illustrates that privacy-by-design is achievable to some extent in constrained
environments.
The OSK protocol is described in Section 4.1, along with its online search and full storage
approaches. Section 4.2 presents the OSK/AO protocol in details. Section 4.3 presents our imple-
mentation, and the chapter is concluded in Section 4.4
4.1 Ohkubo, Suzuki, and Kinoshita’s Protocol
4.1.1 Description
The OSK protocol is proposed by Ohkubo, Suzuki, and Kinoshita in [149]. It is one of the most
well-known RFID-devoted authentication protocols and is the earliest one that achieves forward
privacy2. In the RFID context, forward privacy is the property that guarantees the security of past
interactions of a tag even if it is compromised at a later stage. Namely, if the secret information of
1The NFC (Near Field Communication) technology is a set of standards built upon RFID standards that allow
two-way communication on smartphones and other mobile devices.
2It is also known as backward untraceability and used interchangeably in some papers [115, 132, 162].
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Figure 4.1: The OSK protocol.
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. . . −→ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
s0N −→ r0N r1N r2N . . . rL−1N rLN
Figure 4.2: Chains of hashes in the OSK protocol.
a tag Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is corrupted by an adversary at a given time, the adversary can not associate
any transaction with Ti at any earlier time (See Chapter 1 for more details).
The OSK protocol is described in Section 3.4.1 and may be summarized as follows. Each tag
Ti has an initial secret s0i that is updated after each authentication query. The update consists in
hashing the current secret with a one-way function H. Upon reception of the authentication query,
the tag answers by hashing the current secret with a different hash function3, G. Fig. 4.1 shows
the OSK protocol.
System Setup.
Each tag Ti of the system is initialized with a randomly chosen secret s0i . The N initial secrets are
stored in a database, sometimes called back-end system. In some settings the back-end system and
the reader are two different devices, connected in a way that is considered secure. In some other
settings the back-end system is embedded in the readers.
Interrogation.
When the tag is queried by a reader it answers with a response using the current secret such that
σ = G(sji ) and also updates the secret immediately using a different hash function: s
j+1
i = H(s
j
i ).
Search & Identification.
When receiving an answer the database searches for an initial secret s0i that leads to σ. In other
words, it checks whether there exists i and j such that G(Hj(s0i )) = σ. To do that, from each of
the N initial secrets s0i , the reader computes the hash chains as shown in Fig. 4.2 until it finds a
value matching σ, or until it reaches a given maximum limit L (the “lifetime” of a tag4) on the
chain length.
The value σ = G(Sji ) does not leak any information to an attacker on the secret of Ti when
G and H behave as pseudo-random functions. However, given that the authentication process is
bounded by L, the OSK protocol is prone to desynchronization when an adversary queries the tag
more than L times. In such a case, the tag can no longer be authenticated and a privacy issue
arises for a certain type of adversary, capable of detecting the success status of an authentication
(see [113] for a discussion). Fortunately, the synchronization can be retrieved by the back-end
3Note that although these two functions need to be different, only one algorithm may be implemented on the
tag, and an additional 1-bit input parameter used to select the function.
4The lifetime of a tag corresponds to the maximum number of times it may be interrogated by an adversary
without being desynchronized with the database. On genuine authentications, the tag is resynchronized with the
database, and its lifetime reset.
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without replacing the tag; for example, the holder of a desynchronized tag can ask the system
operator to recompute the chain of his tag.
Beside this desynchronization issue – and although the protocol is very efficient when all the
tags are synchronized [149] – the worst-case complexity of the search procedure makes the protocol
unsuitable for most practical applications.
4.1.2 Real-life Applications
This section discusses the possibility of implementing OSK in real-life applications. A system of
N = 220 tags with a lifetime of L = 27 is chosen to represent a typical application throughout this
chapter. These are reasonable parameters and are in accordance with [25].
Online Search
A na¨ıve approach for the server is to only keep the initial secrets and recompute the N × L
possibilities each time it receives a given σ. With a server capable of 220 cryptographic hash
operations per second, this takes 26 seconds ≈ 1 minute on average for these parameters. This is
far beyond the limit of 200 milliseconds for a reasonable authentication time.
Full Storage
The other extreme solution consists in storing all the chains in a table and letting the server perform
a simple look-up whenever it receives σ. This solution has the advantage of requiring no crypto-
graphic operation on the reader side during the authentication, which makes the authentication
very fast. Unfortunately, this approach has two major drawbacks.
First of all, a large memory is needed to store the table: given our parameters (N = 220
tags with a lifetime of L = 27, and a hash size of 128 bits), the full storage approach requires
234 bits = 2 GB5. In a system where readers are permanently connected to the back-end server,
requiring such a memory (RAM) for the server is not a problem. However, in systems consisting
of mobile readers sporadically connected to the database, the authentication material should be
replicated in each of these low-resource devices. In such a scenario, this amount of memory is
very large for small devices such as PDA’s or handheld RFID readers, which typically have a
memory of 128 MB. It might however be reasonable for more elaborate devices such as NFC-
enabled smartphones, which have several gigabytes of flash memory.
A second issue is that, every now and then, the table needs to be either computed in a central
server and uploaded on the smartphones, or computed by the smartphones themselves after recep-
tion of the first column of the table. This might take a significant time for both cases, and might
be an issue in certain situations.
In the context of [45] for instance, where a central server is used, the full storage technique
makes sense, and is more simple and efficient.
Time-Memory Trade-off
An intermediate solution is the time-memory trade-off (TMTO). The idea is to use memory to
reduce the authentication time, making both memory and time suitable to our application. Note
that the goal of the TMTO is here to reach an authentication time that is below the acceptable
threshold of 200 ms. Once this requirement is fulfilled, still decreasing the time does not make
sense because (i) this implies a memory cost (ii) the authentication time would become a negligible
factor in the whole communication time.
In the following, the TMTO version is explored. It uses rainbow tables of maximal size, which
are introduced in Chapter 1.
5If one wants to index the hashes with (i, j) couples, the memory increases by 25% (32 bits appended to each of
the 128-bit hashes).
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Figure 4.3: The rapid-hash table.
4.2 OSK/AO
4.2.1 Description
Avoine and Oechslin propose in [30] to apply a time-memory trade-off to the search procedure of
OSK, leading in this way to a variant known as OSK/AO.
The protocol execution is the same, only the search procedure is modified. The reader performs
an exhaustive search over the NL possible states using a time-memory trade-off. The complexity
of the search procedure thus varies from O(1) to O(NL), depending on the amount of memory
devoted to the trade-off. For example, they mention that a complexity of O((NL)2/3) can be
reached with a memory of size O((NL)2/3).
Avoine, Dysli, and Oechslin also suggest in [25] a variant of the OSK protocol that ensures strong
authentication, as OSK is originally designed to ensure identification only, without consequently
considering replay attacks. To do so, [25] suggests using nonces as follows: the reader sends a
nonce r in the authentication request message and the tag answers G(sji ⊕ r) along with G(sji ).
The latter value is used by the reader to identify the tag, and the former to authenticate it.
Another advantage of OSK/AO is that the search done in the identification is intrinsically
randomized, which makes timing attacks irrelevant [22].
The specific time-memory trade-off technique introduced in [25, 30] is described below.
In this technique there are two main functions namely a response generating function F and
a reduction function R. F takes two indices as an input (i.e., tag index and life time index) and
outputs a tag response such that
F (i, j) 7→ G(Hj(s0i )) = rji
The reduction function R is such that
R(rji ) 7→ (i′, j′),
where 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ N , and 0 ≤ j, j′ ≤ L.
Note that F requires j + 1 cryptographic operations to be computed, which would drastically
lower the efficiency of the search if it were used directly. What is suggested instead in [30] is to use
a second kind of-time-memory trade-off, called the rapid-hash table, to compute F efficiently. This
trade-off table is rather straightforward: the secrets sji of the tags are computed from lifetime values
0 to L, but only Lκ columns are stored. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. As explained in Section 4.2.3,
this means that an average of κ+12 cryptographic operations are required per evaluation of F .
4.2.2 Analysis
As explained in Section 4.2.1, there are two things that need to be stored in memory: the rainbow
tables and the rapid-hash table. The proportion of memory that should be dedicated to each is
discussed hereafter.
Let ρ denote the proportion of memory dedicated to the rainbow tables. The trade-off efficiency
follows the rule T = N2γ/M2RT (see [27, 96]), with γ being a small factor depending on the
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Table 4.1: Notations used throughout the paper.
N Number of tags in the system.
L Lifetime of a tag in the system (in terms of authentication executions).
` Number of rainbow tables.
t Length of the chains in each rainbow table.
sji Secret of the i-th tag used for the j + 1-th authentication where 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
and 0 ≤ j ≤ L.
H, G Collision resistant one-way functions.
Hfast(i, j) Function that computes the j-th secret of the i-th, that is s
j
i = H
j(s0i ). This
function uses a precomputed rapid-hash table to compute hashes faster. The
construction of this function is showed in Algorithm 3.
κ Length of the interval between hash indices in the rapid-hash table.
state[i][k] state is a precomputed two-dimensional array that represents the rapid-hash
table. state[i][k] stores the k × κ-th state of the i-th tag, that is sk×κi .
F (i, j) The response generating function. It outputs a tag response such that
F (i, j) = G(Hfast(i, j)), that is the output of tag i in its j-th authentica-
tion attempt.
Tablev The v-th rainbow table, where 1 ≤ v ≤ `.
Rvw(s) For w-th column where 1 ≤ w ≤ t of the v-th table where 1 ≤ v ≤ `, a
reduction function that maps input s into arbitrary indices (i’, j’), where
1 ≤ i′ ≤ N and 0 ≤ j′ ≤ L.
probability of success of the trade-off, and MRT the memory dedicated to the rainbow tables (that
is ρM). As for the rapid-hash table, we have:
κ =
⌈
N |hash|
MRH
⌉
,
with |hash| the size of a hash, and MRH the memory for the rapid-hash table (that is (1− ρ)M).
Each operation in the rainbow tables requires an average of κ+12 cryptographic operations in the
rapid-hash table. Therefore:
T =
N2γ
M2RT
κ+ 1
2
≈ N
2γ
ρ2M2
N |hash|
2(1− ρ)M .
The optimal value of ρ can be found easily by deriving:
∂T
∂ρ
= 0 ⇔ ∂
∂ρ
[
1
ρ2(1− ρ)
]
=
3ρ− 2
(ρ− 1)2ρ3 = 0,
which yields ρopt =
2
3 . In the following, the memory for the rainbow tables is fixed to two thirds
of the total memory6.
4.2.3 Algorithms
This section presents the algorithms used in OSK/AO, namely (i) the algorithm to compute the
rapid-hash table (Algorithm 3), (ii) the algorithm to build the rainbow tables (Algorithm 4), and
(iii) the algorithm to identify the tag (Algorithm 5). The material in this section mostly comes
from [45]. The notations used in the algorithms are given in Table 7.1.
First, the system randomly generates the initial secrets for all the tags such that s0i ∈R {0, 1}λ
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and λ is the length of the secrets. The system defines a κ parameter then
computes the interval secret values of all the tags. After that all the secrets are stored into a two
dimensional array such that state[i][k] := Hk×κ(S0i ) where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and 0 ≤ k × κ ≤ L.
Now, for a given secret of tag i, the j-th rapid-hash computation of the secret is presented in
Algorithm 3. The algorithm requires only at most κ hashes by the help of the precomputed RH
table. Whenever κ decreases, the memory usage increases but the on-line computation decreases.
6Note that this result is compliant with the analysis done in [30]. The development done in this section is
somewhat simpler and matches the notations used in the rest of this chapter.
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Algorithm 3 Compute s = Hfast(i, j)
Require: 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 0 ≤ j ≤ L
Ensure: s = sji
s← state[i][⌊ jκ⌋]
a← j mod κ
while a 6= 0 do
s = H(y)
a← a− 1
end while
return s
Algorithm 4 shows the procedure to construct a single rainbow table. For the construction, only
two parameters are needed: the number of startpoints used in the precomputation phase (named
m1, as in [27]) and the number of the table to be generated. The startpoints of a rainbow table are
fed into the F function sequentially. The output is actually a response of a tag in the system and
is fed into the reduction function which outputs arbitrary indices. For a single chain this process is
repeated consecutively up to a predefined chain size t, then the starting and endpoints are stored
in the table. Finally, each generated endpoint is compared in the table to detect fusions. When
two chains generate a fusion, one of them is discarded. This procedure eventually leads to a perfect
table.
Algorithm 4 Construction of Tablev (j, m1, v)
Require: 1 ≤ j, 1 ≤ m1 ≤ N × j , v ≥ 1
table← {∅}
for i = 1 to
⌈
m1
j
⌉
do
for k = 0 to j do
nextResp← F (i, k)
for w = 1 to t− 1 do
z[ ]← Rvw(nextResp)
nextResp = F (z[0], z[1])
end for
z[ ]← Rvt (nextResp)
if z 6∈ table then
add the record {(i, k); (z[0], z[1])} into table
end if
if (i− 1)× j + k ≥ m1 then
break
end if
end for
end for
clean table
return table
Finally, Algorithm 5 shows the identification process of a tag by extracting the preimage of a
given response using rainbow tables. This part of the system runs during the authentication of a
tag. First, TagResp (the answer of the tag) is fed into the reduction function Rvt and searched
among the endpoints of the rainbow table. (i) If a match is found, the corresponding startpoint
is iterated as explained in Algorithm 4 up to the (t − 1)th reduction function Rvt in order to
get a candidate response. If the candidate response is equal to TagResp then identification is
completed. Otherwise (ii) TagResp fed into the reduction function such that Rvt−1(TagResp),
then the resulting indices fed into F , and then the resulting response fed into Rvt (TagRespnext)
consecutively.
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Algorithm 5 Identify (Tablev, TagResp)
Require: TagResp ∈ {0, 1}λ, v ≥ 1
Ensure: TagResp ← G(y)
for q = t down to 1 do
nextResp←TagResp
for i = q to t− 1 do
z[ ]← Rvi (nextResp)
nextResp← F (z[0], z[1])
end for
z[ ]← Rvt (nextResp)
if z ∈ Tablev then
{z′; z} ← Tablev(z)
nextResp← F (z′[0], z′[1])
for w = 1 to q − 1 do
z˜[ ]← Rvw(nextResp)
nextResp← F (z˜[0], z˜[1])
end for
if nextResp = TagResp then
return true
end if
end if
end for
return false
4.3 Experiments and Comparison
This section presents the details of the implementation of OSK/AO and discusses its results. This
section is partially based on the master thesis of Muhammed Ali Bingo¨l [45]. In his master thesis,
Muhammed Ali Bingo¨l did an implementation of OSK/AO for a centralized system. As it was
pointed out however, a solution where the OSK chains are all stored is feasible for such systems,
and is both simpler and more efficient. Nevertheless, in distributed systems, OSK/AO happens
to be much more viable than the full storage solution, in particular when the authentication is
performed by low-resource mobile devices, such as PDA’s or NFC-compliant cellphones.
4.3.1 Environment
The precomputations are performed with a personal computer having Intel 2.8GHz Core2 Duo
processor, 4GB RAM and Windows 7 - 64-bit operating system. The NFC-enabled mobile phone
is LG OPTIMUS 4X HD, having 1.5GHz processor and 1GB RAM [125]. The cell phone has an
open source Linux-based operating system, Android. This OS has a large community of contribu-
tors who develop applications primarily written in a customized version of the Java programming
language [170]. The phone supports both ISO/IEC 14443 and ISO/IEC 15693 standards which are
the common standards in order to read/write 13.56 MHz contactless smart cards.
For the tags, professional version of ZeitControlers basic card ZC7.5 (ZC−Basic) were chosen.
It has a programmable processor card as hardware environment for protocol implementation [89].
It has a micro-controller with 32kB user EEPROM that holds its own operating system and it has
2.9kB RAM for user data. It supports ISO/IEC 14443. The EEPROM contains the user’s Basic
code, compiled into a virtual machine language known as P-Code (the Java programming language
uses the same technology). The RAM contains runtime data and the P-Code stack. The overview
of the system is depicted in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the system [credits: Muhammed Ali Bingo¨l].
4.3.2 Parameters and Functions
The parameters for the experiments7 are N = 220, L = 27 and the one-way functions selected
are (4.1) and (4.2).
H(x) = AESK(x)⊕ x, (4.1)
G(x) = AESK(x+ 1)⊕ (x+ 1), (4.2)
where K is a 128-bit constant key. This is known as the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas construction [137].
Its goal is to build a one-way function from a block cipher.
The AES algorithm was used in the construction because it is commonly implemented on fewer
gates than classical hash functions (see e.g. [80]), and, in particular, is also available in the ZC7.5.
This construction requires only one key schedule during the initialization phase of the tags.
To construct rainbow tables each column of each table uses a different reduction function. The
function takes three parameters that are the table index (v = 0, 1, . . . , ` − 1), the column index
(w = 1, 2, . . . , t) and the response output as a byte array (val[.]). This function produces two
output values; the first one is for the tag index (i = 0, . . . , N −1), the second one is for the lifetime
index (j = 0, . . . , L− 1). The i value is computed as i = (Int32(val[v, v+ 3]) +w) mod N where
the function Int32 converts a given input 4-byte array into an unsigned 32-bit integer. The j value
is computed as i = (Int32(val[v + 1, v + 4]) + w) mod L. The construction of our reduction
functions are given in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Compute Rvw(val[.])
Require: v ≥ 0, w ≥ 1
Ensure: i ∈ ZN , j ∈ ZL
i← Int32(val[v, v + 3]) + w
j ← Int32(val[v + 1, v + 4]) + w
i = i mod N
j = j mod L
return {i, j}
4.3.3 Precomputation of the Tables
In order to use OSK/AO on low-resource devices (such as hand-held readers, PDA’s and NFC
compliant cellphones), it is necessary to build tables that can fit to small RAMs.
For the total memory there are two parts: (i) the rapid-hash table that stores some intermediate
values of the OSK table and (ii) the rainbow tables8. Optimal parameters are used, and therefore
the values of κ and t are computed such that the memory consumption is as described in 4.2.2.
7The parameters are the same than the ones in [25].
8A technique known as the prefix-suffix decomposition was used in order to reduce to some extent the size of the
rainbow tables. It is described for instance in [48].
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Table 4.2: Results of experiments on an NFC compliant cellphone.
Memory 253MB 113MB
Identification time 15.26ms 117.54ms
Length of the chains of the TMTO (t) 27 72
Number of chains of the TMTO (mt) 8968214 3566605
Rapid-hash parameter(κ) 22 43
Authentication rate 99.9% 99.9%
Another significant choice for the time-memory trade-off construction is the probability of
success. It should be high enough to avoid false negatives during the authentication process. In
the scenario described in this chapter, using ` = 4 rainbow tables of maximal size makes the
probability to identify a tag greater than 0.999 (see Theorem 1 in Chapter 5). Note that trying
to reach a higher success probability is probably not useful in this situation. It may happen that
authentication fails because of noise on the channel for instance, and the successful probability of
the rainbow table need only sufficiently low as to not lower the overall probability of success of the
whole authentication process.
Finally, regarding the number of startpoints m1, the trick described in [27] to reduce the
precomputation effort is used. Namely, in order to build a perfect table of maximal size, it is
technically necessary to build NL chains. However in practice, and as described in [27], fewer
chains are computed (but still enough to achieve a table of almost maximal size). In the case
described here, about 98% of the maximal number of endpoints are computed by starting with 50
times that number.
In total, the precomputation cost is ` × m1 × t evaluations of F , which is about 4 × 50 ×
mt × t = 400NL (see Theorem 2 in Chapter 5). Since these are F evaluations, this number is
also multiplied by κ+12 hash operations. For instance, if κ = 6 and on a server capable of 2
20
hash operations per second, the precomputation stage would take about 50 hours. Some details
about the precomputation of rainbow tables seem to have been overlooked in [25, 30], which would
explain their optimistic result. However, one can do much better than that if a table containing
the NL secrets is built and used during the precomputation instead of the Hfast table. This table
needs NL|hash| bits, that is 2GB in our case, and takes about 2 minutes to build on the server.
In this second solution, there are actually no hash operations during the building of the rainbow
table, making it much faster. In our experimental setting, the whole precomputation process takes
about an hour.
4.3.4 Experiments
This section presents experimental validation of Algorithm 5, by measuring the performance of the
identification process with randomly chosen tags. The mobile phone that was used [125] is able
to compute about 187, 750 hashes per second. For both settings, the experiment is run 1, 000, 000
times. The experimental results are depicted in Table 4.2.
There are three phases on the tag’s side: receiving a query, computing the response (two hash
calculations), and sending the response. The total time is 70 ms on average, including 50 ms for
the calculation of the two hash values and 20 ms for the communication. It can be seen in Table 4.2
that the average identification time is below the 200 ms threshold (including the 70 ms for the tag
computation and the communication) even for a memory below 128MB. This shows that one can
achieve very fast authentication even with limited memory.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter focused on the OSK/AO protocol, a scalable privacy-friendly symmetric-key au-
thentication protocol. This protocol is arguably the best solution to date to the scalability issue
raised in Chapter 3. It is a variant of the hash-chain-based OSK protocol that uses cryptanalytic
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time-memory trade-offs constructively to accelerate the search in low-memory settings. The OSK
protocol may also be used with a full storage approach, where the chains are completely stored in
memory. This technique is however only applicable if the memory is large enough, which is the
case in centralized systems for instance.
An implementation of the OSK/AO protocol was realized on an NFC-compliant cellphone and a
ZC7.5 contactless tag. The implementation is fully operational and is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first implementation of a privacy-friendly authentication protocol based on symmetric-key
cryptography. The implementation is suited to large-scale applications, e.g. a million of tags, as
this can be the case in mass transportation systems, even on low-resource mobile devices such as
hand held readers, PDA’s or NFC compliant cellphones. Several experiments carried out on the
implemented RFID system show that the results obtained match the theory and are favorable to
a practical deployment.
This chapter also illustrated a constructive use case of time-memory trade-offs. OSK/AO uses
rainbow tables along with an additional ad-hoc data structure in a creative way and shows that they
can be used for more than cracking passwords. The rest of this thesis is dedicated to algorithmic
improvements to time-memory trade-offs.
Chapter 5
Rainbow Tables with Fingerprints
Articles related to this chapter
[14] Gildas Avoine and Adrien Bourgeois and Xavier Carpent. Analysis of Rainbow Tables
with Fingerprints. Financial Cryptography and Data Security – FC’15. (submitted)
In spite of the wide use of cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs, few significant advances have
been done since Oechslin introduced the rainbow tables at Crypto 2003 [147], illustrated with the
instant cracking of alphanumerical Windows LM Hash passwords. However, any improvement of
their efficiency may render attacks more practical, especially when they are time-constrained. It is
thus very important to minimize their cost.
In 2005, Avoine, Junod, and Oechslin [26] introduced a new feature to the rainbow tables,
known as the checkpoints. The authors observed that more than 50% of the cryptanalysis time
is devoted to rule out false alarms. Their technique consists in storing information (e.g., a parity
bit) on some intermediate points of the chains alongside the endpoints. During the online phase,
when a match with an endpoint occurs, its checkpoints must be compared with the checkpoints of
the chain which construction is ongoing. When there is a match of the endpoints, but no match of
the checkpoints, the adversary can conclude that a false alarm occurred without re-computing the
colliding chain. Although the addition of checkpoints increases the performance of the trade-off,
their impact is limited given that their storage consumes additional memory.
In an effort to lower the memory consumption of the rainbow tables, an idea is to truncate the
endpoints by a fixed amount of bits. It is not clear where this idea first appeared, but it most likely
originated from the (more straightforward) truncation in the distinguished points method [70]. In
the case of rainbow tables, it was hinted in [38]. As noted in [121], endpoint truncation however
comes with a cost in the form of an increase in false alarms (due to fortuitous matching endpoints).
This chapter revisits checkpoints and endpoint truncation and unifies them in a new model,
where the information stored to characterize a chain is named a fingerprint. Section 5.1 is a tech-
nical introduction to time-memory trade-offs. Section 5.2 introduces the fingerprints and discusses
how to build and use rainbow tables with fingerprints. Section 5.3 analyses rainbow tables with fin-
gerprints and in particular their average cryptanalysis time. Section 5.4 presents an algorithm for
finding optimal configurations of fingerprints. Theoretical and experimental results are presented
in Section 6.5, and the chapter is concluded in Section 5.6.
5.1 Background on Cryptanalytic Time-Memory Trade-offs
5.1.1 Hellman Tables
Although the work regarding TMTO that is done in this chapter relies on rainbow tables, Hellman
tables are described below because rainbow tables are heavily based on them. Hellman’s method
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X1,1
r◦h−−→ X1,2 r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ X1,i r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ X1,t−1 r◦h−−→ X1,t
X2,1
r◦h−−→ X2,2 r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ X2,i r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ X2,t−1 r◦h−−→ X2,t
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
...
Xj,1
r◦h−−→ Xj,2 r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ Xj,i r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ Xj,t−1 r◦h−−→ Xj,t
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
...
Xm,1
r◦h−−→ Xm,2 r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ Xm,i r◦h−−→ . . . r◦h−−→ Xm,t−1 r◦h−−→ Xm,t
Figure 5.1: Structure of a Hellman table. The framed columns, respectively the startpoints and
the endpoints, are the parts stored in memory.
and variants based on it have an online phase complexity of N2/M2, with N the size of the input
space, and M the amount of memory dedicated to the trade-off.
Precomputation Phase
In the precomputation phase, a series of chains of hashes1 is constructed by alternating the h
function, and r : B → A, a reduction function. The purpose of the reduction function is to map
a point in B to a point in A in a uniform and efficient way. Typically, it is implemented with a
modulo: r(y) = y mod N . A chain j starts at an arbitrarily chosen startpoint Xj,1 ∈ A, and it is
iteratively built with Xj,i+1 = h(r(Xj,i)) until the endpoint Xj,t, where the length of the chain t is
a fixed parameter. Once m chains are computed this way, the startpoint/endpoint pairs are sorted
according to their endpoints, and stored in a table2. Figure 5.1 is a representation of the structure
of such a table.
Online Phase
Given y ∈ B, the online phase aims to retrieve x ∈ A such that y = h(x). For that, r(y) is
computed and a lookup is performed in the table to check whether it matches a stored endpoint3.
Assuming it matches Xj,t for some 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the chain j is rebuilt from Xj,1 up to Xj,t−1. If
h(Xj,t−1) = y, then the problem is solved given that Xj,t−1 is the expected value. If they are
not equal or if no match was found in the first place, the process moves up to the next step by
computing r(h(r(y))) and repeating the same procedure. This goes on until a solution is found, or
until the table is completely searched through (t steps).
The Hellman method is probabilistic: not all points in N are found with equal efficiency,
and some are not even covered. However, parameters may be tuned so as to have an adequate
probability of success.
A major drawback of Hellman’s method is that two colliding chains in a given table lead to
a fusion. Such artifacts substantially decrease the trade-off performance. Two significant im-
provements have been introduced to mitigate this problem: the distinguished points in 1982 by
Rivest [70] and the rainbow table in 2003 by Oechslin [147]. The latter is significantly faster in
practice [147, 121].
5.1.2 Rainbow Tables
Rainbow tables [147] are an important improvement over Hellman tables, even though the difference
is subtle. Instead of a single reduction function within one table, a different one per column is used.
An example of a typical reduction function family is ri(y) = r(y + i), with r a reduction function
such as a modulo. The drawback is that, during the online phase, the chain rt−1(h(rt−2(h(. . . ))))
1The technique works for inverting any one-way function, but the term “hash functions” and “hashes” is used
for simplicity.
2Several tables actually need to be constructed this way. The reason for this is that the coverage quickly saturates
in Hellman tables. See [97]. Also note that with rainbow tables, although 3 or 4 tables are generally required for a
good probability of success, the number of Hellman tables required is usually much bigger.
3Since the endpoints are sorted, this lookup is inexpensive.
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S1 = X1,1
r1◦h−−−→ X1,2 r2◦h−−−→ . . . ri−1◦h−−−−→ X1,i ri◦h−−−→ . . . rt−1◦h−−−−→ X1,t = E1
S2 = X2,1
r1◦h−−−→ X2,2 r2◦h−−−→ . . . ri−1◦h−−−−→ X2,i ri◦h−−−→ . . . rt−1◦h−−−−→ X2,t = E2
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
Sj = Xj,1
r1◦h−−−→ Xj,2 r2◦h−−−→ . . . ri−1◦h−−−−→ Xj,i ri◦h−−−→ . . . rt−1◦h−−−−→ Xj,t = Ej
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
...
Sm = Xm,1
r1◦h−−−→ Xm,2 r2◦h−−−→ . . . ri−1◦h−−−−→ Xm,i ri◦h−−−→ . . . rt−1◦h−−−−→ Xm,t = Em
Figure 5.2: Structure of a rainbow table. The framed columns, respectively the startpoints and
the endpoints, are the parts stored in memory.
must be recomputed entirely at each step rather than just computing r ◦ h of the previous result.
However, it is much easier in rainbow tables to build clean4 tables, which are tables without merges.
A merge is a situation in which two chains contain an identical point in a given column. The two
chains “merge” because the series of values obtained afterwards are the same. A merge appearing
in rainbow tables therefore always results in identical endpoints, but it is generally not the case
with Hellman tables, in which merges are the cause of a drastic decrease in performances. At the
end of the precomputation phase, duplicate endpoints are thus filtered out of rainbow tables. This
results in much more efficient tables.
Precomputation Phase
The precomputation phase is very similar to that of the Hellman method. Instead of iterating
a function f : x 7→ r(h(x)) to compute a chain, a different reduction function is used in each
column. Chains therefore consists of elements computed iteratively using fi : x 7→ ri(h(x)), where
ri is the reduction function associated with column i. A typical reduction function family is
ri : y 7→ (y + i) mod N , with N = |A|. A series of chains is computed in order to form a table.
In order to build a clean table, only one chain per different endpoint is kept. These endpoints,
along with their corresponding startpoints, are stored in memory. Furthermore, a table of maximal
size is obtained when all (or almost all) the possible endpoints are saved, which happens when the
number of chains computed is sufficiently large (i.e. when any new chain would have a negligible
probability of having an endpoint that is not yet saved). The structure of a rainbow table is shown
in Figure 5.2.
As for Hellman tables, the probability of success of a single rainbow table is bounded. In the
case of rainbow tables of maximal size, this probability is about 86.47% (see Section 5.1.3. In
order to obtain a higher probability of success, multiple tables are used, with a different family of
reduction functions per table. A typical number is 4 (achieving a total probability of success of
about 99.97%).
In the rest of this thesis, clean rainbow tables of maximal size are assumed, because they offer
the best efficiency for a given memory.
Online Phase
The online phase in rainbow tables is again very similar to that of the Hellman method. In order to
invert a given y, one starts by computing rt−1(y) and searching through the endpoint list whether
there exists j such that Ej = rt−1(y). If so, a chain is rebuilt from the corresponding startpoint
Sj in order to compute Xj,t−1 and verify whether h(Xj,t−1) = y. If so, the attack succeeds with
x = Xj,t−1, and if not, this match was a false alarm. In that case, or when no matching endpoint
is found, the attack proceeds to the next table. Once all tables are cycled5, the attack proceeds
4Although the word “perfect” is usually attributed to tables without merges in the literature, this terminology
is more intuitive and seems more adapted.
5The order of search in rainbow tables is to search in all tables in a given column, then proceed to the next and
so on, rather than searching a table entirely, then proceeding to the next and so on. This is due to the fact that the
search is increasingly more expensive towards the left (longer online chain) of the rainbow tables. In the Hellman
method, this does not matter.
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with the next column, computing rt−1(h(rt−2(y))), and so on until the search succeeds or that all
columns are searched through.
5.1.3 Main Results on Rainbow Tables
A thorough analysis of the rainbow tables has been done by Avoine, Junod, and Oechslin in [28].
Below are some results from [28] that are relevant for the discussions of in this chapter and Chap-
ters 6 and 7.
Result 1. The probability of success of a set of ` clean rainbow tables of maximal size with m
chains of size t on a problem set of size N is:
P ∗ = 1−
(
1− m
N
)t`
≈ 1− e−2`.
Result 2. In a problem of size N , given the N possible chains started at column 1, there are on
average mc different points in column c with:
mc =
2N
c+ 1
.
In particular, the average maximum number of chains with different endpoints in a rainbow table
of t columns, for a problem of size N is:
mmaxt =
2N
t+ 1
.
Result 3. The optimal parameters for a rainbow table, for a problem of size N , given a memory
of M and a desired probability of success P ∗ are:
` =
⌈− log(1− P ∗)
2
⌉
,
m =
M
`
,
t =
log(1− P ∗)
` log
(
1− mN
) ≈ −N
M
log(1− P ∗).
Result 4. The average number of h evaluations during a search in column k (column 0 being the
rightmost one) of a set of ` clean rainbow tables of maximal size with chains of size t is:
Ck = k + (t− k + 1)qt−k+1,
with
qi = 1− i(i− 1)
t(t+ 1)
.
Result 5. The average number of h evaluations during the online phase of a set of ` clean rainbow
tables of maximal size with m chains of size t on a problem set of size N is:
T =
t∑
k=1
(
1−
(
1− m
N
)`)(
1− m
N
)(k−1)` k∑
i=1
`Ck
+
(
1− m
N
)t` t∑
k=1
`Ck,
5.2 Fingerprints
Despite having been analyzed separately (see e.g. [121]), checkpoints and endpoint truncation have
never been addressed together. Moreover, and more importantly, good checkpoint positions and
truncation amount were up to now found empirically. In this section, a new model is proposed. It
encompasses these two improvements of rainbow tables in a sensible and unified way. A technique
for determining configurations is discussed in Section 5.4.
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5.2.1 Rationale
In regular rainbow tables, chains are composed of the startpoints, which allows one to rebuild
that chain without ambiguity, and the endpoints, which are used to select the chain to rebuild
in each step of the online phase. Although it is necessary for the startpoints to be points in
A for the chain reconstruction to be meaningful, it is not necessary for endpoints to have that
property. Indeed, their purpose is solely to compare the online chain with each chain of the table,
in order to determine which should be rebuilt (if there is one). An issue with using the endpoint as
characterization is that when the online chain merges with a precomputed chain, they cannot be
distinguished. This leads to the false alarms, which are the pet hate of the time-memory trade-offs.
The fingerprints reduce this problem by providing a better way to characterize the chains.
5.2.2 Description
Definition
In the model presented in this chapter, the characterization of a chain is the list of checkpoints,
and the endpoint is considered as a regular checkpoint. Formally, a fingerprint Fj is defined as the
concatenation of the outputs of the functions Φi applied to each element Xj,i of the chain:
Fj = Φ1(Xj,1) || Φ2(Xj,2) || . . . || Φt(Xj,t)
where j ∈ [1,m], “||” denotes the concatenation, and Φi (1 ≤ i ≤ t) is a checkpoint function, used
in column i. A checkpoint function is such that:
Φi : A →
{
{0, 1}σi if σi > 0
 otherwise
with 0 ≤ σi ≤ dlog2Ne. The output of the checkpoint function is called a checkpoint. A fingerprint
is therefore the concatenation of the checkpoints in the chain. Note that a checkpoint function is
expected to have a uniform distribution of its output, as it is the case with reduction functions. A
typical checkpoint function Φi(x) returns the σi least significant bits of x for instance.
Note that, depending on the configuration (i.e. the value of σi in all columns), a fingerprint Fj
is not necessarily dlog2Ne bits long. In fact, fingerprints are typically smaller than the endpoints
in regular rainbow tables, as shown in Section 6.5. This allows the rainbow table with fingerprints
to contain more chains than what a regular rainbow table would, for the same memory.
Precomputation Phase
Precomputation in rainbow tables with fingerprints is very similar to that of regular rainbow tables.
The difference is that during the computation of a chain, the checkpoint functions are applied on
each point, such that a fingerprint is computed for that chain. Once a chain is complete, the start-
point, the fingerprint, as well as the endpoint (i.e. the last point of the chain) are all temporarily
stored. Similarly to rainbow tables, chains are then sorted according to their endpoints in order
to remove the merging chains. The table thus becomes clean (or perfect). Endpoints are then
discarded, as they are no longer required. A final step consists in sorting the chains according to
their fingerprints, in order to make the search more efficient6. Note that at this point, there might
be several chains sharing the same fingerprint even though they had different endpoints. However,
this is marginal for reasonable configurations. This final step (sorting fingerprints) requires negli-
gible time with respect to the earlier work, much like sorting the endpoints requires negligible time
over the computation of the chains. Rainbow tables with fingerprints therefore require the same
amount of precomputation as their regular counterparts.
6The sort is performed in reverse order, that is the fingerprints are considered flipped, because partial fingerprints
Φc(Xj,c)|| . . . ||Φt(Xj,t) are searched in the online phase. This ensures that multiple candidate matching fingerprints
are contiguous in the list, making the search more efficient.
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Online Phase
Again, the algorithm for performing the search in rainbow tables with fingerprints is very close to
the one of regular rainbow tables, as described in Chapter 1. However, the checkpoint functions
are applied to the online chain, which gives a partial fingerprint (rather than an endpoint). The
fingerprint is partial because the online chain is shorter than chains of the table, and therefore it
might be that not all checkpoints are part of it. The partial fingerprint is then compared to stored
fingerprints (the comparison is done for the available bits only). A second particularity is that
there might be several fingerprints matching the partial fingerprint of the online chain, leading to
possibly several false alarms per step (there can only be one in regular rainbow tables).
The fact that endpoints are possibly not completely part of the fingerprint means that it
is possible that two non-merging chains share the same fingerprint. This leads to false alarms,
although they are not of the same type as false alarms caused by merges. Consequently, false
alarms are divided into two types: Type-I false alarms are those that are merge-induced, and
Type-II false alarms are those that are caused by partial fingerprint matching of non-merging
chains. Although Type-II false alarms do not appear in regular rainbow tables, the additional cost
they incur in tables with fingerprints is more than made up for by the other benefits (in good
configurations).
5.3 Analysis
This section provides an analysis of rainbow tables with fingerprints. Theorem 1 presents pre-
liminary results regarding fortuitous collisions in checkpoint functions, and Theorem 2 is presents
the average execution cost of a rainbow table with fingerprints, for a given configuration. In this
section, the following notations are used, in agreement with the existing litterature on the analysis
of rainbow tables: ` is the number of tables, m is the amount of chains per table, and t is the
length of the chains.
Let φc be the probability that two different points have the same checkpoint in a given column c:
φc := Pr
[
Φc(x) = Φc(y)|x, y ∈ A : x 6= y
]
. (5.1)
This probability is useful to describe the event of two non-merging chains having the same partial
fingerprint.
Theorem 1. If N ≡ 0 (mod 2σc), given a column c, the probability that two different points chosen
uniformly at random in A have the same checkpoint in c is:
φc =
N/2σc − 1
N − 1 . (5.2)
Proof. Given a value x and its corresponding checkpoint Φc(x), there are N − 1 different possible
values y 6= x. Among those, there are on average N/2σc − 1 values y such that Φc(x) = Φc(y).
This theorem assumes that both the points in a column and the checkpoints are uniformly
distributed. This is for instance ensured if the reduction and checkpoint functions are modulos,
and if the h function has a uniformly distributed output, which is the case in virtually all practical
cases. This assumption is already made in previous analyses, such as [28] and [147].
The following theorem gives the average cost of a search using a rainbow table with fingerprints.
Theorem 2. The average amount of evaluations of h during the online phase using the rainbow
tables with fingerprints is:
T =
`t∑
k=1
m
N
(
1− m
N
)k−1
(Wk +Qk) +
(
1− m
N
)`t
(W`t +Q`t) , (5.3)
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with
ci = t−
⌊
i− 1
`
⌋
, qc = 1−
t∏
i=c
(
1− mi
N
)
,
Wk =
k∑
i=1
(t− ci), Pc = m
N
+
mc −m
N
φcP˜c+1 +
N −mc
N
φcPc+1,
Qk =
k∑
i=1
(ci − 1)(Pci + Eci), P˜c =
1
t− c+ 1 +
t− c
t− c+ 1φcP˜c+1
Ec = (m− qc)
t∏
i=c
φi, Pt =
m
N
, P˜t = 1.
Proof. Given the online phase described in Section 5.2, we have:
T =
`t∑
k=1
pkTk + pfailT`t, (5.4)
with pfail and pk the probabilities that the attack fails, and that it succeeds after k steps respectively.
Here, Tk denotes the average amount of evaluations of h when the attack stops after k steps.
Determination of pk and pfail:
The probability that the current point is found in a column is m/N , and pk is the probability that
the current point is found in a column, but is not found in the preceding k − 1 searches:
pk =
m
N
(
1− m
N
)k−1
. (5.5)
The probability of failure pfail is simply the probability that the current point is not found in any
of the `t previous searches, that is: (
1− m
N
)`t
. (5.6)
Determination of Tk:
At each step, h is computed for the following reasons: when building the online chain (this work
is noted W ), and when filtering false alarms (noted Q), hence Tk = Wk +Qk.
Determination of Wk:
At step k, the fingerprint comparison is done at column
ck = t−
⌊
k − 1
`
⌋
.
The number of h computations needed for the online chain is the number of columns separating
ck from t, that is t− ck. Consequently,
Wk =
k∑
i=1
(t− ci). (5.7)
Determination of Qk:
Similarly, for each false alarm, a chain from column 1 to column ck has to be computed, needing
ck − 1 computations. Hence, we have:
Qk =
k∑
i=1
(ci − 1)Fci , (5.8)
with Fc the average number of false alarms at column c. False alarms in rainbow tables with
fingerprints are of two types. Type-I false alarms are the same as the ones in rainbow tables and
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t
N
c
mc
mt = m
0
1
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the different types of merges. At column c, a concrete merge (1) occurs
when the online chain is in the dark gray area; an abstract merge (2) occurs when the online chain
is in the medium gray area; finally, the online chain is free (3) while it is in the light gray area.
occur because of merges induced by reduction functions. Type-II false alarms occur because two
chains may have the same partial fingerprint. Pc and Ec respectively denote the average number
of Type-I and Type-II false alarms at column c. In the following, all alarms (that is, including
the one true alarm) are counted as false alarms, for the sake of simplicity. The resulting loss in
accuracy is negligible.
Determination of Pc:
Because the tables are clean (or perfect), there can be at most one Type-I false alarm per step.
This false alarm, if it exists, is due to a chain merging with the online chain, somewhere between c
and t. Moreover, for this chain to cause a false alarm, the partial fingerprint must match before the
merge as well. The online chain is started by computing rc(y). There can only be three separate
outcomes:
(1) there exists a chain j in the table such that Xj,c = rc(y) (“concrete” merge),
(2) rc(y) belongs to the mc −m other points that could also be in the table (“abstract” merge),
(3) rc(y) is one of the N −mc remaining points (“free” chain).
These three cases are illustrated in figure 5.3. Although this might not seem intuitive, the cases
(2) and (3) are different. This is because when a point is one of the mc points that could appear
in this column, it results in a merge in all cases, while it might not be the case in (3). We have:
Pc = Pr(Type-I false alarm from column c)
= Pr(Type-I FA from column c | concrete merge in c)× Pr(concrete merge in c)
+ Pr(Type-I FA from column c | abstract merge in c)× Pr(abstract merge in c)
+ Pr(Type-I FA from column c | free in c)× Pr(free in c).
The following details this part by part.
The first factor of the first term is simply equal to one. Indeed, in case (1) the online chain
merges entirely with chain j, inevitably leading to a partial fingerprint match. The second factor
is equal to mN because there are N possibilities, and m of them lead to a point in one of the chains.
For the second term, the second factor is equal to mc−mN , for similar reasons. For the first
factor, we have:
Pr(Type-I FA from column c | abstract merge in c)
= Pr(Same checkpoint in c ∧ Type-I FA from column c+ 1 | abstract merge in c)
= Pr(Same checkpoint in c | abstract merge in c)
× Pr(Type-I FA from column c+ 1 | abstract merge in c)
= φc P˜c+1.
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The computation of P˜c is addressed below. The second equality is valid because the two event in
the joint probability are independent. Indeed, given that there is an abstract merge in c, the two
chains have not merged yet in c and thus the checkpoint in c does not give any information on a
possible future Type-I false alarm. Conversely, the behavior after c does not change the situation
in c.
Finally, for the last term, the second factor is equal to N−mcN , again for the same reasons. For
the first factor, we have:
Pr(Type-I FA from column c | free in c)
= Pr(Same checkpoint in c ∧ Type-I FA from column c+ 1 | free in c)
= Pr(Same checkpoint in c | free in c) Pr(Type-I FA from column c+ 1 | free in c)
= φc Pc+1.
We have that Pr(Type-I FA from column c+ 1 | free in c) = Pc+1 because the fact of having a free
chain in c means that it can lead to any of the N points in column c + 1. Therefore it does not
restrict the situation for the next column. The validity of the second equality can be argued as
above.
Finally,
Pc =
m
N
+
mc −m
N
φcP˜c+1 +
N −mc
N
φcPc+1. (5.9)
For the initial case, when c = t, the only solution is that a concrete merge occurs right away,
that is:
Pt =
m
N
. (5.10)
Determination of P˜c:
The probability P˜c is calculated in a very similar way to Pc. The difference is that this is a
situation of abstract merge before column c. It will therefore result in a merge in all cases, but
not necessarily to a false alarm since for that, all the intermediary checkpoints must match. When
computing rc(y), there are only two possible outcomes (the chain cannot be free again since it has
merged):
(1) there exists a chain j in the table such that Xj,c = rc(y) (a concrete merge),
(2) rc(y) belongs to the mc −m other points that could also be in the table (a continuation of
the abstract merge).
This gives:
P˜c = Pr(Type-I FA from column c | abstract merge in c− 1)
= Pr(Type-I FA from column c | abstract merge in c− 1 ∧ concrete merge in c)
Pr(concrete merge in c | abstract merge in c− 1)
+ Pr(Type-I FA from column c | abstract merge in c− 1 ∧ abstract merge in c)
Pr(abstract merge in c | abstract merge in c− 1).
This is analyzed part by part below.
In the first term, the first factor is equal to one. Indeed, the fact that there is a concrete
merge in c supersedes the fact that there was an abstract merge in c− 1, which leads to the same
expression as the corresponding probability in Pc. The second factor may be rewritten as such:
Pr(concrete merge in c | abstract merge in c− 1)
= Pr(online chain merges in c | abstract merge in c− 1)
× Pr(concrete merge in c | online chain merges in c ∧ abstract merge in c− 1).
The first factor is equal to mc−1−mcmc−1−m . Indeed, among the mc−1 −m chains that were abstract in
c− 1, there are mc−1 −mc of them that merged in c (that is, mc−1 −mc chains were “lost”). The
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second factor is equal to mmc : among the mc possible chains to merge with, m chains correspond
to a concrete merge. Using the approximation from Result 2, we can rewrite:
mc−1 −mc
mc−1 −m
m
mc
=
2N
c − 2Nc+1
2N
c − 2Nt+1
2N
t+1
2N
c+1
=
(c+ 1)( 1c − 1c+1 )
(t+ 1)( 1c − 1t+1 )
=
1
t− c+ 1 .
In the second term of P˜c, the second factor is the complement of the probability discussed
above, that is t−ct−c+1 . For the first factor, again the fact that there is an abstract merge in c− 1 is
superseded by the fact that there is an abstract merge in c. This leads to the same expression as
the corresponding probability in Pc, that is φc P˜c+1.
To summarize, we have:
P˜c =
1
t− c+ 1 +
t− c
t− c+ 1φc P˜c+1. (5.11)
For the initial case when c = t, a merge may only be concrete, and therefore:
P˜t = 1. (5.12)
Determination of Ec:
The probability of having a merge between columns c and t, already identified in [28], is qc =
1 − ∏ti=c (1− miN ). The probability that the online chain merges with a chain of the table is
qc, and therefore, there are on average m − qc non-merging chains. Among those, each creates a
Type-II FA with probability
∏t
i=c φi, which gives:
Ec = (m− qc)
t∏
i=c
φi. (5.13)
Using equations (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), (5.11), and (5.13) into (5.4) gives (7.1), allowing us
to conclude.
5.4 Algorithm for Finding Optimal Configurations
This section presents an algorithm for determining the configuration of a rainbow table with fin-
gerprints. Up to now, the configurations for checkpoints and endpoint truncation were found
empirically.
5.4.1 Hill Climbing
Hill Climbing [168] is a local search technique designed to obtain a local optimum of a function f
using an iterative procedure. If f has a single local optimum which is thus the global optimum (in
our case, minimum), it will be found by in a finite (and small) number of steps with Hill Climbing.
The idea is the following. Let f : X → R be the target function of which one wants to find the
global minimum. An initial x0 ∈ X is chosen, and each step consists in exploring the neighbors
of the current point, evaluating f in these neighbor positions, and comparing these values to that
of the current position. The new current point is then set to be the neighbor that minimized f
among all the neighbors. The search goes on until a situation where all neighbor have small values
through f than the current point, which consists in a local minimum.
The definition of neighbor depends on the application, but when minimizing a discrete function,
it is rather straightforward. An additional improvement that is used in order to accelerate the
search is starting with a large step, and decreasing it gradually whenever the search stalls, until
the step is sufficiently small.
See [168] for a more thorough description of the Hill Climbing algorithm.
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5.4.2 Application to Checkpoint Functions
As shown in Section 5.3, the performance of the rainbow tables with fingerprints strongly depends
on their configuration.
One way to find the best configuration for the checkpoint functions is to apply a brute-force
technique to compute T for the (1 + dlog2Ne)t possibilities (from 0 to dlog2Ne bits included for
each column), and keep the one that minimizes T . This however is not feasible for any practical
instance, because the parameter space is too large. Instead, Hill climbing is used, as described in
Section 5.4.1, to compute these configurations efficiently. In order to apply it, the two following
assumptions are made.
First, all the non- checkpoint functions, except the one in column t, output exactly one bit.
This hypothesis makes sense because one two-bit checkpoint in a column or two one-bit checkpoints
in adjacent columns give nearly identical results. Moreover, it has been observed experimentally
that good configurations tend to have their non- checkpoints scattered, except in the last column
where a more important concentration is more efficient. This tendency is most likely explained by
Type-II false alarms.
Then, it is assumed that the local minimum is a global minimum (that is, T is unimodal with
respect to the positions of the one-bit checkpoints). This has been observed experimentally.
Note that this technique is conservative in the sense that if either assumption is not verified,
then the real optimal configuration can only lead to yet better performance. In the following, the
“optimal configurations” refer to the best solutions found using this approach. The determination
of the configuration is of course only done once, before the precomputation phase, and adds a
marginal overhead to its cost.
The overall technique used to find the optimal configurations is displayed in Algorithm 7.
The variables nbits and ncp represent respectively the number of bits for a fingerprint (that is,
nbits =
∑t
i=1 σi) and the number of one-bit non-final checkpoints (that is, ncp = nbits−σt). The
values nbitsmin and nbitsmax represent the range of search of nbits. In theory, this goes from 1
up to t × dlog2Ne, but it is impractical to explore that range. These bounds need to be defined
heuristically. Experiments seem to point out that it is hardly necessary to search beyond about
[0.75dlog2Ne, . . . , 1.25dlog2Ne]. The same holds for the values ncpmin and ncpmax, which represent
the range of search of ncp. Again, in theory these bounds are respectively 0 and nbits, but in
practice, the optimal configuration is in most cases in a range of about [0.1 nbits, . . . , 0.4 nbits].
Algorithm 7 Algorithm for finding optimal configurations of rainbow tables with fingerprints.
Require: N,M, `
bestcfg ← ∅
for nbits ∈ [nbitsmin, . . . , nbitsmax] do
m←M/(`× nbits)
t← 2N/m− 1
for ncp ∈ [ncpmin, . . . , ncpmax] do
newcfg ← Hill Climbing on T with ncp one-bit checkpoints and a final (nbits− ncp)-bits
checkpoint
if T (newcfg) < T (bestcfg) then
bestcfg ← newcfg
end if
end for
end for
return bestcfg
Finally, there is a clear constancy in the optimal positions for the one-bit checkpoints, as
represented in Figure 5.4. One can notice that, for a given ncpopt, the relative positions of the
one-bit checkpoints remain the same. When ncpopt changes (as is the case between N = 244 and
N = 246 for instance), the relative checkpoint positions change as well, although they retain the
same structure. Although no analytic way to use this was found, one could spare the somewhat
tedious procedure exposed in this section by using known optimal relative checkpoint positions, or
using them as initial startpoints for the Hill Climbing search.
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Figure 5.4: Repartition of one-bit checkpoints relatively to t (perfect tables with ` = 4).
Table 5.1: Gain due to fingerprints over regular rainbow tables for various N and M .
238 240 242 244 246 248
2GB 32.48% 35.94% 39.01% 41.73% 44.16% 46.35%
4GB 30.76% 34.36% 37.54% 40.36% 42.88% 45.14%
8GB 29.04% 32.76% 36.05% 38.97% 41.58% 43.93%
5.5 Theoretical and Experimental Results
5.5.1 Theoretical Results
Table 5.1 presents the gain 1 − Tfingerprint/Tregular between rainbow tables with fingerprints in
optimal configurations and regular rainbow tables, for different sizes of key space and memory
dedicated to the trade-off. The value ` = 4 is considered in both cases7, and m and t are set
for regular rainbow tables to the optimal values as presented in [28]. For the fingerprint version,
Algorithm 7 is used to find the optimal configurations.
Table 5.1 is filled with memory sizes that belong to a reasonable range for an average personal
computer. Note that M denotes the memory dedicated for endpoints/fingerprints only (adding the
startpoints about doubles the memory required). The problem sizes are also driven by practical
considerations, to avoid a prohibitive online search time. Analyzing the results leads to two trends.
The advantage of the rainbow tables with fingerprints over the regular version tends to increase as
the memory decreases. Secondly, the gain increases with the problem size. This behavior can be
explained by the fact that when N is large, or when M is small, t and therefore T increases, and
there is thus more freedom in the configuration of the checkpoint functions.
Table 5.2 lists differences in the parameters and results between rainbow tables with fingerprints
in optimal configuration and regular rainbow tables in several settings. Again, the memory M is
the one dedicated to endpoint/fingerprint storage (identical in both cases). The row “Positions”
corresponds to the set of columns associated with a one-bit checkpoint. In the optimal configura-
tions found, all checkpoints but the one in the last column consist of at most one bit, as described
in Section 5.4.2. The use of the following checkpoint functions are assumed:
Φi : A → {0, 1}σi
x 7→
{
lsbσi(x) if σi > 0
 otherwise,
7This value for ` represents an overwhelming success probability, and is the default in Ophcrack [148], for instance.
Other values of ` lead to very similar results.
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where lsbn(x) is a function that outputs the n least significant bits of x.
One can observe that when additional memory is available, the optimal solutions tend to use
some extra memory per chain, and vice versa. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the cost of a
false alarm for rainbow tables with fingerprints is around one third of the one for regular rainbow
tables.
Table 5.2: Analytical performance for the best configurations of rainbow tables with fingerprints
(perfect tables with ` = 4).
(a) N = 248, M = 2GB
regular rainbow
tables
rainbow tables with
fingerprints
m 4.47× 107 4.88× 107
|Ej |, |Fj | 48 40
t 1.26× 107 1.15× 107
T 2.32× 1013 1.24× 1013 (−46.35%)
Average FA cost 1.33× 1013 0.41× 1013 (−68.88%)
Positions 8476358, 9172110, 9663530, 10050060, 10371170, 10647046,
10889558, 11106326, 11302572, 11482032
(b) N = 248, M = 4GB
regular rainbow
tables
rainbow tables with
fingerprints
m 8.95× 107 9.65× 107
|Ej |, |Fj | 48 41
t 6.29× 106 5.83× 106
T 5.79× 1012 3.18× 1012 (−45.14%)
Average FA cost 3.33× 1012, 1.06× 1012 (−68.20%)
Positions 4285001, 4636802, 4885286, 5080733, 5243100, 5382597,
5505222, 5614831, 5714062, 5804807
(c) N = 248, M = 8GB
regular rainbow
tables
rainbow tables with
fingerprints
m 1.79× 108 1.89× 108
|Ej |, |Fj | 48 43
t 3.15× 106 2.98× 106
T 1.45× 1012 0.81× 1012 (−43.93%)
Average FA cost 8.31× 1011 2.58× 1011 (−68.99%)
Positions 2155147, 2334199, 2460731, 2560281, 2642997, 2714070,
2776554, 2832410, 2882981, 2929230, 2971872
5.5.2 Experimental Validation
A time-memory trade-off with rainbow tables with fingerprints has been implemented in order
to illustrate the theory with experimental results. NTLM Hash alphanumeric (both lowercase
and uppercase) passwords of length 1 to 7 were considered. This represents a search space of
N =
∑7
i=1 62
i ≈ 241.70.
The parameters are m = 5.03 × 108, t = 13554, ` = 4. Prefix/suffix decomposition [26] was
also used in order to save some extra memory, but this has no influence on the online performance
(it decreases M , the memory used in practice, but not m, the number of chains). The four tables
take up about 14.8GB in total. Using the methodology described in Section 5.4.2, the following
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Table 5.3: Theoretical and experimental (average of 25000 searches) results for NTLM problem.
Theoretical Experimental
# operations total (×106) 19.88 19.29
# operations for false alarms (×106) 7.28 7.15
# false alarms 716.57 697.15
configuration was found:
Φi(x) =

lsb1(x) if i ∈ {10077, 10928, 11530, 12004, 12398, 12736, 13034, 13301}
lsb34(x) if i = 13554
 otherwise.
The results of our experiment are presented in Table 5.3. It shows that the practice matches
with the theoretical estimations.
The precomputing phase for these tables took roughly a month on about a hundred machines.
The online phase takes place on a machine with a i7-3770 CPU and 16GB of RAM. Recovering
any alphanumeric NTLM Hash password (whose length is 1 to 7 characters) in this setting takes
3.5 seconds on average.
5.6 Conclusion
The fingerprint model for rainbow tables highlights that endpoints (truncated or not) and check-
points have the same nature. It provides a more intuitive and natural way to describe the rainbow
trade-off than endpoints, checkpoints, and truncation taken separately.
The technique discussed for finding optimal configurations, although biased towards configura-
tions of a certain type (scattered one-bit checkpoints along with a final, multi-bits checkpoint), is
practical and systematic. In typical scenarios, such configurations present a speedup of about two
with respect to regular rainbow tables.
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Chapter 5 presents an variant of rainbow tables that improves their efficiency. This chapter
studies their storage. Although algorithmic improvements are important, implementation opti-
mizations are also very valuable: while it is stated in [147] that rainbow tables present a gain of
a factor 2 in time with respect to Hellman tables for instance, a gain of 3 can be gained through
storage optimizations alone. Despite some having been discussed in the past [26, 28, 48, 121], they
have never been the focus of a rigorous analysis and the optimal parameters have consequently
never been investigated. This is the subject of our work [17], presented at ICISC 2013, and the
focus of this chapter.
Although the techniques discussed throughout this chapter work in other trade-off algorithms
such as Hellman’s, the focus is on rainbow tables, that are significantly more efficient in prac-
tice [121, 147]. Likewise, and as discussed in Chapter 5, the analysis is done on clean tables of
maximal size, because they offer the best efficiency for a given memory.
The conventions and notations regarding cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs introduced in
Section 5.1 are used throughout this chapter. Section 6.1 discusses rainbow table storage and
presents a lower bounds for endpoint storage. Section 6.2 presents the Prefix/Suffix Decomposi-
tion technique used in past implementations to compress endpoints, and provides an analysis of
its optimal parameterization. A more efficient technique for endpoint compression, dubbed “Com-
pressed Delta Encoding,” is introduced and analyzed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 discusses the
compression of startpoints. Section 6.5 discusses practical details, presents results, and puts them
in perspective. The chapter is concluded in Section 6.6.
6.1 Bound for Endpoint Storage
The memory available for the tables is a very important factor. Recall from Chapter 1 that
cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs follow the rule T ∝ N2/M2. More memory means faster
inversion and/or bigger searching space. It is therefore an interesting objective to reduce the
memory required to store the tables. Note that, because of the nature of the search process, an
efficient random access to the chains is necessary. This means that one can not simply compress
the tables using a regular entropy compression technique (e.g. deflate, lzw).
The data stored in rainbow tables are the startpoints and the endpoints. Their analysis may be
done separately, as motivated in Section 6.4. The first part of the discussion is focused on endpoint
storage.
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In the naive algorithm, each endpoint is stored on dlog2Ne bits. Therefore, the total memory
for endpoints Mep is:
Morigep = mdlog2Ne. (6.1)
Before discussing how this can be reduced, a theoretical lower bound for endpoint storage is
discussed here. A natural assumption that is made is that the endpoints are uniformly distributed
in A. Indeed, it is assumed that the output of h is uniformly distributed in B and that therefore
the output of ri ◦ h is uniformly distributed in A (i.e., expected to behave like a random oracle)1.
A second point is that, since the endpoints are free of duplicates, the number of possible sets of
endpoints is
(
N
m
)
(they are all equiprobable). Therefore, the average minimal number of bits to
store one such set of endpoints is:
Moptep = log2
(
N
m
)
. (6.2)
Indeed, if one could index each possible endpoint set by an integer, this would be the size of one
such index.
Note that this bound regards the storage of the full endpoints only. Techniques that truncate
them (see Chapter 5) reduce the memory usage further, at the cost of increased online time.
6.2 Decomposition of the Endpoints in Prefix and Suffix
6.2.1 Description
The technique that is used in current implementations (see e.g. Ophcrack [148]) for storing end-
points efficiently is the prefix-suffix decomposition of the endpoints. It is discussed in [26, 28]. The
technique takes advantage of the fact that endpoints are sorted to store them more efficiently. In
the following, it is assumed that N = 2n for the sake of simplicity, but the technique also works if
N is not a power of two (see e.g. [26]).
The endpoints are sorted and divided in two parts: the p most significant bits form the prefix,
and the s = n − p (with N = 2n) least significant ones the suffix of an endpoint. They are then
stored in two separate files: the prefix file and the suffix file. The suffix file simply contains all the
suffixes, in the order of the sorted whole endpoints. The suffix file will also typically contain the
startpoints corresponding to each suffix. The prefix file contains a list of indices relating to the
suffix file. Each index indicates up to which suffix the corresponding prefix maps to.
This is illustrated with an example with n = 32 (that is a space size of N = 232), a prefix size
of p = 12 and a suffix size of s = 20. Figure 6.1 represents a possible list of sorted endpoints in
binary format. The first entry of the prefix table is 62, because the prefix 000000000000 is used
up to chain 62; the next entry is 198 because prefix 000000000001 is used up to there, and so
on. Whenever a prefix actually does not appear in the list of endpoints (this is possible although
unlikely if p is adequate), the index put in the prefix table is simply the same as the previous one.
In the previous example, the index related to prefix 000000000010 is also 198 because it does not
appear in the list of endpoints.
For the online phase, what needs to be specified is the operation that gives the startpoint
corresponding to some point x, or nothing if x is not in the endpoint list. For that, x is again
decomposed in a prefix and suffix (with the same p and s parameters). The prefix of x, let’s say
011101011100, is used to fetch the corresponding entry in the prefix table. This gives a number,
let’s say 11152, as well as the value just before this one, let’s say 10440 (note: if the entry is the
first chunk, then the previous index is simply 0). So, by construction, if x appears in the list of
endpoints, it must lie between entry 10441 and entry 11152 of the suffix table (included). A simple
binary search (or linear for that matter, the range should be very small anyway) in that area of
the suffix table is then carried out to find the right entry. The fetching operation is therefore very
comparable to the naive approach in terms of speed.
Finally, note that both prefix-suffix decomposition and compressed delta encoding (described
in Section 6.3) add negligible overhead in time in the precomputation and online phases. Indeed,
1This is the case with cryptographic hash functions, which are the focus of time-memory trade-offs such as rainbow
tables. Work has been done on more general (but less efficient) time-memory trade-offs for any function [82].
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chain 0
p︷ ︸︸ ︷
000000000000
s︷ ︸︸ ︷
00001011010100110110
chain 1 000000000000 00001100110101101001
chain 2 000000000000 00010001010101001010
chain 3 000000000000 00010111110001010011
... ...
chain 62 000000000000 10010101010111011100
chain 63 000000000001 00000010110101101001
... ...
chain 198 000000000001 11010101111101101011
chain 199 000000000011 00000100010011110111
... ...
chain m− 1 111111111111 11010100110000011110
⇓
Prefix file
(implicit prefix 0) 62
(implicit prefix 1) 198
(implicit prefix 2) 198
... ...
(implicit prefix 2p − 1) m− 1
Suffix file
chain 0 00001011010100110110
chain 1 00001100110101101001
chain 2 00010001010101001010
chain 3 00010111110001010011
...
chain 62 10010101010111011100
chain 63 00000010110101101001
...
chain 198 11010101111101101011
chain 199 00000100010011110111
...
chain m− 1 11010100110000011110
Figure 6.1: Prefix-suffix decomposition example with parameters N = 232, p = 12, s = 20.
the added cost consists in a handful of simple operations (shifts, additions, ...) versus typically
thousands of cryptographic hashes to compute a chain.
6.2.2 Analysis and Optimality
Let p be the size in bits of the prefix, and s = n−p the size in bits of the suffix. The total memory
used for endpoints is therefore:
Mpsep = 2
pdlog2me+ms. (6.3)
The first term is for the prefix file, with each possible prefix having an index in the suffix file. Since
the latter has m entries, the size of this index is dlog2me. The second term is for the suffix file
and its size is straightforward.
Theorem 3. The optimal parameter popt for the prefix-suffix decomposition is one of bp∗c or dp∗e,
where
p∗ = log2
m
dlog2me log 2
. (6.4)
Proof. First note that (6.3) is convex, because:
∂2Mpsep
∂p2
= 2pdlog2me log2 2 > 0.
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A simple way to find the optimal value is thus to find the minimum of the relaxed optimization
problem, where p is a real-valued parameter, and test the two neighboring integer values. We have:
∂Mpsep
∂p
= 2pdlog2me log 2−m.
Therefore,
p∗ = log2
m
dlog2me log 2
,
and the two neighboring integers are bp∗c and dp∗e. Finding which of the two is best is simply a
matter of evaluating (6.3).
6.3 Compressed Delta Encoding of the Endpoints
6.3.1 Description
A new technique called Compressed Delta Encoding is introduced in this section. The technique
consists in computing the vector of differences between each consecutive endpoint2, which is then
compressed using Rice coding [164] (this choice is argued in Section 6.3.2). This results in endpoint
differences of varying size (small differences being stored on fewer bits, and larger ones in more
bits).
The online phase requires to efficiently perform random accesses on the elements stored in the
table. In order to make the encoding efficient, an additional index table is computed and stored.
The space A is divided into L blocks of the same size. The start of each block is indexed in a
dedicated area of the memory, which size should be small compared to the compressed endpoints.
The index table contains L pairs of values that each indicate the starting (bit) position of the
corresponding block and the number of the chain. The former is used to jump into the right block,
and the latter is used to know what startpoint to use in case the point is found.
When the differences are computed during the oﬄine phase, at the start of each i-th block, the
first difference is computed with respect to
⌊
iN
L
⌋
, and not the last endpoint encoded. The reason
is that if the difference was computed with respect to the previous endpoint instead, one would
need to decompress all the endpoints from the beginning. The resulting gain in space due to the
smaller differences is negligible.
During the online phase, given x, the corresponding block is found by computing
⌊
xL
N
⌋
, go to
the address pointed by that block by looking up in the small index table, and start recomputing
the sum of the differences with the offset
⌊⌊
xL
N
⌋
N
L
⌋
(i.e. the start of the corresponding block).
Once the sum is bigger or equal to x, the search is over (if it is equal, then a matching endpoint
is found, and if it is bigger, no such point exists). On average, m2L decodings are required for each
search (each block contains on average mL compressed endpoints). Experiences show that a number
of blocks of about L =
⌊
m
28
⌋
is reasonable for practical applications, as explained in Section 6.5.1.
Section 6.3.2 describes the technique quantitatively. A complete example of compressed delta
encoding is given in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Analysis and Optimality
Let Ei denote the i
th sorted endpoint and Di := Ei+1 − Ei − 1. We have:
Pr(Di = d) =

(
N−d−1
m−1
)(
N
m
) if 0 ≤ d ≤ N −m,
0 else.
(6.5)
Indeed this corresponds, among all possible choices for m endpoints in A, to choosing the other
m− 1 endpoints among the N − d− 1 values left. Since the probability does not depend on i, we
simply note D := Di.
2Note that endpoints are unique meaning that a zero difference is not possible. One can therefore also decrease
the differences by one.
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Theorem 4. The expected value of the difference (diminished by one) D between two consecutive
endpoints is:
E[D] =
N −m
m+ 1
(6.6)
Proof. We have E[D] =
∑∞
d=0 dPr(D = d). This is the expression that is addressed in p.175–177
of [88].
One can observe that the probability mass function (6.5) has a striking similarity with a geo-
metric distribution. Let D′ be a geometrically distributed random variable having the same average
as D, that is:
Pr(D′ = d) =
(
N −m
N + 1
)d
m+ 1
N + 1
.
Geometrically distributed data is best compressed when using schemes known as exponential
codes such as Rice coding [164] (Rice coding of parameter k is a special case of Golomb coding of
parameter m = 2k). Rice coding (see [164] for a thorough description) is a lossless data compression
scheme that creates variable-sized codes. Given an input integer x to compress, its corresponding
code is a binary string comprised of bx/2kc times the bit “1” followed by a bit “0”, and finally the
k least significant bits of x. For instance with a Rice parameter of k = 3, the integer “00110101”
is compressed to “1111110101”, and the integer “00000110” is compressed to “0110”.
It has been shown (see [83]) that Golomb codes are optimal to compress a geometrically dis-
tributed source. In order to select the parameter k that minimizes the rate (the average size of
a code), the results of [117] can be used. In the case of compressing endpoints, this leads to
Theorem 5.
Theorem 5. The optimal parameter kopt for the Rice coding of the differences (diminished by
one) of the endpoints is:
kopt = 1 +
⌊
log2
(
log(ϕ− 1)
log N−mN+1
)⌋
, (6.7)
with ϕ the golden ratio (1 +
√
5)/2. The rate of the corresponding code is:
Rkopt = k
opt +
1
1−
(
N −m
N + 1
)2kopt (6.8)
Proof. See Section 3.A in [117], with µ = N−mm+1 (from eq. (6.6)).
The memory usage of compressed delta encoding is determined as follows. Each of the m
compressed endpoints requires on average Rkopt bits as showed in Theorem 5. Additionally, each
entry in the index table comprises the position in bits of the beginning of its block, which requires
dlog2mRkopte bits, and the chain number for possible chain reconstruction, which requires dlog2me
bits. The total memory follows easily:
M cdeep = mRkopt + L (dlog2mRkopte+ dlog2me) . (6.9)
6.3.3 Example
Figure 6.2 presents an example of compressed delta encoding. The parameters are a space size of
N = 220, a number of chains of m = 216, a number of blocks L = m28 = 2
8, and a Rice parameter
k = kopt = 3. The first step consists in computing the delta encoding of the sorted endpoints (left
box) minus one. The list is divided in L blocks, with the beginning of each block marked (these
are the framed numbers in Figure 6.2). For instance, the second block should begin right after
N
L = 4096, which corresponds in this case to chain 249. The difference is computed with respect to
4096 rather than the previous endpoint 4090, in order to make the reconstruction possible. In the
second step, Rice compression is applied to these differences (top right box), and the index is built
(bottom right box). In the index, each block is mapped with its corresponding starting bit as well
as the corresponding chain number. Each entry in the index is 35 bits long, dlog2mRkopte = 19
for the bit address of the block and dlog2me = 16 for the chain number.
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chain 0 1
chain 1 7
chain 2 17
chain 3 31
chain 4 32
chain 5 52
chain 6 54
...
chain 248 4090
chain 249 4099
chain 250 4115
...
(1)⇒
chain 0 1
chain 1 5
chain 2 9
chain 3 13
chain 4 0
chain 5 19
chain 6 1
...
chain 248 14
chain 249 3
chain 250 15
...
(2)⇒
Compressed endpoints
(bit 0) 0001
(bit 4) 0101
(bit 8) 10001
(bit 13) 10101
(bit 18) 0000
(bit 22) 110011
(bit 28) 0001
...
(bit 1412) 10110
(bit 1417) 0011
(bit 1421) 10111
...
Index table
(bit 0) 0 0
(bit 35) 1417 249
...
Figure 6.2: Compressed delta encoding example with parameters N = 220, m = 216, L = m28 = 2
8,
and k = kopt = 3. Step (1) is delta encoding (minus one) and step (2) is Rice compression and
index construction.
6.4 Compressing the Startpoints
Startpoint compression is addressed in this section. The main difference with the endpoints is
that startpoints are not sorted, which means that a list needs to be compressed, rather than a
set. Nevertheless, there is some slack in their choice. In particular, the startpoints are chosen in
{0, . . . ,m1 − 1} in [26, 28] (with m1 being the total number of chains generated during the oﬄine
phase). They are, as far as we know, chosen in the same way in modern implementations, and are
therefore stored on dlog2m1e bits rather than n.
One might try to somehow compress this further, but the possible gain is very small. Indeed
the startpoints and endpoints may be seen as a choice of m couples in {0, . . . ,m1−1}×A, of which
there are
(
Nm1
m
)
. Therefore, using the same reasoning as in Section 6.1, one finds that the size of
startpoints and endpoints together is lower-bounded by:
Mopttot = log2
(
Nm1
m
)
. (6.10)
The total memory (the memory for the startpoints and the endpoints) is therefore given by
mdlog2m1e (that is, dlog2m1e bits for each startpoint) plus the memory for the endpoints, lower-
bounded by (and close to) eq. 6.2. This gives:
Mtot = mdlog2m1e+ log2
(
N
m
)
. (6.11)
Consider the following practical example: a space size of N = 240, a number of chains m = 224,
and m1 = 25 × m chains generated during the oﬄine phase. In this case, the theoretical lower
bound for the total memory (from eq. (6.10)) is a mere 0.59% lower than the theoretical lower
bound for startpoints and compressed endpoints (from eq. (6.11)).
This tells us that it is not possible to do significantly better than compressing the endpoints as
explained in Section 6.3, and adding the startpoints on dlog2m1e bits. Nevertheless, recall that the
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startpoints are in {0, . . . ,m1 − 1}. Whether other choices allowing them to be compressed more
exist is an open question.
6.5 Experiments and Comparison
Theoretical and practical experiments were carried out in order to compare the two techniques
(prefix-suffix decomposition and compressed delta encoding), and evaluate the gain realized with
respect to the naive implementation. The value of the number of blocks L for compressed delta
encoding is also discussed in this section.
6.5.1 Choice of the L Parameter
Recall from Section 6.3 that the compressed delta encoding technique separates the endpoints into
L blocks, and requires them to be indexed. The choice of the parameter L is a trade-off between
memory and online time. Indeed, if L is too big, the index part is large and the memory increases
too much. If it is too small, the online time is impacted in a noticeable way because the number
of items that need to be decompressed on the fly increases.
Let q = mL be the average number of compressed endpoints per block. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 6.3.2, the average overhead to recover a point in the endpoint list is m2L =
q
2 . This overhead
should be negligible compared to the work done by computing the online chain and verifying
the false alarms at each step. However, note that this additional cost is highly implementation-
dependant, since the hash function can be more or less expensive to compute.
Considering that the decoding procedure relies on other computations than cryptographic hash
operations, it is difficult to have a reliable point of comparison other than measured time. The
decoding procedure was implemented in C, and a decoding speed of about 18ns/entry was ob-
served3. What is suggested here is that recovering an endpoint should take about the time of a
cryptographic hash operation. This fixes q ≈ 28 in this case. For instance with N = 240 and
m = 224, this results in a negligible 0.006% increase in online time, and in a memory overhead of
about 0.6%.
6.5.2 Measure of the Gain
Endpoint Compression
Figure 6.3 shows the ratios Mpsep/M
orig
ep and M
cde
ep /M
orig
ep , which are a measure of the relative mem-
ory realized with respectively prefix-suffix decomposition and compressed delta encoding on the
memory required to store the endpoints (the lower, the better). The two measures are contrasted
with Moptep /M
orig
ep , the optimal gain. The original method consists in storing the endpoints on
dlog2Ne bits. In both cases, the optimal configurations are assumed, and for compressed delta
encoding, a value of L =
⌊
m
28
⌋
is considered. In this example, N = 240 is used, which corresponds to
a medium-sized search space for today’s hardware. Using a small or bigger searching space retains
the same overall picture, with similar conclusions. The horizontal axis is the number of chains m.
One can observe that compressed delta encoding offers a significantly better compression than
prefix-suffix decomposition, showing a 10 to 15% improvement in terms of memory. Figure 6.3 also
clearly indicates that compressed delta encoding is very close to the lower bound.
Total Compression
As discussed in Section 6.4, startpoints can not be compressed significantly better than when
encoded on dlog2m1e bits. When one includes the startpoints in the memory (assuming m1 =
25×m), the relative gain appears a bit smaller, as shown in Figure 6.4. It shows that compressed
delta encoding is 5 to 7% better than prefix-suffix decomposition assuming optimal configuration.
However, it is hard to tell if this number is very relevant because prefix-suffix decomposition might
have been used with non-optimal parameters in past implementations.
3This experiment has been done on a laptop with an i5 Intel Processor, with the encoded differences in RAM.
SHA-1 was used as a point of comparison for a hash function.
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Figure 6.3: Endpoints relative memory for the two techniques (N = 240).
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Figure 6.4: Total relative memory for the two techniques.
Table 6.1: Improvements in terms of memory and time for the two methods discussed in this
chapter compared to the naive approach. Parameters are m = 224, m1 = 25 ×m and N = 240.
Optimal configurations are assumed.
M (fixed time) T (fixed memory)
Naive approach 100.00% 100.00%
Prefix-suffix decomposition 63.44% 40.24%
Compressed delta encoding 58.44% 34.15%
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Finally, Table 6.1 shows the gain brought by the two techniques (optimal parameters assumed)
with respect to the naive approach, on a problem with parameters m = 224, m1 = 25 × m and
N = 240. The naive startpoint compression discussed in Section 6.4 is assumed for the two latter
cases. The memory for the naive approach, the prefix-suffix decomposition, and compressed delta
encoding are computed using respectively:
Morigtot = 2mn (6.12)
Mpstot = mdlog2m1e+ 2pdlog2me+ms (6.13)
M cdetot = mdlog2m1e+mRkopt + L (dlog2mRkopte+ dlog2me) (6.14)
In any case, the impact of good storage optimizations on the overall memory is clearly illus-
trated, showing a reduced usage to 58.44% of the initial memory (a bout a 42% reduction). Recall
that, since time-memory trade-offs follow the rule T ∝ N2/M2 as described in Section 5.1, a re-
duction of 42% of the memory (as it is the case for instance with m = 224, N = 240 in Figure 6.4)
is about the same as a speedup of 3 in time.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter clearly illustrates the importance of implementation optimizations for storage in
rainbow tables. The compressed delta encoding (almost) reaches optimality and improves the
state of the art, prefix-suffix decomposition. These storage improvements represent a speedup of
about 3 in time (with respect to the naive method), which is of great practical significance.
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Chapter 7
Interleaving for Non-Uniform
Input Distribution
Articles related to this chapter
[18] Gildas Avoine and Xavier Carpent. Interleaving Cryptanalytic Time-memory Trade-
offs on Non-Uniform Distributions. ACM Symposium on Information, Computer and
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7.1 Introduction
Security experts are often facing the problem of guessing secret values such as passwords. Per-
forming an exhaustive search in the set of possible secrets is an ad-hoc approach commonly used.
In practice, the searching time can usually be reduced (on average) by exploiting side information
on the values to be guessed. For example, a password cracker checks the most commonly used
passwords and their variants before launching an exhaustive search. This optimization is very
effective, as described in [53, 142]. More generally, the distribution of the secrets can be exploited
to reduce the average cryptanalysis time [136].
Nowadays, cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs are used by most password crackers. Unfor-
tunately, TMTOs do not behave well with non-uniform distributions of secrets because TMTOs,
by construction, uniformly explore the set of considered secrets. Duplicating secrets in the search
set artificially creates a non-uniform distribution but this approach does not make sense in practice
due to the excessive waste of memory. Providing a solution would be very impactful in practice,
though, not only for cracking passwords, but also for solving any problem that can be reduced to a
chosen plaintext attack. For example, anonymization techniques based on hashing email addresses
or MAC addresses are vulnerable targets for non-uniform TMTOs.
This chapter introduces a technique to make cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs compliant
with non-uniform distributions. More precisely, the approach consists in (i) dividing a set into
subsets of close densities, and (ii) exploring the related time-memory trade-offs in an interleaved
way (instead of sequentially) defined by a density-related metric. The technique significantly
improves the cryptanalysis time when considering non-uniform distributions: it was employed to
crack passwords and it is shown to be 16 times faster than state-of-the-art techniques [147] when
considering real-life password distributions.
Cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs are introduced in Section 5.1, and the same notations
and conventions are followed throughout this chapter. This chapter focuses on clean maximal-sized
rainbow tables. This choice was done because rainbow tables have been shown to be superior to
Hellman tables [147, 121], and maximal tables have the best online performance (despite being
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sub-TMTO 2
⇒
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visits
Figure 7.1: Intuitive illustration of the interleaved order of visit of two sub-TMTOs.
slower to precompute). However, the interleaving technique discussed here can be easily adapted
to Hellman tables or non-maximal rainbow tables.
The interleaving technique is described and analyzed in Section 7.2), and the interleaving order
discussed in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 explains the memory allocation, and Section 7.5 provides
experimental results. Finally, the chapter is brought to a close in Section 7.6.
7.2 Interleaving
7.2.1 Description
The nature of rainbow tables dictates that each point of the input set is recovered using on average
the same time. There is no bias in the coverage either: each point is covered a priori with the same
probability.
In order to work efficiently with non-uniform input distribution, what we suggest is to divide the
TMTO into several sub-TMTOs, one for each subdivision of the input set that can be considered
as roughly uniform. For instance, if one wants to build a TMTO against passwords containing
alphanumeric characters as well as special characters, two sub-TMTOs can be built on a partition
of the input set: the “alphanumeric” password set and the “alphanumeric+special” password set
(that is without passwords that are purely alphanumeric). This makes sense because the second set
is considerably larger, despite most users having passwords from the first set. This disparity is not
exploited in a regular TMTO over the whole input set. However, having two separate sub-TMTOs
allows to dedicate a bigger share of the memory to the first one comparatively, thus accelerating
the search where it matters the most on average.
Formally, let the input set A be partitioned into n input subsets [A]b
1 of size |[A]b| = [N ]b.
Each subset has a probability pb that the answer to the challenge in the online phase lies in [A]b.
The part of the trade-off dedicated to [A]b is named “sub-TMTO b”. The memory is divided and
a slice [M ]b = ρbM is allocated for each sub-TMTO b, where M is the total memory available for
the trade-off. Each sub-TMTO b is built on [A]b using a memory of [M ]b, exactly in the same way
than a regular TMTO.
In order to search through the sub-TMTOs, one naive approach could be to search through
each of them one by one, in decreasing order of probability. However, this technique is very slow
when the point to recover ends up being in one of the last sub-TMTOs. Indeed, the search in the
rainbow scheme is slower and slower when one moves towards the left of the TMTO. This drives the
average search time down and makes the technique wasteful. A more efficient approach referred to
as interleaving is discussed in the rest of this chapter. The idea of interleaving is to rather search
through all sub-TMTOs at the same time, but to pick one sub-TMTO to search through at each
step, effectively interleaving the order of columns visit. The intuition behind this may be found in
Fig. 7.1.
1For notations that already exist for rainbow tables, the convention adopted throughout the article to avoid
confusion is to surround them with brackets, as summarized in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Notations used in this chapter (specific to the interleaving technique).
Notation Meaning Notes
n number of subsets (and sub-TMTOs)
[A]b input subset
⋃n
b=1[A]b = A, [A]b ∩ [A]b′ = ∅ ∀ b 6= b′
[N ]b input subset size [N ]b = |[A]b|,
∑n
b=1[N ]b = N
pb intrinsic probability of subset [A]b pb = Pr(x ∈ [A]b|y = h(x)),
∑n
b=1 pb = 1
[M ]b memory size for sub-TMTO b
∑n
b=1[M ]b = M
ρb memory proportion for sub-TMTO b ρbM = [M ]b,
∑n
b=1 ρb = 1
[m]b number of chains of the sub-TMTO b [m]b =
[M ]b
2dlog2Ne
[t]b length of chains of the sub-TMTO b [t]b =
2[N ]b
[m]b
− 1
tˆ total number of steps of the TMTO tˆ =
∑n
b=1[t]b
[Ci]b cost for column i of sub-TMTO b see Theorem 4
7.2.2 Analysis
Notations
In the analysis done in this chapter, the same number ` of tables is used in each sub-TMTO. It
is also possible to use a different number of tables per sub-TMTO, but this results in a different
probability of success for each of them.
A step is defined as being a search in one column for the ` tables of a given sub-TMTO. One
could choose to define a step as being a search in a column for a single table of a given sub-TMTO,
but doing so results in a negligible difference of performance at the cost of a more complicated
analysis and implementation.
The notations used in this chapter are presented in Table 7.1.
Online Phase
Probability of Success The probability of success is the same in rainbow tables that use inter-
leaving than in the undivided case, provided clean tables of maximal size are used.
Theorem 6. The probability of success of a set of interleaved clean rainbow tables of maximal size
is:
P ∗ ≈ 1− e−2`.
Proof. The probability of success is
P ∗ =
n∑
b=1
piP
∗
i ,
with P ∗i the probability of success of the sub-TMTO i. Since each sub-TMTO is a clean rainbow
table of maximal size, we have that P ∗i ≈ 1 − e−2`, as computed in Result 1 of Chapter 5. The
results follows from
∑n
b=1 pi = 1.
Average Time The average search time for interleaved rainbow tables is given in Theorem 7.
An example of the average speedup realized is given in Section 7.5.
Theorem 7. The average number of hash operations required in the online phase of a set of
interleaved clean rainbow tables of maximal size, given a set of n input subset sizes {[N ]1, ..., [N ]n},
intrinsic probabilities {p1, ..., pn}, numbers of chains {[m]1, ..., [m]n}, and a vector V = (V1, ..., Vtˆ)
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representing the order of visits (i.e. Vk is the sub-TMTO chosen at step k) is:
T =
tˆ∑
k=1
pVk
[
1−
(
1− [m]Vk
[N ]Vk
)`] [
1− [m]Vk
[N ]Vk
](Sk−1)` k∑
i=1
`[CSi ]Vi
+
[
n∑
b=1
pb
(
1− [m]b
[N ]b
)[t]b`] n∑
b=1
[t]b∑
s=1
`[Cs]b, (7.1)
with tˆ =
∑n
b=1[t]b the total maximum number of steps
2, and Sk the number of steps for the sub-
TMTO Vk after k steps in total, that is:
Sk = #{i ≤ k|Vi = Vk}.
Proof. The formula is a relatively direct adaptation of the average time in the undivided case
(Result 5 of Chapter 5) to the interleaved case. Let y be the given hash in the online phase, and
x ∈ A be the the preimage of y. The average cryptanalysis time for a TMTO is:
T =
tˆ∑
k
Pr(search succeeds at step k)× (cost up to step k)
+ Pr(search fails)× (cost of a complete search)
Vk is the sub-TMTO chosen to visit at some step k. Vk has been visited Sk− 1 times until step
k. The probability Pr(search succeeds at step k) is therefore:
pVk
(
1−
(
1− [m]Vk
[N ]Vk
)`)(
1− [m]Vk
[N ]Vk
)(Sk−1)`
. (7.2)
The first factor in (7.2) is simply Pr(x ∈ [A]Vk) (the search may not succeed otherwise). Then,
for the search to succeed at step k (or step Sk within the sub-TMTO Vk), it must have failed
up to now. This is the third factor in (7.2). The expression
[m]Vk
[N ]Vk
is the probability that x lies
within any column of any table of the sub-TMTO Vk, provided that x ∈ [A]Vk . The expression(
1− [m]Vk[N ]Vk
)(Sk−1)`
is then just the probability that x is not in any of the (Sk − 1)` first columns
visited, provided that x ∈ [A]Vk . Finally, the second factor in (7.2) expresses the probability that
x lies within one of the ` columns visited at this step3, provided that x ∈ [A]Vk and that it has not
been found up to now.
The value “cost up to step k” is the sum of the cost of each step up to the current one. For
each step i ≤ k, the sub-TMTO visited is Vi (and it is its Si-th visit), and the associated cost is
[CSi ]Vi (see Result 4 of Chapter 5).
The probability Pr(search fails) is:
n∑
b=1
pb
(
1− [m]b
[N ]b
)[t]b`
. (7.3)
A failed search means that x is not in any of the [t]b columns of the sub-TMTO b where b is
such that x ∈ [A]b. Since the subsets [A]i form a partition of A, the law of total probability
gives (7.3). The factor
(
1− [m]b[N ]b
)[t]b`
is the probability that, x is not in any of the [t]b columns of
the sub-TMTO b, given x ∈ [A]b.
2 tˆ is used instead of t in order to avoid confusion with the number of columns of the undivided TMTO, which is
a different number.
3Note that one would normally stop the search as soon as x is found rather than continuing with all ` tables of
this step. This results in a more complex formula for the average time, and a negligible difference numerically.
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Finally, the “cost of a complete search” is the sum of the cost of each step in all sub-TMTOs,
that is
∑n
b=1
∑[t]b
s=1 `[Cs]b. This expression could also be written
∑tˆ
k=1 `[CSk ]Vk , but the former
expression is closer to its counterpart in Theorem 5 and also highlights that the cost of failure is
independent of the order of visits V .
Note that Theorem 7 for interleaved rainbow tables is a generalization of Result 5 of Chapter 5
for classical rainbow tables. In particular, if n = 1 and V = (1, 1, ..., 1) with |V | = t, Theorem 7
gives the same equation as Result 5 of Chapter 5.
Worst-Case Time A drawback of the interleaving is that it has in general a worse worst-case
time than an undivided TMTO. The worst-case in interleaved rainbow tables corresponds to the
second factor of the last term in (7.1), that is:
n∑
b=1
[t]b∑
s=1
`[Cs]b. (7.4)
Note that it is independent of the subset probabilities and the order of visits.
Oﬄine Phase
Precalculation of an interleaved TMTO consists in precalculation of each sub-TMTO independently.
Precalculation of a clean rainbow table set of m chains requires to build m1 = αm chains, where α
is a factor depending on how close to tables of maximal size the implementer wants to get (typical
numbers for α are 20–50).
The precalculation cost is the same regardless of the order of visit (since this only regards the
online phase), and asymptotically independent of the memory allocation for each sub-TMTO. In
particular, it is the same as in the undivided case, as shown in Theorem 8.
Theorem 8. The number of hash operations required in the precalculation phase of a set of inter-
leaved clean rainbow tables, given a set of n input subset sizes {[N ]1, ..., [N ]n}, numbers of chains
{[m]1, ..., [m]n}, and given α, the overhead factor for clean tables, is:
P ≈ 2α`N.
Proof. The precalculation consists in computing, for each sub-TMTO b and for each of its ` tables,
[m1]b = α[m]b chains of [tb] points.
P =
n∑
b=1
`[m1]b[t]b.
By replacing the definition of [t]b for clean tables, we get
P =
n∑
b=1
`[m1]b
(
2[N ]b
[m]b
− 1
)
≈
n∑
b=1
`2α[N ]b.
The approximation
(
2[N ]b
[m]b
− 1
)
≈ 2[N ]b[m]b is good because typically, [t]b  1. For unusually small
tables, the precalculation cost is slightly overestimated. The conclusion follows from
∑n
b=1[N ]b =
N
Storage
In this analysis, a naive storage consisting in storing both the starting and ending points on dlog2Ne
bits is used. This explains why the number of chains [m]b is given as
[M ]b
2dlog2Ne in Table 7.1.
Other options could be envisaged, such as storing the starting points on dlog2[m1]be bits and the
ending points on dlog2[N ]be bits, or even better, using prefix-suffix decomposition or compressed
delta encoding [17]. These storage techniques improve the memory efficiency and therefore im-
plicitly the global efficiency of the trade-off. In fact, they are even more beneficial for interleaved
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sub-TMTOs than for an undivided TMTO, because sub-TMTOs operate on smaller subsets, and
can therefore benefit from a more substantial reduction of the memory.
However, taking these into account makes both the analysis of interleaved sub-TMTOs and
their comparison with an undivided TMTO quite a bit more complex. It is however strongly
encouraged to take these storage improvements into consideration for practical implementations,
and for figuring out the optimal memory allocation (as discussed in Section 7.4.2) for such practical
implementations.
7.3 Order of Visit
7.3.1 Discussion
This section discusses the order of visit of the columns of the sub-TMTOs. Before every step
during the search, a decision is made regarding in which sub-TMTO to search through during this
step. This decision should be made easily and quickly, and the goal is to have an order of visit
that minimizes the average search time.
What is suggested is that a metric is computed for each sub-TMTO b. This metric is defined
as being the probability to find a solution in [A]b at the next step, divided by the average amount
of work at the next step in sub-TMTO b (Definition 1).
Definition 1. The metric associated to the k-th step of sub-TMTO b is:
η(b, k) =
Pr(x found at the k-th step in sub-TMTO b)
E[work for the k-th step in sub-TMTO b]
,
with x, an answer in the online phase.
The sub-TMTO that should be visited is the one with the highest metric. This metric is
quantified for the rainbow scheme case in Section 7.3.2.
7.3.2 Analysis
It has been shown in [28] that the probability for the preimage to be in any column is m/N . This
probability is thus independent of the column visited. Moreover, it may be seen from Result 4 of
Chapter 5 that the cost is monotonically increasing towards the left columns in a rainbow table.
This means that it is always preferable to visit the rightmost column that is not yet visited first.
Therefore, the metric is only computed for each sub-TMTO rather than for each column, since the
choice of the column is implicitly the rightmost one4.
Theorem 9. The metric associated to the k-th step of sub-TMTO b is:
η(b, k) =
pb ×
(
1−
(
1− [m]b[N ]b
)`)(
1− [m]b[N ]b
)(k−1)`
`[Ck]b
Proof. The numerator in Definition 1 is the probability addressed in equation (7.2) in the proof
of Theorem 7. The denominator, the expected work required at step k in sub-TMTO b is denoted
[Ck]b, and is computed as indicated in Result 4 of Chapter 5. Since the search is done in ` tables,
the total work done at this step on average is `[Ck]b.
The Lemma 3 provided below helps demonstrating Theorem 10.
Lemma 3. The metric η(b, k) defined in Theorem 9 is a decreasing function of k.
4Note that in rainbow tables with checkpoints [26], this is not entirely the case (columns where checkpoints are
placed often have a slightly cheaper cost than the the column immediately to their right, for instance). Nevertheless,
the search is performed from right to left as well in such tables (see [26]), and experiments show that the gain of
reorganizing columns visit for taking this into account is extremely small.
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Proof. The numerator of η(b, k) is decreasing, because both pb and
(
1−
(
1− [m]b[N ]b
)`)
are constant,
and because
(
1− [m]b[N ]b
)(k−1)`
is decreasing (since 1− [m]b[N ]b < 1).
The denominator is an increasing function of k since the cost of a step is increasingly expensive
towards the left of a rainbow table.
Theorem 10. The metric given in Theorem 9 is optimal, that is it minimizes T from Theorem 7
given a set of n input subset sizes {[N ]1, ..., [N ]n}, intrinsic probabilities {p1, ..., pn} and numbers
of chains {[m]1, ..., [m]n}.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, the following simplified notations are used in this proof:
f(b, k) = pb
(
1−
(
1− [m]b
[N ]b
)`)(
1− [m]b
[N ]b
)(k−1)`
,
g(b, k) = `[Ck]b.
Let V be a vector describing an arbitrary order of visit. Let V ∗ be a vector describing the order
of visit dictated by the metric given in Theorem 9. V is thus an arbitrary permutation of V ∗. Sk
(resp. S∗k) is defined as in Theorem 7, that is how many times Vk (resp. V
∗
k ) has been visited up
to step k included:
Sk = #{i ≤ k|Vi = Vk},
S∗k = #{i ≤ k|V ∗i = V ∗k }.
Additionally, let σ(b, k) be the position of the k-th apparition of the sub-TMTO b in V (and σ∗(b, k)
its V ∗ equivalent). In particular, the following identity binds these notations:
σ(Vi, Si) = σ
∗(V ∗i , S
∗
i ) = i ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ tˆ.
The goal is to minimize (7.1), that is:
T =
tˆ∑
k=1
pVk
[
1−
(
1− [m]Vk
[N ]Vk
)`] [
1− [m]Vk
[N ]Vk
](Sk−1)` k∑
i=1
`[CSi ]Vi
+
[
n∑
b=1
pb
(
1− [m]b
[N ]b
)[t]b`] n∑
b=1
[t]b∑
s=1
`[Cs]b
=
tˆ∑
k=1
f(Vk, Sk)
k∑
i=1
g(Vi, Si) + constant.
Note that the second term of this expression is constant, regardless of the choice for V . Therefore,
in order to prove the optimality of the metric and thus the optimality of the choice of V ∗, it suffices
to show that G ≥ G∗, with:
G =
tˆ∑
k=1
f(Vk, Sk)
k∑
i=1
g(Vi, Si), (7.5)
G∗ =
tˆ∑
k=1
f(V ∗k , S
∗
k)
k∑
i=1
g(V ∗i , S
∗
i ), (7.6)
and with V any permutation of V ∗. Equation (7.5) can be re-written such that sub-TMTOs are
considered in consecutive order rather than considering them in the order of visit (this is a mere
re-ordering of the terms in the sum):
G =
n∑
b=1
[t]b∑
k=1
f(b, k)
σ(b,k)∑
i=1
g(Vi, Si),
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and likewise for the sum in (7.6). It is now possible to factorize the difference G−G∗ as such:
G−G∗ =
n∑
b=1
[t]b∑
k=1
f(b, k)
σ(b,k)∑
i=1
g(Vi, Si)−
σ∗(b,k)∑
i=1
g(V ∗i , S
∗
i )
 . (7.7)
Some terms cancel each other out in the two sums of the bracketed factor in (7.7), i.e. terms that
appear in both sums. Let ∆+b,k (resp. ∆
−
b,k) be the set of positions in V (resp. V
∗) that only
appear in the left (resp. right) sum. Formally,
∆+b,k = {j < σ(b, k) | σ∗(Vj , Sj) > σ∗(b, k)},
∆−b,k = {j < σ∗(b, k) | σ(V ∗j , S∗j ) > σ(b, k)}.
This allows to rewrite the difference (7.7) as:
G−G∗ =
n∑
b=1
[t]b∑
k=1
f(b, k)
 ∑
i∈∆+b,k
g(Vi, Si)−
∑
i∈∆−b,k
g(V ∗i , S
∗
i )
 . (7.8)
By construction, the following implication holds between ∆+ and ∆−:
σ(b, k) ∈ ∆+b′,k′ ⇐⇒ σ∗(b′, k′) ∈ ∆−b,k. (7.9)
Indeed, we have:
σ(b, k) ∈ ∆+b′,k′
⇐⇒ σ(b, k) < σ(b′, k′) ∧ σ∗(Vσ(b,k), Sσ(b,k)) > σ∗(b′, k′)
⇐⇒ σ(b, k) < σ(b′, k′) ∧ σ∗(b, k) > σ∗(b′, k′) (7.10)
The first equivalence is the definition of ∆+b,k, and the second comes from the fact that Vσ(b,k) = b
and Sσ(b,k) = k, by definition of V and S. Likewise,
σ∗(b′, k′) ∈ ∆−b,k
⇐⇒ σ∗(b′, k′) < σ∗(b, k) ∧ σ(V ∗σ∗(b′,k′), S∗σ∗(b′,k′)) > σ(b, k)
⇐⇒ σ∗(b′, k′) < σ∗(b, k) ∧ σ(b′, k′) > σ(b, k) (7.11)
The implication (7.9) comes from the equivalence between (7.10) and (7.11). As a particular case
of (7.9), we have:
j ∈ ∆−b,k ⇐⇒ σ(b, k) ∈ ∆+V ∗j ,S∗j .
This means that for each negative term −f(b, k)g(V ∗j , S∗j ) in (7.8), there is also a positive coun-
terpart f(V ∗j , S
∗
j )g(b, k). This allows to rewrite the difference (7.8) as a simple sum of opposed
crossed terms:
G−G∗ =
∑[
f(V ∗j , S
∗
j )g(b, k)− f(b, k)g(V ∗j , S∗j )
]
. (7.12)
We have that σ∗(b, k) > j = σ∗(V ∗j , S
∗
j ), for all j ∈ ∆−b,k, by definition of ∆−b,k. Moreover, since
the metric used to construct B∗ is decreasing (see Lemma 3), we have that:
η(b, k) ≥ η(b′, k′),
f(b, k)g(b′, k′) ≥ f(b′, k′)g(b, k),
for all b, k, b′, k′ such that σ∗(b, k) < σ∗(b′, k′). Using this fact in (7.12) shows that each term of
the sum is positive, and thus G ≥ G∗.
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7.4 Input Set Partition and Memory Allocation
7.4.1 Input Set Partition
Partitioning the input set induces a time overhead for the online phase. Doing so is only worth
it if the gain outweighs this overhead. The ratio pb[N ]b represents the individual probability of
occurrence for each point of the [A]b subset, and is intuitively a measure of the “density” of [A]b.
It makes sense to divide a set when it contains subsets of unbalanced densities. A TMTO covering
a high-density subset should be devoted a higher memory and searched through more rapidly than
average, and vice versa. Once the considered set is partitioned into subsets, one may compute the
expected online time given using Theorem 7.
7.4.2 Memory Allocation
Given a partition {[N ]1, ..., [N ]n} of the input set and their intrinsic probabilities {p1, ..., pn}, a
memory size must be assigned to each subset. Given [N ]b, we have [M ]b = ρbM . The expression T
given in Theorem 7 is not simple enough to determine analytically an optimal memory allocation.
Instead, the memory allocation can be done solving an optimization problem that consists in
minimizing T by changing the variables ρ1, ..., ρn.
When the number of subsets n is small, the memory allocation can be found easily with a grid
search. That is, T is evaluated at discretized values of the parameters ρ1, ..., ρn (with
∑n
i=1 ρi = 1),
and the point where T is minimal is kept as the selected memory allocation.
This technique becomes quite costly when the number of subsets n is too large, or when the
desired resolution of the discretization is too thin. Metaheuristic techniques of local search such as
Hill Climbing [168] may be used instead to find the optimal memory allocation more efficiently.
7.5 Results
In this section, the interleaving technique is illustrated on password cracking. In order to determine
the password distribution, two publicly-available datasets have been considered: RockYou and
phpBB. The RockYou dataset originated from rockyou.com, a gaming website that lost 32.6
million unencrypted passwords in 2009. Among those passwords 14.3 million are unique. The
phpBB dataset comes from phpbb.com, a forum that was attacked in 2009 due to a vulnerable
third-party application. These datasets are for example used for dictionary attacks by the well-
known password crackers Hashcat [7] and John the Ripper [160].
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 present some statistics on these datasets. Each cell of both tables represent
the percentage of passwords that have the length indicated on the left, and that correspond to the
character set indicated on the top. Such statistics can then be used to feed the parameters for the
interleaving technique. This is illustrated below in the case of the RockYou dataset.
We decided to set A to the set of passwords of the special character set (96 characters) of length
7 or less, which corresponds to the same set covered in the “XP special” table of the Ophcrack
software [148]. Likewise, we set the total memory to 8GB, which is about the memory used for
this table. We set the number of tables to be ` = 4, which means a probability of success of
about 99.97%. With these settings, an undivided TMTO has an average cryptanalysis time of
T = 6.27× 109 operations (obtained from Result 5 of Chapter 5).
We chose the following partition: [A]1 is set to the passwords of length 7 (exactly) that contain at
least one special character, and [A]2 the rest of the passwords. This gives the following parameters
for the RockYou dataset:
[N ]1 = 96
7 − 627 = 7.16× 1013 p1 = 0.0143
[N ]2 = N − [N ]1 = 4.31× 1012 p2 = 0.9857
The probabilities are taken from Table 7.2, and are adjusted such that the sum of probabilities up
to length 7 is 1.
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Length Special Lower Upper Digit Alpha Alnum
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.015 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.001
4 0.001 0.138 0.005 0.063 0.003 0.006
5 0.028 2.893 0.140 0.655 0.051 0.301
6 0.302 12.232 0.453 6.990 0.213 5.844
7 0.571 8.398 0.303 1.968 0.185 7.855
8 0.654 7.575 0.250 2.508 0.158 8.826
9 0.592 4.239 0.138 1.377 0.095 5.668
10 0.515 2.667 0.086 1.659 0.062 4.069
11 0.290 1.401 0.046 0.374 0.036 1.417
12 0.215 0.845 0.028 0.135 0.022 0.859
13 0.156 0.506 0.018 0.096 0.014 0.527
14 0.118 0.314 0.011 0.039 0.009 0.369
15 0.089 0.206 0.008 0.023 0.006 0.219
16 0.081 0.122 0.005 0.021 0.005 0.160
17 0.025 0.048 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.043
18 0.018 0.028 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.024
19 0.015 0.017 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.014
Table 7.2: Statistics for the Rockyou dataset (percent truncated to 10−3).
Length Special Lower Upper Digit Alpha Alnum
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 0.001 0.030 0.001 0.033 0.000 0.000
2 0.001 0.062 0.004 0.017 0.000 0.004
3 0.005 0.376 0.013 0.156 0.005 0.023
4 0.013 1.766 0.031 1.174 0.031 0.144
5 0.038 4.160 0.064 0.694 0.121 0.592
6 0.213 14.787 0.218 5.193 0.450 6.355
7 0.329 9.523 0.132 1.272 0.365 6.062
8 0.505 10.765 0.161 2.451 0.786 12.523
9 0.259 4.252 0.062 0.568 0.181 3.766
10 0.123 2.474 0.034 0.327 0.119 2.210
11 0.069 1.058 0.009 0.086 0.049 0.812
12 0.040 0.520 0.005 0.056 0.022 0.410
13 0.022 0.217 0.003 0.014 0.010 0.160
14 0.017 0.099 0.002 0.010 0.006 0.079
15 0.010 0.046 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.034
16 0.004 0.024 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.018
17 0.004 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
18 0.002 0.006 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.002
19 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Table 7.3: Statistics for the phpbb dataset (percent truncated to 10−3).
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Figure 7.2: Memory allocation for the RockYou database: the solid line represents the average
number of operations as a function of the proportion ρ1 of the memory devoted to the first sub-
TMTO. The crossmark is the optimal memory allocation, and the dashed line represents the cost
of an undivided TMTO, about 16.45 times slower.
Figure 7.2 represents T according to ρ1: the memory allocation is optimal when ρ1 = 0.5957,
with T = 3.81 × 108 operations, which represents a speedup of about 16.45 with respect to the
undivided case5.
7.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduces a technique to improve the efficiency of cryptanalytic time-memory trade-
offs when the considered distribution of secrets is non-uniform. It consists – during the precalcula-
tion phase – in dividing the input set into smaller subsets of unbalanced densities and applying a
time-memory trade-off on every subset. As importantly, the contribution also consists of a method
to interleave – during the attack phase – the exploration of the time-memory trade-offs. For that,
a metric to select at each step the time-memory trade-off to be explored is introduced, and a proof
of optimality is provided. The efficiency of the technique is practically demonstrated to crack
7-character passwords selected in a 96-character alphabet. Password length and alphabet size have
been chosen in compliance with the tools currently used by security experts to crack LM Hash
passwords. The password distributions used to evaluate the efficiency of the technique come from
well-known websites whose password databases recently leaked. It has been shown that the time
required to crack such passwords is divided by more than 16 when the technique introduced in this
chapter is applied, compared to currently used time-memory trade-offs. The efficiency can be still
better when considering distributions with a higher standard deviation. As far as we know, this
is the first time an improvement on time-memory trade-off divides by more than two the cracking
time since Hellman’s seminal work.
5For instance, in terms of time elapsed on a laptop capable of performing 3× 106 SHA-1 operations per second,
and on a memory of 8GB, this corresponds to 34’50” (undivided case) reduced to 2’07” (interleaved case) on average.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis first explored two of the important challenges in RFID authentication: the design of
extremely lightweight authentication protocols, and scalability issues in private authentication.
Ultralightweight protocols appeared in the advent of widespread usage of RFID technologies,
as security and privacy became important research concerns. They aim to answer a need for secure
and privacy-friendly authentication with very inexpensive tags. In this context, tags have very
limited capabilities in terms of what they can compute and with how much time and energy at
their disposal. In particular, both public-key cryptography and classical primitives of symmetric-
key cryptography are deemed too expensive. The former is only used on very high-end tags while
the latter is acceptable for intermediate tags. Instead, ultralightweight protocols rely on basic
operations only, such as bitwise operations, modular addition, data-dependent rotations and other
permutations, etc.
A significant part of this thesis has been dedicated to the cryptanalysis of ultralightweight
protocols. Chapter 2 relates the state of the art, describes a couple of cryptanalyses, and discusses
the typical weaknesses exploited by attacks on these protocols. Although commendable, the efforts
to build a good ultralightweight protocol have so far virtually all failed due to weaknesses in their
design. The quest for a perfectly secure and private ultralightweight protocol continues, but will
hopefully use a slightly different, more constructive approach, with about 10 years of experience.
As of today, the best security/privacy versus cost compromise is probably to use ultralightweight
primitives, such as PRESENT, on top of a classical challenge-response authentication protocol. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, such primitives have security issues albeit less seriously so than ultra-
lightweight protocols. Moreover, they are the focus of research of a large community and are
getting more and more secure, as well as more and more lightweight. Then again, one might argue
that using block ciphers or hash functions might be slightly excessive, as their security require-
ments may not all be needed for authentication purposes. With that in mind, it might still make
sense to try and design an authentication protocol from scratch, being in the vein of existing ultra-
lightweight protocols, or using different techniques (e.g. the HB family of protocols). Work in that
direction will probably continue, but hopefully with more care, and with past mistakes in mind.
The second RFID topic discussed in this thesis is the scalability of privacy-friendly authentica-
tion protocols. Ensuring privacy in a protocol means that an adversary should not be able to easily
guess the identity of the prover being authenticated. Therefore, exchanged information should no-
tably have no correlation with the identity of the prover from the point of view of the attacker.
This constraint however hinders the ability of a legitimate verifier to identify (and authenticate) a
prover efficiently.
Partial solutions to the problem have been created, using very inventive mechanisms. These are
analyzed in depth in Chapter 3. Among other ideas, the two main categories are protocols that use
(partially) shared secrets, and those that use hash chains. The former type of protocols let provers
share (part of) their secrets with each other, which alleviates the identification procedure on the
verifier side. The main drawback is that it also gives way to dangerous compromising attacks, where
an attacker that has acquired the secrets of a prover gains an advantage at identifying other provers.
Although these protocols are quite efficient and are mostly secure against “weak” adversaries, the
danger of compromising attacks is too great for most realistic settings. The protocols in the second
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notable category, those based on hash chains, use dynamic secrets in the provers, along with ways
for the verifier to use former secrets of provers to accelerate the search. Beside not having the issue
of compromising attacks, these protocols have the additional advantage of being able to provide
forward-secrecy, a strong notion of privacy. They are, on the other hand slightly less efficient and
have other miscellaneous minor issues.
On paper, the best solution to this issue is probably the OSK/AO protocol, a variant of the
OSK protocol that use a cryptanalytic time-memory trade-off to accelerate the search. As discussed
in Chapter 4 however, the AO variant only makes sense in certain settings, such as with mobile
readers with limited memory. The full storage variant is on the other hand extremely efficient,
and quite realistic, when sufficient memory is available. Other protocols (such as O-RAP) present
other characteristics which might make more sense in some scenarios, but OSK (in either its AO
or full-storage variant) seems to be the overall winner as of today.
Although some existing solutions are already acceptable in many settings, there might be pro-
tocols with a better privacy/complexity trade-off. This could be achieved through refining existing
protocols, or using new techniques using shared secrets, hash chains, or any other ways of reducing
the complexity level. In all cases analyzed in Chapter 3, protocols also trade away some aspect of
their security or usability to lower the privacy/complexity trade-off curve (for instance, shared se-
crets schemes introduce the compromising attacks, OSK is technically descynchronizable, O-RAP
has a high worst-case complexity, YA-TRAP has additional system assumptions, etc.). Finally, it
might be extremely valuable to know theoretical bounds on this privacy/complexity trade-off (i.e.
minimum complexity achievable for a given level of privacy), but it seems tricky to unify these
protocols (and their specific security and usability characteristics) in a model that is both fair and
realistic.
The second part of this thesis focused on improvements on cryptanalytic time-memory trade-
offs. Although they are at first sight quite unrelated to the two previous research topics, they
present an interest in the improvement of OSK/AO, and might be of use in other similar protocols.
Cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs are a tool to perform efficient brute-force on a one-way
function. They consist in a precomputation phase, and an online phase in which the output of
a one-way function is provided, and its corresponding preimage is to be found. In the former,
chains of hashes are computed and only the start and the end of each chain is kept in memory. In
the latter, a chain is built from the given image, hopefully matching a precomputed chain. The
principal use case for cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs is the retrieval of passwords from their
stored hashes. There are other cryptanalytic applications, and even constructive ones such as in
the OSK/AO protocol. They make sense in three scenarios: (1) the precomputation is carried out
by a more powerful entity than the online phase, (2) the online phase is carried out many times
over distinct sessions, or (3) the window of opportunity for the attack is small, but the preparation
time may be long.
The specific variant of cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs that is considered the most efficient
today is the rainbow table, and it was the focus of the research done in this thesis. Among the
approaches at improving its performance that were explored, three showed interesting results: the
fingerprints, improved storage, and interleaving.
The fingerprint (see Chapter 5) is an information that is used to represent a chain, along with
its startpoint. It is essentially a generalized model built on earlier improvements of rainbow tables,
namely the checkpoints, and the endpoint truncation. This model may help to think about chains
differently and might spark new ideas, but most importantly, it allows the compound analysis of
checkpoints and endpoint truncation. This made possible the systematic determination of optimal
configurations. In such optimal configurations, rainbow tables with fingerprints may achieve a
speedup of about two with respect to the plain version.
Storage in cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs is very important, as more memory available
or more efficient storage means faster online phase (the time in the online phase being inversely
proportional to the square of the memory available). Up to now, endpoint storage was done using
a technique called prefix-suffix decomposition, of which configurations were found empirically.
Chapter 6 discusses a bound on storage and presents compressed delta encoding, a technique to
reach this bound.
While symmetric keys are generated randomly according to a uniform distribution, passwords
chosen by users are in practice far from being random, as confirmed by recent leakage of databases.
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Unfortunately, the technique used to build classical rainbow tables is not able to capitalize on this
bias. Chapter 7 introduces an efficient construction that consists in partitioning the search set
into subsets of close densities, and a strategy to explore the TMTOs associated to the subsets
based on an interleaved traversal. This approach results in a significant improvement compared to
currently used TMTOs. On a typical searching space, interleaving presents a speedup of about 16
with respect to the monolithic approach.
Fingerprints and storage compression are both generic techniques to improve the efficiency
of rainbow tables. The efficiency is however quite far from the bound stated in [38], by Barkan,
Biham, and Shamir. Chances are however that this bound will never be tight, due to relatively high
numerical factors in it. It is thus hard to tell how far these improvements bring rainbow tables from
theoretically maximal efficiency. Although techniques such as interleaving can bring an arbitrarily
high speedup, it does not contracdict the bound because the assumptions are different: interleaving
takes advantage of a bias in the input distribution probability, whereas in [38], the input set is
assumed to be uniformly distributed.
Cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs are an important element of applied cryptography, and
there seems to be room for improvement. These improvements may come in the form of algorithmic
enhancements, or practical implementations. Areas that deserve scrutiny are the online phase of
course, but also the precomputation (which is in some cases the bottleneck, and is somewhat
poorly studied), or some specific relaxations or variations of the problem. Although not explored
in this thesis, practical implementation improvements also matter a lot. Nowadays, cryptanalytic
time-memory trade-offs are often stored on RAM, which limits the memory that is available.
Alternatively, one may use hard drives or flash memory, but it has drawbacks (essentially due
to the overhead of data transfer). Clever memory management could allow bigger memories and
thus much faster research (or bigger input space). Computation done on graphic cards has also
proved quite potent, but has constraints (GPU’s notably have small memories and are highly
parallelized). Finally, cryptanalytic time-memory trade-offs are mostly implemented on general-
purpose PC’s, but could benefit from specific hardware or configurations with a large amount of
fast memory. Improving the efficiency of time-memory trade-offs is important at the fundamental
research standpoint, for forensics applications, as well as for promoting stronger security standards.
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